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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D.C.
This document is available from the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS), Springfield. Virginia 22151. for$6.00.
FOREWORD
The preliminary version of the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-7030) was issued in
December 1967, and it is planned to publish the first edition in late 1972. In the
interim, new terms have been added to the "working" Thesaurus which have not
been reviewed intensively. These terms have been largely unavailable to those users
who purchased copies of the Preliminary Edition. As a service to this group of users,
this up-dated interim version has been prepared. It contains 17,189 terms (14,002
of them postable).
The NASA Thesaurus is being reviewed term-by-term, and it is anticipated that the
first edition will contain changes in structure and organization. Recommendations
for candidate terms for inclusion in the first edition and any other comments or
suggestions will be welcome. These should be addressed to:






Alphabetical Listing of Subject Terms (A-Z) 1
INTRODUCTION
The NASA THESAURUS - ALPHABETICAL UPDATE is an alphabetical listing of all
subject terms (postable and nonpostable) that are currently approved for use in the
NASA scientific and technical information system. Contained in the listing are the
subject terms that were listed in the Preliminary Edition of the NASA THESAURUS
and the additional subject terms that were approved during the period January 1,
1967-June 30. 1971. Complete Thesaurus structuring—including scope notes,
category assignments, and cross-references—is provided for each term as appropriate.
Appendixes are not included in this publication.
DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The definitions.and conventions employed in the development of this listing follow.
Term Selection. Subject terms have been chosen on the basis of their significance
and use in aerospace literature and their effectiveness in incorporating productive
retrieval concepts. Particular consideration has been given to frequency of use in
earlier NASA indexing and search vocabularies, to relationships with other terms in
the vocabulary, and to precise scientific and technical usage.
Grammatical Form. Subject terms are presented in the noun form. Expressions that
were presented in earlier vocabularies as adjectives or verbs have been converted to
the noun form.
Singular vs. Plural. The plural form has in general been used for subject terms. The
singular form, however, is occasionally employed for specific processes, properties,
conditions, and hardware.
Punctuation. Effort has been made to minimize the use of punctuation within sub-
ject terms. Where it is used, however, it becomes an integral part of the term.
Term Length. No more than 42 characters, including spaces, are used for any sub-
ject term.
Term Ambiguity. When subject terms have more than one meaning in aerospace
usage, or where distinction between terms must be made, clarification is provided in
one of two ways:
a) Parenthetical qualifying expressions are added, becoming part of the subject
term. For example:
S I X J N G ( S I I A P I N G )
SIX- ING ( S U R I ACI-: TRI :ATMI- ;NT)
b) Parenthetical scope notes are also added for explanation or definition; they
do not become part of the subject term. For example:
SPLCTROSCORC A N A L Y S I S
(USI-: Ol SPIXTROSCOPIC TOOLS IN C I I L M I C A L A N A L Y S I S )
Direct Entry. Subject terms that consist of more than one word are listed for direct
entry, i.e., in their natural word order rather than in the inverted form. For example:
ANALYTICAL CIIHMISTRY, hot CHLMISTRY, ANALYTICAL.
Abbreviations and Acronyms. Abbreviations and acronyms that are in common use
in the aerospace community are employed in this listing. In most cases USE cross-
references are made from the unabbreviated forms. For example:
O R B I T I N G SOLAR OBSERVATORY
LSI: oso
Synonyms. When candidate subject terms are true synonyms, one is chosen to be




Array Terms. Subject terms either with ambiguous meanings or too broad for effect-
ive indexing or retrieval of information have been designated array terms and carry
the following scope note. (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS RECOM-
MENDED CONSULT THE TERMS LISTED BELOW). Relationships with other postable
terms are shown by the Related Term (RT) reference only. For example:
S I Z I N G
(USE or A MORI-: SPECHIC TERM is RECOMMENDED—CONSULT
T i l l - T E R M S LISTED BELOW)
RT BODY M E A S U R E M E N T (BIOL)
SIZE D E T E R M I N A T I O N
Sl/i: S E P A R A T I O N
S I Z I N G ( S H A P I N G )
S I Z I N G ( S U R I A C E T R E A T M E N T )
S I Z I N G M A T E R I A L S
Display terms. The use of a $ sign preceding a subject term in the alphabetical
listing indicates that the subject term is one of the main entries in the Hierarchical
Display. An example:
^ B E A R I N G S
ANT1I RICT1ON B E A R I N G S
BT ^ B E A R I N G S
The term BEARINGS is a main entry in the Hierarchial Display. Please note that this
publication does not contain the Hierarchical Display (Appendix A).
Identifiers. In this listing, identifiers, i.e.. subject terms that include a numerical or
alphabetical designation, or both, for a specific model or item, are treated as regular
subject terms and are provided complete cross-referencing. For example: .
K i l l A I R C R A I T
U l T E X A I R C R A I T
BT ATTACK A I R C R A I T
BT JET A I R C R A I T
R T V A R I A B L E S W E E P W I N G S
Thesaurus Category Codes. For purposes of efficient document announcement and
distribution, the documents comprising the NASA scientific and technical information
system are grouped in 34 broad subject categories. These categories have been
divided into 217 subcategories to permit more convenient grouping of related terms
in this listing. An explanation of the Codes will be found in Appendix B of the
Preliminary Edition of the NASA Thesaurus (NASA SP-7030).
CROSS-REFERENCE STRUCTURE
The relationships among terms are shown by cross-references and the notations used







These five cross-references have the following specific applications:
Broader Term (BT). This indicates that the terms that follow the BT notation repre-
sent more inclusive concepts that cover, among others, the term used. For example:
ALUMINUM AU.OYS
BT ALLOYS
Narrower Term (NT). This indicates that the subject terms following the NT notation
represent more specific concepts than the term used; it is a reciprocal of the
broader term (BT) reference. For example:
ALLOYS
NT A L U M I N U M ALLOYS
Related Term (RT). This indicates that the two indexable terms are closely related
conceptually but are not structured within the broader or narrower "tree," or hier-
archy. The reciprocal of the RT reference "a" is the RT reference "b" and vice versa.
( A ) R A D A R K Q U I P M I i N T
RT R A D I O I - Q U I P M L N T
( B ) R A D I O E Q U I P M E N T
RT R A D A R I - Q U I P M H N T
Use (USE). This indicates that the term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and
that the following term or terms should be used instead. For example:
C O L U M B I U M
. USI: N I O B I U M
Used For (UF). This is a reciprocal of the USE cross-reference and identifies valid,
or "postable," terms. For example:
N I O B I U M . •
U T C O L U M B I U M
ALPHABETIZATION
A modified computer sorting order has been used in the alphabetization of subject
terms in this listing. The resulting arrangement closely resembles the word-by-word







































































































OSE ECHO 1 SATELLITE
A-12 SATELLITE














































































































































































































































0603 1109 1501 2202 2105 2901 3203 3303
(OSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEBM IS































I MATEBIALS FOB ABSORBING RADIATION
i BATHER THAN OTHER MATERIALS)
NT NEUTRON ABSOBBERS
/ BADAB ABSORBERS










































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























0301 0705 1111 2102 2105




























































































USE DHC 1 AIBCBAFT
AC GENEBATOBS
0302 0901



























0101 0201 1202 1901 2103 2311 3006
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
























































(LIBITED TO ABILITY OF ORGANISBS TO
1ITHSTAND ACCELERATION—FOB EFFECTS ON















2401 2403 2104 2405
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS














VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATOBS
ACCELEBOBETERS
1309 1402 1406 1410
UF INEBTIAL ACCELEROBETERS

























































































































UF THERHAL ACCOBBODATION COEFFICIENTS
BT (COEFFICIENTS







































































































































































































































































































































(BEASUEEHENT OF PBOPEBTIES, QUANTITIES



































































































































































































































































































































2403 2404 2405 • . ,
BT BEUTBOB ACTIVATIOB ABALYSIS
BT ACTIVAIIOB , , - • • •
ANALYZING ' . • • • .
ACTIVATIOB EBBBGY
0602 0603 2401 2405
BT ACTIVATIOB (BIOLOGY)
ELECTBOB ENERGY..
ENEBGY . • -
HEAT
NUCLEAB BINDING ENEBGY
NOCLEAR CAPTURE , .
PBOTOB EBEBGY
BOTONS i • • :•'
SUBFACB EBEBGY , .
ACTIVE SATELLITES :
0707 2004 3409
HT EABLY BIBD SATELLITES
SYBCOB 1 SATELLITE
SYBCOB 2 SATELLITE

















0603 2311 3406 3408















0403 0404 0408 • . .... ./. •
BT fCYCLES
RT CIHCADIAB RBYTHBS













0303 1504 • .
BT DISKS (SHAPES) .
R T DISKS . , - . - • . ' •






































BT JCHEBICAL REACTIONS • ' •' ' '
BT FBIEDEL-CRAFT REACTION
AD-A SATELLITE
USE EXPLOBEB 19 SATELLITE
. AD/I B = ' '
OSE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE ' • • '
EXPLORES 25 SATELLITE ' '
AD/I SATELLITE
USE EXPLORER 24 SATELLITE
•ADAPTATION








BT »ACUITY • ' -
CORRECTION
FITTING
HIBERNATION ' ' " •"'•"
HOBEOSTASIS • ' '





ADAPTEBS • • - . ' •
1504 3203






0802 1003 1905 2102
OF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEBS
HT LEABHING HACHINES










FEEDFORWARD CONTROL '" •• '
OPTIBAL CONTBOL " " -
SELF ALIGNBENT
ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEBS '".
DSE ADAPTIVE CONTBOL





































(CARBON CHAIN POLYBERS—FOB HETEROATOH
CHAIN POLYBEBS, USE POLYETHEB BESIBS)


























































































































































































































































ADHITTANCE ' ' .
OSE ELECTRICAL IBPEDANCE '
ADBIITORES ' : • ' .
0602 1805












































































ADVANCED OSBITISG SOLAR OBSEBVATOBY
OSE AOSO
ADVANCED BAHGE IHSTBOBENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED BINGE INSTSOBENTATIOB SHIP
1102 1106 1402 1406 1410
OF ABIS IBSTBUBENTATIOB SHIP
4DVAHCED SODIOH COOLED BEACTOB
2204
OF ASCB BEACTOB
BT LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS




OF ATB BEACTOB .
BT IBUCLEAB BEACTOBS
NOCLEAB BESEABCH AMD TEST BEACTOBS
ADVANCED VIDICON CAHEBA SYSTEB (AVCS)
0702 0707




















DSE EXPLOHEH 17 SATELLITE
AE-B SATELLITE




































































1303 1401 2002 2004 2310
BT BECONBAISSANCE
BT AEBIAL PHOTOGBAPHY










































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
tAEBODYNABIC CBABACTEBISTICS '
0101 0102 0104 3408




















































































0101 0102 0204 0209
NT SDPEBSONIC DBAG


























NT AEBODYNAHIC DBAG - 1
AEBODINAHIC LOADS
BLAST LOADS















NT BYPEBSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB
5UPEBSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB




































































0101 . ' '• • .'• '





















































































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















































































































0101 0201 0401'1308 1902 2003 3009
(OSE OF A BOBB SPECIFIC TEBB IS









































































































DSE AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL
AFCS (CONTBOL SYSTEB)





































































HSt TBBSAOBOS .(ALPHABETICAL 1ISTIHG)

















AGEBA A BOCKET VEHICLE -
3106 3108 3109
BT AGEHA BOCKET VEHICLES
• SOCKET VEHICLES • . • '
SIHGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
BT DISCOVEEEH SATELLITES
THOB AGENA LADNCH VEHICLE




PBOJECIS . - -
BANGEB PBOJECT
BT THOB AGENA LAOBCH VEHICLE
AGEHl B ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110
BT AGEBA BOCKET VEHICLES
tROCKET VEHICLES ' ,•









AGENA C BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3109
BT AGEBA ROCKET VEHICLES
•SOCKET VEHICLES
SIBGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
AGEHA D BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110 •
BT AGEBA ROCKET VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES
SIBGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA BOCKET VEHICLES
3106 3108 3110 3109
NT AGENA A BOCKET VEHICLE •
AGENA B BOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C BOCKET VEHICLE
AGEBA D BOCKET VEHICLE
BT tHOCKET VEHICLES
SIBGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
BT ATLAS AGEBA B LADNCH VEHICLE






THOR AGENA LAONCH VEHICLE
AGEHTS
0603
(BSE OF A HOSE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBflS LISTED
BELOW)






























AG6LOTINATION ' ' -
0103 0105 0108 0603





DOLCBITE (BINEBAL) ' : '








(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

















NT AGING (BETALLOBGY) '
ET AGING
fHABDENING (BATEBIALS)'


































VOBTICES • • • • ' " • • •" '
BATEB TBEATBENT' ' >
AGREEBENTS "• ' i . •.'
3103 3106 ' '•'




AGBICOLTDBAL AIBCEAFT " ' ;'
OSE OTILITY AIRCRAFT . .'' '
AGBICDLTOBE " -
0101 0409 . . ..
RT BOTANY ' ..




FABB CROPS - ' ••• •' " . . ,
FBOITS
HALOPHILES
HYDROPONICS . .' j







3107 ' ' ' ' .'
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS .






NT SPOILER SLOT AILERONS ' .
BT »AIBFOILS
•CONTROL SOBFACES





OSE EXPLORES 35 SATELLITE
AIB
0101 0501 1203 1308 1506 1805 2311
OF SECONDARY AIR
NT ALVEOLAR AIR "
COBPRESSED AIR
EXPIRED AIB - •'
HIGH TEBPERATOBE AIR
LIQOID AIB ' ' ..
BT ATHOSPHEBES
ATBOSPHEBIC COMPOSITION '










NT BHISTOL-SIDDELEY. BS .53 ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDBLEY OLYBPOS 593 ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY VIPEB ENGINE
CF-700 ENGINE . ".
DOCTED FAN ENGINES
GAS TOBBINE ENGINES .
J-33 ENGINE ' .
J-31 ENGINE '•' ". '' . .






J-75 ENGINE " ! . .





J-69-T-25 EBGINE '. , . ,
JET ENGINES'
LOB VOLOBE BABJET.ENGINES




RABJET ENGINES ' .
STF-102 ENGINE ' ' ).. '.'
SOPEBSOBIC COBBOSTION.RABJET.
ENGINES ,. ' ' - ' , • - , ,
T-53 ENGINE " ' ' ' ' .' '
























































































0201 1202 1301 2003 2103
UF TURBULENT AIR CURRENTS


















SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTE3









SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBOBNE)
AIR DENSITY EIPLOBEB A
USE EXPLORER 19 SATELLITE
AIR DENSITY/IHJUN EIPLOREB B




























































































RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS
AIR LOCKS































































































































AIB TO AIB BISSILES
3101 3101








BT AIB TO SUBFACE BISSILES
ABTIAIBCBAFT BISSILES
BABJET BISSILES
SKYDABT 2 SOCKET VEHICLE
SPACE BEAPONS
SUBFACE TO AIB BISSILES




AIB TO AIB SOCKETS
USE AIR TO AIB BISSILES









BT AIB TO AIB BISSILES
HISS DISTAHCE
ORDNANCE
SDBFACE TO AIB BISSILES



















NT RADAR APPROACH CONTBOL






















































































AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERHINATION
2102 2101

















(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




































































































































OS-2A AIBCRAFT : .
UTILITY AIRCBAFT
»V/STOL AIRCRAFT
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT- .























































DSE BILITABY AIB FACILITIES
AIBCBAFT BRAKES





BT tBRAKES (FOB ARRESTIBG 'flOTIOB)
RT AEHODYBABIC BRAKES
























0203 0702 1102 2101
BT OCOHBOBICATIBG
ITELECOHBOBICATIOB












NASA TBESAOROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG







































































P A N A V I A BILITARY AIRCRAFT
PRODUCT DEVELOPSEBT




V O R T E X SHEETS
AIRCRAFT DETECTION





0202 2701 2801 2805
DF AIBCRAFT POWER SOURCES .
BT J-141 ENGIBE




T-38 E N G I N E

































































































































































































































































































AIBCBAFT BELIABILITY .' : .














































































BIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
AIBCBAFT STRUCTURES

























































































































































































































































































AIBPOBT SUBFACB DETECTION EQOIPBBBT
1101 1102
OF ASDE







0701 2101 2102 2104
BT TOBEBS










































































BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
•ENGINES
LIQOID PBOPELLANT SOCKET EBGIBES
BOCKET ENGINES
ALDOSTEBOBE ii ,'a.Wd .< ~ . - . - - : .
BT TABTAB BISSILE
AJ-1000 EBGINE
OSE B-1 ENGIHE :
AKEBBAHITE
1805 1806


















HETEOBITES . . '
STONY BETEOBITES . .














BT OBITED STATES OF AHEEICA
ALBEDO
2402
NT COSBIC BAY ALBEDO













BT AVIDIB {', .


















GLYCEBOLS . '• :













































































































RT BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEBICLE







































































































































































































TRIEBES ' . ,,
TBIETHYL COBPOOSDS
THIFLDOROABINE OXIDE


















CHEBICAL COHPODNDS ' .
CYANIDES






0603 1804 " . . !_'.













0603 1804 , . '
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBSS LISTED
BELOW) ' ' . . " .






ALKALI BETALS . " . ..'
0603 1703 1804 ' . . .
NT BARIOB ISOTOPES ' . -"
CESIOB
CESIOB ISOTOPES . .
CESIOB VAPOB .
























t BETALS " -.*.
BT CESIOB ALLOYS
BETAL VAPOBS . .
ALKALIES . .'•'•'•
0603 1703 1806 1807
OF CAOSTICS '. •
NT LITHIOS HYDROXIDES ..
POTASSIOB HYDBOxiDESt-
SODIOB HYDROXIDES .
BT BASES (CBEBICAL) ' . - , • .
CARBOBATES
HYDBOXIDES • - -, ...
ALKALIHE BATTEBIES . .
0302 0603 . -. • . .) • .-








0603 1306 1806 - . .
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBENDED—COBSOLl'THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
OF GBOOP 2A COBPOONDS
RT ALKALIBE EABTH BETALS'-
ALKALINE EABTH OXIDES
BABIOB COHPOONDS.
BEBYLLIOB COBPOOBDS • - .'





BT tCHESICAL ELEBEBTS .
*BETALS
BT . ALKALIBE EAETH COBPOOBDS
ALKALI1E EABTH OIIDES ".
0603 1306 1806 .






BT fCHALCOGENIDES . .
BETAL OXIDES
OXIDES
RT ALKALINE EARTH COBPOONDS
ALKALOIDS ,












BESEEPIBE . . .
TBOPYL COBPOONDS , -






















PARAFFINS " '- .
ALLEBGIC DISEASES
PENTABES - . ' ••-.
PBOPABE • • • - . ' '
BT fALIPHATIC COBPOONDS. .
tBYDBOCABBONS ; . - -




OF OLEFINS ' .-v .




PBOPYLENE ' - - . . •
TBIEHES • >
VIBYLIDENE • . .




ALKYD BESIBS • • .
1808 1809 ..--- : ' •
BT fEESIBS
BT ADHESI7ES ' . -• ;-































»IRO» COBPOOBDS . ' • ,
tORGABOBETALLIC COBPOOBDS
ALKYLIDEBE . ' r
0403 1808 . . -.•






BT tALIPHATIC COHPOOBDS i
tHYDROCARBOBS




BT tlHAGEBY ' . '
tPHOTOGBAPHY - .
RT BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY













TACAN ' i •
ALLEBGIC DISEASES .
0408 . - . . •























































































































































































RT ALOOETTE 1 SATELLITE
ALOOETTE SATELLITES
ISIS-A







































































































































HAIE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
ALTITUDE


































































































































































































































































































































































































































BT ADENOSIBE TBIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
ADRENOCOBTICOTBOPIB (ACTH)





























BT LI'"IID ABBONIA ' ••
BT tHiOSGAHIC COBPOOUDS




COLTIVATION ' ! ' ''









































































































1801 1804 1805 1808
RT ASPHALT
CRYSTALLINITY











0103 0105 0408 1808
BT BETHABPHETAHINE
BT tAMIBES













SAAB 401 AIR COSHION VEHICLE
SEAPLANES
VA-3 GBODBD EFFECT BACHIHE





















































0701 0902 0905 1002 1201 1601 2311
DF ELECTRONIC ABPLIFIERS
FREQOENCY ABPLIFIERS












































































OSE ABPLITODE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
ABPLITUDES






























































ANALOG COHPOTEHS. NASi THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
ANALOG SIBUL4TION






• DATA' PROCESSING EQOIPBEHT
RT AHALOG DATA




























































(THAT PAST OF THE FIELD OF HATHEBATICS
WHICH ARISES FROB THE CALCULUS AND
WHICH DEALS PRIBABILY WITH FUNCTIONS)











































































































































































































BASA TBESAOBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
ANALTZBBS
0701 0801 0902 0905











0601 0802 1505 3106 3107
(OSE OF i BOBE SPECIFIC TBRB IS


































































































































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3101 3106 3108 3101






































































































































































































































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
ANTIBIOTICS




























H E P A R I N S




BT t D R U G S

















































































































0202 0207 3101 3101

















































































0710 1901 2311 3006




































































































































SDNDEBLAND 5 FLTIHG BOAT
*V/STOL AIBCBAFT











































3001 3009 3107 3110 3109
























0901 .1107 1112 2310






























































































































































































BBS4 THBSAOBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)














BT BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
•SPACE FLIGHT
RT APOLLO SPACECRAFT ' ,
EARTH-HOON TRAJECTORIES
LDNAR EXPLORATION



















































BT BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
•SPACE FLIGHT
Rf SKYLAB PROGRAB
APOiLO LONAR EXPERIHENT HODDLE
3001 3101


























































































































(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TESB IS




































































NT RADAS APPROACH CONTROL





















0202 1402 1406 2104

































































































































0604 1504 1704 2502 3304 3404




































1504 1507 1704 2502












SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING BOCKETS
BT BADIOSONDES




SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES .
SOUNDING BOCKETS





















1002 1507 1902 2304 2502
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




















































ABGO D-4 BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409
32
HiSi THESADHOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
BDLTISIAGE BOCKET VESICLES
*BOCKET VEBICLES
BT BONEST JOBS SOCKET VESICLE
JAVELIB BOCKET VEHICLE
• BIKE-AJAI MISSILE
SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKEI ENGINES
SODBDIBG SOCKETS
1BGO D-8 BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3109
BT I860 BOCKET VEHICLES
HDLTISTAGE BOCKET VEBICLES
•SOCKET VEBICLES
BT JOUBNEYHAN BOCKET VEBICLE
SEBGEANT BISSILES
SOLID PBOPELLABT ROCKET ENGINES
1BGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3109
BT ABGO BOCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE BOCKET VEBICLES
•SOCKET VEBICLES
BT HONEST JOHN BOCKET VEHICLE
JASON BOCKET VEHICLE
BIKE-AJAX BISSILE
SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
ABGO BOCKET VEHICLES
3106 3108
NT ABGO D-4 BOCKET VEBICLE
ABGO D-8 SOCKET VEHICLE.
ABGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
BT BOLTISTAGE BOCKET. VEHICLES
•SOCKET VEHICLES











































































NT ABIEL 1 SATELLITE
ABIEL 2 SATELLITE •















DSE COHPOTEBIZED SIHOLATION •
IHPACT PBEDICTION
ABIS INSTBOHENTATION SHIP
DSE ADVANCED BANGE INSTBUBENTATIOB
ABITBHETIC
1902 1903












AEITHBETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
0801 0802






BT UNITED STATES OF ABERICA
ARKANSAS
1305






















NT ABHED FOBCES (FOREIGN)









ABIED FOBCES (ONITED STATES)
3401 ' •
BT ABBED FOBCES .
ABBOB
0508 1701 1805 3401






1402 1410 3401 • • •




DSE AIBBORNE BANGE AND ORBIT
DETERBINATION - . .
AROMATIC COBPODNDS
0403 0603 1808
(DSE OF » HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
























































BT HEBRT RATE - '. ' •
tRATES (PER TIBE)
ARRIVALS




























































































































0401 0504 1309 3104
BT GRAVITATIOB










































































































































































EXPLORER 1 SATELLITE •
EXPLORER 5 SATELLITE


















































































NIHBDS 1 SATELLITE •
NIHBOS 2 SATELLITE














































SAB MARCO 1 SATELLITE









SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE

















































VE8ERA SATELLITES • - '
BT tSATELLITES
































































































USE ADVANCED SODID» COOLED REACTOB
ASDE
























































































0401 0405 0506 0507



























































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
















3402 3403 3404 3406 3407
NT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT


















































ASTEC SOLAB TORBOELECTBIC GESEBATOR
0301 2201
BT (AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
(ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ROTATING GENERATORS



























































ASTBOBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3409




BT GEHIE BOCKET VEHICLE
SOLID PROPELLAHT BOCKET ENGIHES
ASTBOBEE 1500 BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108 3110




RT SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
ASTROBEE BOCKET VEHICLES
3106 3108 3110
HT ASTBOBEE 200 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
BT HBLTIST1GE BOCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING BOCKETS
BT GENIE BOCKET VEHICLE




































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


























































































































































BT APOLLO TELESCOPE BODBT




X BAY TELESCOPES • '• •'
BT tOPTICAL EQUIPHEBT ' v




















































































































BT LDBGS . '
ATHEBA BOCKET VEHICLE
2003 3106 3108
BT BDLTISTAGE BOCKET -VEHICLES
•SOCKET VEHICLES
ET BE-3.EHGIBE
•BEEBTEY VEHICLES , . .
SOLID PEOPELLAHT BOCKET EHGIHES
ATBLETES
0101 0401 0108 0502 0506 3H06




DSE BBEGOET -1150 AIBCBAFT ,. .
ATLABTIC OCEAB .' . . ,
1305 1310
BT OCEABS '. • . ,





ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUBCH VEHICLE
3103 ' '






ATLAS AGEBA B LADHCH VEHICLE
3103
BT ATLAS LADBCH VEHICLES
•LAUNCH VEHICLES
HOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
• SOCKET VEHICLES . , ' ..
ET AGEBA BOCKET VEHICLES
HABIBEB 2 SPACE PBOBE
HIDAS SATELLITES j.''
EABGEB I| LUBAE. PBOBE
BABGEB LOBAB PBOBES
XLB-81-BA-13 EBGIHE
IASA THESAOBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
ATLAS AGESA LAUNCH VEHICLES
3103
BT BBS 18








BABIHEB 5 SPACE PBOBE
HABINEB 6 SPACE PBOBE
ATLAS CEBTADB LAUBCH VEHICLE
3103








OAO 3 • ; i
BL-10 EBGINES
SUEVEYOB 1 LUBAB PBOBE
SOEVEYOB 2 LUBAB PEOBE .
SUBVEYOB 3 LUBAB PEOBE
SUBVEYOB 1 LUBAB PEOBE
SUBVEYOB 5 .LUBAB P80BE .
SUBVEYOB 6 LUNAB PEOBE








SOBFACE TO SDBFACE HISSILES









SUBFACE TO SOBFACE HISSILES













SUEFACE TO SUEFACE HISSILES
ATLAS ICBB
3101 3401







SOBFACE TO SOBFACE HISSILES





BT ATLAS ABLE 51 LAUBCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGEBA B LAUBCH•VEHICLE
ATLAS AGEBA LAUBCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CEBTAUB LAUBCH VEHICLE


























ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103
OF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3





BT LIQDID PBOPELLJNT ROCKET ENGINES
'HA-5 ENGINE
ATBOSPHEBE EXPLORER A
DSE EXPLORER 17 SATELLITE
ATHOSPHEBE EXPLORER B
DSE EXPLOREB 32 SATELLITE
ATBOSPHEBES
1301 1302 1«08
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS


























































































































































1301 1302 2001 2003 2301 3008
NT AURORAL ELECTROJETS
ELECTBOJETS
EQUATORIAL ELECTROJET . .
IONOSPHERIC CURRENTS





fEARTH ATBOSPHERE " •
ELECTRIC CORONA
ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
LIGHTNING • • , .






1301 1302 3007.3008 3105
































































































1202 1203 1301 1302 2003 3008
OF AEHOPHYSICS
NT CLOOD PHYSICS .

























1301 1302 2003 2102





























1301 1302 2003 2102 2902 2903
OF STELLAB REFRACTION




























1301 1302 2003 3008































1202 1203 1301 1302 2003















BIND VARIATIONS • '
ATHOSPBEBICS



















RASA TBESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
»TOH COBCENTBATIOH


























































































































































































OSE ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)
ATE BEACTOR
















OSE APPLICATIOBS TECHNOLOGI SATELLITES
ATS 1
3110 3403 3107















3110 3403 3107 .


















































0603 1201 2401 2403
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS












(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS
RECOBHEBDED--COBSOLT THE TBRHS LISTED
BELOW)
RT ATTACKING (ASSAOLTING) .
CBEHICAL ATTACK
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
0207 3401 ' '

































































































































































































































AUDIO FREQUENCIES • -
0408 2301





































































































2401 2901 3008 3009




















BT MEBCURY BA-7 FLIGHT
AUBOBAL ABSOBPTION
0605 1302 2306














0605 1302 1307 2003 2306











0605 1302 2003 2306 2102
BT ' ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY










































1302 2003 21402 3303





































I BAYS. ' . .
AOSFOEBIHG ' , ,.
1704 3404
BT «FORBING TECHBIQDES,


















RT BABTENSITIC STAIBLESS 'STEELS
AUSTIN CELL
060U . '' '




















































0701 0902 0905 1001 1002 .
BT fCIBCOITS . •
•OSCILLATOBS:'
BT DETECTOBS, ' •
FBEQOEBCY^CONTBOL
HETERODYSING
SIGHAL ANALIZEBS ' ..
SIGNAL DETECTION .
SIG8AL DETECTOBS
VACOOB TDBE-OSCILLATO'B'S . .
AUTOGYROS ... i.,
0206 ' . ' • ^,
BT AVIAB 2/180 AOTOGIBO • ••
BEBSEB B-8B AOTOGYBO
9A-116 IOTOGIRO
BT ROTABY BIBG AIRCRAFT. .•
•V/STOL AIBCBAFT •. •,
AOTOI05IHTIOS










VISOAL PERCEPTION • , ,
ADTOBATi THBOBY
1504 340H










ROBOTS j .. •
SELF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEBS
TOEING BACHINES • . ,
IABTOBATIC COBTBOL
0203 0504 0702 1402 1504 2102 2402
OF SELF BEGOLATIBG














SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEBS
SELF ALIGNBENT • ' . - ,




















•GBOOBD BASED CONTBOL ..


























































OF AFCS (COHTROL SYSTEH)






























RT AUTOBATIC FREQUEHCT COHTROL
FEEDBACK COHTROL
TUHIHG

































































0506 1003 1500 3006
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS





























SHORT BAHGE BALLISTIC BISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE BISSILES
AUTOBOBILE ACCIDEHTS
0005 0008 3201



































































AUXILIARY ELECTBIC POREB UHITS













UF AUXILIARY ELECTRIC PORER UBITS
BT ASTEC SOLAB TURBOELECTBIC GEHEBATOR
CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POREH UBITS
FISSIOH ELECTRIC CELLS























SOLAB AUXILIABY POWER DHITS
SPACE POWEH OBIT REACTORS
SONFLOWEE POWER SYSTEB
SOHFLOWER 1









































































































02014 ' . •• • •
OF GLOSTEB AB-650 AIBCBAFT
WHITBOBTH GLOSTEB.AH-650 AIRCRAFT










NT AXES OF ROTATION
EARTH AXIS
BT tCOOBDINATES ,
AXES OF BOTATION , • •
0101 0102 2308
NT EARTH AXIS
BT fAXES (REFERENCE LINES)
RT BODIES OF DEVOLUTION
•BOTATIBG BODIES
ROTATION . . .
SHAFTS (BACHIBE ELEBENTS)
fSYBBETBICAL BODIES " ' . ; , '
AXIAL COHPBESSION LOADS
3203 ' , •










































NT AXIAL COHPRESSION LOADS
BT *LOADS (FORCES)
RT AERODYNABIC LOADS









































0101 0102 1202 1203 •
NT ANNULAR FLOB '
KARBAH-BODEBADT FLOB
BT *FLUID FLOB








THREE DIHENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
AXISYBBETRY
USE SYHBBTRY ' . '
AXLES
USE SHAFTS (BACHIBE ELEBENTS)
AXOBS
0404 0408 0503














































































RT EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGRABS
I8TEBHSTIONAL COOPERATION
NASA PROGRAMS




















































































DF BRITISH AIBCRAFT COBP AIRCRAFT















































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SQUELCH CIRCDITS
BACKGROUND BADIATION


















0601 0710 2102 2103 2901 2902 2903
























0101 1202 2801 2808
(EXCLUDES PBOCESSES OF BACKSASHING)
UP SIDEBASH




































RT ANTIINFECTIVES AND AI1TIBACTERIALS••














0101 0105 0107 . • ,







BLAST DEFLECTORS ' ^
CONICAL FLOB
DABPING
DEFLECTORS : . '
DIFFUSERS
DIVERTEBS
DIVIDERS . . • . , • •
DUCTS . i '







































































































0102 0202 0205 0903 0904 3203
(OSE OF A 80BE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












































BALLISTIC BISSILE EABLT DARNING SYSTEB
0702 0709 3401
UP BBEWS



















(GUIDED ONLY DURING INITIAL POBERED
PHASE)











































0101 1904 2308 3006
BT fTBAJECTORIES -0'
RT ASCENT TRAJECTORIES '
BALLISTICS











(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















































































































BT BABBONIC ANALYSIS .
BETBIC SPACE




















0702 1507 2311 2102 2603 3202 3106
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)







































































































































































PHOPRIOCEPTOBS • ' '
BABOTBAUHA
0401 0405 0408 0504 : -































0202 0505 1103 1104 1502 1703 1805
3202 3401
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERB IS





























0101 0702 1101 1202 1501 2311
(DSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















































0101 0201 1202 2311
(FLUID FLOW AT THE BASE OR EXTBEBE AFT
























0603 1101 1105 1106 1804 1808 1902
3202 31)06
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





































• DATA PROCESSING EQDIPBEBT
PROCESSING
BATHING









































































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
RT BAYS (STRUCTURAL UNITS)
BAYS (TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES)
























DSE BODY CENTEBED CUBIC LATTICES
BCH CODES
0503 0702 0703 0802 1902
UF BOSE-CHAUDHURI-HOCQUENGHEB CODES



















DSE BEACOB EXPLORER A
BE B
DSE EXPLORES 22 SATELLITE
BE C






BT ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
SOLID PHOPELLANT ROCKET EBGIBES
BEACHES
1303 1304 1310 1306
BT COASTS
LAKES
















BT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE -
BEACON EIPLOBER B
USE EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
BEACON EIPLOBEB C
USE EJCPLOBER 27 SATELLITE
BEACON SATELLITES
1302 3107
OF POLAR IONOSPHERE BEACON










































































0702 0904 0905 1201 2102 2105
BT SWITCHING




















0710 1601 2102 2306 2403 2502 3202
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS



























































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















































































0202 0506 0603 1101 1104































































































(EXPANDABLE JOINTS—FOR DEVICES TO




















0508 1103 1307 1308 1502 1504 2903
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS















































































































































BT HDLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
(ROCKET VEHICLES
BT HYPEBSONIC REENTRY



































































































































TOXICITT AND SAFETT HAZABD
TOIICOLOGT
BEBTLLIDB 7
























































































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHfl IS






















































BINARY TO DECIBAL CONVERTERS
DATA
•DATA PROCESSING
DECIHAL TO BINABY CONVEETEBS
> DIGITAL DATA
BINARY DIGITS


















































































































































0101 0101 0504 0506 0507
(BIOLOGICAL, BEHAVIORAL ADD MEDICAL
ASPECTS EXPECTED TO BE FOUND IN SPACE
VEHICLES DESIGNED TO TRAVEL IS SPACE

























































































































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












































































































































































































































































































































BT BULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL' ANALYSIS
tSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS
RT CORRELATION





























BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE


















BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING SOCKET
3101 3108 3409
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING SOCKETS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
•SOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE' STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
ET SOLID PHOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
3101 3108 '
BT BLACK BBANT SOUNDIHG ROCKETS.
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
BT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BBANT 3 SOUNDING BOCKET
3101 3108
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING SOCKETS
•SOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING BOCKETS
RT SOLID PHOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING BOCKET
3101 3108
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING BOCKETS
•SOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
RT SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING BOCKET
3101 3108 3109
BT BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS . '
•BOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
ET SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
3101 3108 '
NT BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK.BRABT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
BT *ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING BOCKETS
BT SOLID PEOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK KNIGHT BOCKET VEHICLE
3103 3106
UF BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE
BT BULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES

















































































0104 0409 0504 1504 2805
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


















BT (CUTTERS ' '
BT BLADES
BLANKETS
1002 1108 1504 .3404
(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












































































2808 3102 3201 3302 3401
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC.TBBB IS •

























0101 0201 0303 0401 1103 1202 1502 3407
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)




























(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TESH IS


















































































































































BT HOTSHOT HIND TUNNELS
HYPEBVELOCITY BIND TUNNELS
LOB DENSITY RESEARCH




















































SURFACE TO AIB BISSILES
BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
tCOHNTERBEASURES
J-85 ENGINE








BLDE SCOOT JB ROCKET VEHICLE
3106 3401
BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES .
•SOCKET VEHICLES
RT SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES













RT LIQUID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES




BT ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE ,








SURFACE TO SDBFACE BISSILES














































































0103 0207 3101 3103 3105 3106 3107 3110
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS



























































BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
2601 3203
DF BCC LATTICES
BT JCRYSTAL LATTICES - • ,
COBIC LATTICES
RT CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
tCRYSTALS










































(LlniTED TO BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
—FOR HEASOBEBEBT OF NON-BIOLOGICAL
























0404 0408 0508 - ' .



























BT WEIGHTLESSNESS ' . ' .
BODY-BING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS '








OF VEBTOL MILITARY HELICOPTERS















H-25 HELICOPTER -' ' ' .


















































































































NT BORAX 5 REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
59
BOLIDES




ZEBO POWEB BE1CTOB 7
BT LIQUID COOIED BEiCTOBS
(NUCLEAB BEACTOBS
WATER COOLED BEACTOBS
BT NDCLEAR POSER REACTOBS
































BOLKOW BO P-310 HELICOPTER





































































SORFACE TO AIR MISSILES
BT LIQOID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LR-59-AJ-13 ENGINE





SURFACE TO AIR BISSILES
BT LIQUID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BOHABC BISSILES
3101 31101















2101 2105 2901 3005 3301 3101
(OSE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







































2205 3302 3101 :
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)












































































































(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB'IS














BT BOOSTER ROCKET EHGISES
BECOVEBiBLE LAUBCH VEHICL.
RECOVERY
RECOVERY PABACHOTES 1 I
SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
BOOSTER BOCKET ENGIBES






























HYBRID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET EHGIHES
IBTERBAL COHBUSTIOH EHGIHES
JDBO 5 LADHCH VEHICLE
tLAUBCH VEHICLES
LIQUID PHOPELLAHI ROCKET EBGIBES
HACE HISSILES
HOCLEAR EHGIHE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
HOCLEAR ROCKET EHGINES
BECOVEBABLE SPACECRAFT







(OSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TERI1 IS
BECOHBEHDED—CONSULT THE TERHS'LISTED
BELOB)




(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS





























































BT BOILIHG BATER REACTORS
LIQOID COOLED REACTORS
tHBCLEAR REACTORS



























































































































































































































































BT SINGLE CBYSTALS • '
•BODBDARIES - .




















HT COHBUSTIBLE FLOB . ,
COBVECTIVE HEAT TBABSPER




0101 0102 0201 1201 1402
UF LABIDAB FLOS COBTROL


























0101 1201 1202 1203 3303
NT BOONDABY LAYER SEPARATION


























LABINAR BOUBDARY LAYEB SEPABATIOH
STALL
BING STALL



























































UF BOUNDARY LAYER BOISE




BASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
SOPERSOHIC BOUNDARY LAYERS
TBEBHAL BOUNDARY LATEB -
THHEE DIHENSIONAL BOUNDABY LATEB
TURBULENT BOUHDABY LAYEB



















DF INITIAL VALOE PBOBLEBS .





































0102 0202 1504 3202 3U07
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS












GIBDEBS . • .
RECTANGULAR BEAHS
BOXES
0202 1103 1502 1504 3203 34014
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS











































































0203 0208 0303 1504
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOHHENDED—CONSULT THE TERHS LISTED
BELOW)
HT tBBAKES (FOB ABBESTING HOTION)
BBAKES (FOBBING OB BENDING)















































t f lATHEHATICAL LOGIC


















0303 2805 3303 3304
BT tCICLES
THERHODYNAHIC CYCLES




























USE BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
BREAKDOWN
0905 3405


















0101 0112 0501 0501
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS






































BT EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIMENTAL BBEEDEB REACTOR 2
BT (NUCLEAR REACTORS











































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS






























































2101 2^ 103 2105











0710 1701 2102 2601
BT tREGIONS



















BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
2805
DF PEGASUS ENGINE









BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BK 301 ENGINE
2808
BT JENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT BOCKET EBGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
2805






























1701 2601 3201 3108
BT tHECHANICAL PROPERTIES

























































































































































































0505 1103 1502 1703 1805 3202
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS

























































(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS











USE DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
BUFFER STORAGE
0802







(USE OF A 5OBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
































{OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHH IS































































































































































0603 2701 2702 3301 3302



































(TERMINATION OF COMBUSTION IN A ROCKET
ENGINE BECAUSE OF EXHAUSTION OF THE
PROPELLANT)



























































































0508 0801 0901 0905 1501 '
(DSE OF A HOEE SPECIFIC TEBH IS


















ET BATEEIALS EECOVEBY • •
SBJSTES
BYPASSES





















































































































































































0101 0504 0506 0507 3104










0202 0504 0506 0507 3104
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEEB IS













0202 0701 0904 0905 1103 1504 3202
(OSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEEB IS








































































CADHIOH HICKEL BATTEBIES '
OSE HICKEL CADHIOH BAITEBIES
CADHIOH SELEHIDES
' 0603 1801
BT CADHIDB COHPODHDS .
tCHALCOGENIDES
SELEHIDES . , .
tSELEBIOB COHPODHDS '
CiDBIOB SILVEB B1TTEBIES ' ' . '. .
DSE SILVEB CADHIOH BATTERIES
CIDHIOH SDLFIDES . .
0603 1804 . .
BT CADHIOH COHPODHDS
tCHALCOGENIDES
IBOBGSBIC SOLFIDES '; ' ,
SOLPIDES ' .
tSOLFOB COHPOOBDS". '
CADHIDH TELLDBIDES ~ , . '
0603 1801 '. , . .".'
BT CADHIOH COBPOUNDS
tCBALCOGEHIDES ." . .'
TBLLDBIDES
iTELLDBIOH COHPODHDS
CADHIDH 111 '...' ',
USE CADHIOH ISOTOPES . . '
CAFFEIHE ",".'. ,













BT tBOCKET VEHICLES ' '
SOOHDIHG SOCKETS
BT H1KE-CAJDN BOCKET VEHICLE




































CABBOHATES . ' '
BT LIHESTOHE
CALCIDH CHLOBIDES




























PEBOVSKITES' . . .
SCHEELITE
SPOBBITE
BT ALKALINE EARTH COHPODNDS-
BETAL COHPOONDS;
CALCIOH FLOOBIDES - > .
0603 1801 ' '.'
NT FLOOBSPAB





























BT ALKALINE EABTB OXIDES
tClLCIDH COHPOOHDS • .
tCBM-COGEBIDES






















INORGANIC SOLPIDES . .
SOLFIDES
tSOLFOB COHPOOHDS • ,:
CALCIOH TOHGSTATES







NASA TBESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
VANADATE3
tVANADIOH COHPOONDS












NT DENTAL CALCOLI , :
BT tDEPOSITS
CALCDLDS
1902 1903 ' •'















HACLAOBIN SERIES - . ' ' ' ' -
FADE APPBOXIBATION
POBEB SEBIES • •
PBOGRESSIONS •- •














































OF GRADUATION . '' .



















































































































































































































(CONTROL SURFACES ' .
SAAB 37 AIRCBAFT
TANDEB BING AIRCBAFT . - •
CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
0207 3401



















































































1001 1002 1201 2301 2602 3301 3108











































3401 3404 3406 3408
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS








CAPE REMEDY LADHCH COBPLEI
1104 1106 1108 1109 1305
BT LAONCBIBG BASES
BT GROOND SDPPOBT .EQOIPBENT
CAPILLARIES
0303 0404 1202 1504
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






































0508 1102 1504 3203 3302
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















0202 0405 0410 0504 1502 3104 3203
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEKfl IS
BECOBBENDED—COBSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
BT FUEL CAPSULES



















USE ABSORPTION CBOSS.SECTIONS .
CAPTURE EFFECT








CAPTURED AIB BUBBLE VEHICLES
1204












































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CABBON ARCS



















CHBOnlDH CABBIDES . '















VAHADIUB CABBIDES • .
ZIBCOSIOB CABBIDES


























































































































































NT ALAIS BETEORITE '
COLD BOKKEVELD BETEOBITE


































































BT ABRASIVES ' "-'•"•.• '































































































































BT (MEDICAL EQUIPMENT .





























































































OF LOTS CABGO SBIPS

















































































0906 1002 2602 '
BT ELECTBOB BOBILITT
BOLE BOBILITT
BT *ELECTHICAL PBOPEBTIES '
tTRANSPORT'PROPERTIES
BT ELECTRICAL BESISTIVITY ' •
EXCITONS ." -









0702 0703 0710 2102
DF SDBCAEBIEB SAVES
BT CABBIEB FBEQOENCIES ' "
tBODULATION ' • * •'
BADIO SPECTRA ,
CABBIEBS
0203 0207 1002 1101 2103 .
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEES IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT-THE TERBS LISTED

















































CASCADE FLOB • '
0101 1202
BT tFLOID FLOW ;
BT. CASCADES
TDBBOHACHINE BLADES
CASCADE BIND TOHHELS • - ' '
1110






0102 0101 0902 "1001 1002 1201 2311
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS





COSBIC BAT SHOBEBS .
ELECTBON PBOTOS CASCADES
CASCADES (FLUID DIBASICS) ."
USE FLUID DTNABICS
CASCODB BOSFET
DSE FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS
CASE BONDED PBOPELLANTS . ' . ' . ' ,
2702 2808
B T tPROPELLANTS . . . . . .
SOLID PROPELL'ANTS
BT ABBBBITION ., . . . '.
 v ., . .,',






CASE HISTOBIES " ..
0105 0108 0110 3102 3103.' ;
BT HISTORIES . ' '
BT ABTBBOPOLOGT .., •',"....."
BIOGBAPHT ;"' ' ' "'
CLINICAL HEDICINE
DOCOBENTATION ' . . ,
ETIOLOGT
PHENOBENOLOGT , . . ' . ' .
EECORDS . ' '
SOCIOLOGT - •- • '
CASES (CONTAINERS) , ', ,
0202 0105 1103 1502 1501 3203 3103
ST ROCKET ENGINE CASES
RT BOXES (CONTAIBEBS)
CARTRIDGES




1501 1501 . ....
(USE Or A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
RECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOB) ' '. • ' '
RT COVERINGS
ESCLOSORE
JACKETS .. . \
LININGS ' ' ":
















TBO REFLECTOB ANTENBAS '.
CASSEGBAIN OPTICS .
1111 1112 2306 2310
BT FIBEB OPTICS . - ].
BIRROHS. ' . , . '.
OPTICS ,
BEFLECTIBG TELESCOPES . ..
CASSIOPEIA A .
0705 3001
BT tCELESTIAL BODIES ' '






RT CASSIOPEIA A ' . ..
CASTIGLIANO VARIATIOHAL THEOBEB '
1902 3203
BT tTHEOHEBS
BT CALCULUS OP VARIATIONS
ENERGT BETHODS
EULER-LAGBANGE E3DATI01I
STRESS ANALYSIS . .. ,«v t ,
iSTRUCTUBAL ANALYSIS ' - - ,.'•
CASTING • , • - . . . .
0602 1501 1701 1701 3101 -• . ^ : .. :
NT CENTRIFUGAL CASTING : . .
IBVESTBENT CASTISG .-,.-•-..,, : .
PHOPELLAHT CASTING • . . • =
SLIP CASTISG ,. . • . , . : • • :
BT IFOBSING TECHNIQUES -„• -. • -••.i<-;
BT BAKING . • ' • - • •
BILLETS - . --,-„,:,' • • • : . - , • • -
DIES -..: '. • -•'-. -;-..
' EXTRUDING - - : • - . - r"» . ••;• ';
FOBGING ::
INCLUSIONS i t ' :
INGOTS - - , • , . • • / • . ..I- ' • •.
LIQOID BEIALS " • . ' : •
BELTING , •
*BETAL BOBKING , . - . -:, . •
HETALLDBGT - • - ; • • , --
BICBOSTRUCTORE
 :
BOLDIBG BATERIALS -•- . •
BOLDS • • . • • - • • . - , • •
PINBOLES - -.. .
POLTBEBIC FILBS ••,
POURING • • . . , - , . , .
SHRINKAGE , • ..• ' ^  • .
SOLIDIFICATION" • -"•.!• "•
CASTING SOLVENTS .- i . ••.'•:..-
USE PLASTICIZEBS ,- . . . ••• •
CASTINGS
1501 1701 1701 , - , •,,.- '
BT INGOTS . '.•
PROPELLANT CASTING •
ST BILLETS . ' , * • • •
tDEFECTS . - • • ' • - . •
DEGASSING • •- •, '
INCLUSIONS - . ' -
BICBOSTBOCTORE ; • •- ,
HOLDS
PIBHOLES .
POnBING . . - . - . . • , ;
RISERS
SOLIDIFICATION > • ' .
CASTOR 2 ENGINE , - • - • .
USE TX-351 ENGINE •
CASTOR OIL • ( . • . :
0103 0105 1808 .. . ;
BT 4ALIPHATIC COBPOUNDS
OILS . - •
tOSGANIC COSPODSDS . •
HT FATTT ACIDS ....
CASTS
0105 • ..• .





RT EVACUATING (THABSPORTATIOB) .•: .
CATABOLISB
0103 0101 .,,... • . - •
BT IBETABOLISB • . -. •. , :-
CATALASE : -.. >
0103 1808 • .:•..
BT EBZTSES • .




(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC .TERB IS • .
RECOBBEBDED--CONSDLT THE TERBS.LISTED
BELOB) • .• .- - •• •
RT CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
INDEXES (DOCDHENTATION)
LISTS • .- • ••.:•.-':
CATALOGS (PDBLICATIOHS)
3105 • • . f •• • ••-..- -'.
NT ASTRONOHICAI. CATALOGS , . .
BT fDOCDBENTS ... . . .
BT CATALOGS - • •
CATEGORIES ". .
DOCDBEBTATIOB
INFOBHATION DISSEBINATION.; - „
LIBRARIES . . . . . .:.:•
CATALYSIS . ;
0103 0602 " . - . - . . . - .
NT AUTOCATALYSIS . • :
BT ACCELEBATION ' , '.
ACTIVATION . . .
CATALYTIC, ACTIVITT ' .
BEACTION KINETICS
CATALYSTS NASA TBBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
CATALYSTS




















0203 1504 3102 3103
BT SOCKET CATAPULTS
BT (LAUNCHERS


















































































































































































0705 0710 1601 2304 2310 2402 2403
UF RESONABT CAVITIES
BT RESONATORS










































































CDC 6000 SERIES COBPUTERS
BT COMPUTERS
• DATA PROCESSING EQDIPBEBT
8T DIGITAL COMPUTERS
CDC 6000 SERIES COHPOTERS
0801
HI CDC 6600 COMPUTER
BT CDC COMPUTERS
COBPUTEBS














(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
RT CEILING (AIRCRAFT CAPABILITY)
CEILIHGS (ARCHITECTURE)











































































































































































(DETERBINATION OF THE FORM OP THE
EARTH, OF THE EARTHS GRAVITATIONAL
FIELD, AND OF RELATIVE POSITIONS OF
SATELLITE TEAJECTOBIES)
BT GEODESY





































UF STELLAR INERTIAL NAVIGATION





































BT BODIES Or REVOLUTION '
SPBEBES
•SYMMETRICAL BODIES
BT ASTROBOBICAL BAPS • ' '
CELESTIAL BEFEBENCE'SYSTESS
COHSTELLATIOHS '
BORIZON •' •'•' '•"
OBBITAL POSITION ESTIMATION
PLANISPHERES ' '
ZEBITB .. ' • ' ' '
CELL AHODES • - ' • • "
0302 0601
BT AHODES • '"_
•ELECTRODES




0302 0601 • ' : • • • • •
BT CATBODES ' '' '
•ELECTRODES "' : • ' •'
BT CATBOLYTES
CATIONS
CELL ANODES ' '
ELECTBODEPOSITION ' ' ' :
CELL DI7ISIOF .. ':• :'
0404 0406 0407







0302 0406 0904 1104'3202 3402
(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS


























OF BIOLOGICAL CELLS '
NT AXONS
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN






















































RT DOUBLE BASE PBOPELLANTS ' ,










CEBENTITE , • .• •











BRICKS ' ' ' . '
CONCRETES
CONSTRUCTION BATERIALS • '
GROUT
HASONBY , . .
BORTARS (BATERIAL) " " ' ' ' •
SEALING
CEBS SYSTEB
















NT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
BT ILAUNCH VEBICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
BT ATLAS D ICBB
CENTAOB PROJECT








RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEBICLE

































(DSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
RECOMMENDED—CONSULT TBE TEBBS LISTED
BELOH) ',-





CEBTIGBADE TEMPERATURE SCALE .




•REGIONS ' . • . ,
CENTRAL ELECTRONIC BABAGEHENT SYSTEM
0702 0803 1101 1108 3406
OF CEMS SYSTEM













































































































BT CEBTEE OF. GBAVITY
BOBEBTS OP IHEBTIA
CEBTOBIOB AIBCBAFT
































































































































CEBEHltOV EFFECT . •
OSE CEBENKOV BADIATIOB
CEBEBKOV RADIATION
















1806 1808 • ,
BT tALIPHATIC COHPOUBDS
















BT tBAEE EAETH COHPOONDS .




































UP CEBAHAL PBOTECTIVE COATIBGS
CEBABALS
BT tCOHPOSITE HATEBIALS





















































































































































































































































































































































RT . DECEPTION . • •
BADAB ECHOES
CHAINS
1101 1100 1502 1501 3200 ,;



































































































































BT GROOP 6A COBPOONDS
CBALK '' •_. ' ,''







1106 1502 2808 3301
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















OF CHANCE-VOOGHT H I L I T A R Y ' A I R C R A F T
BT A I B C R A F T
CHAHCE-VOOGHT HILITARY AIRCRAFT
OSE CBANCE-VOOGHT AIRCRAFT
H I L I T A R Y AIRCRAFT











CHANNEL FLOS ' '
1202 3303
NT OPEN CHANNEL FLOH .










(BSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOHBENDED—CONSDLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)


















SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES'









1203 1902 2311 2404
DP EHSKOG-CHAPBA8 THEOBT .
BT *KI8ETIC THEOBY
TBANSPOBT THEOBY










































OSE BETHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
1902 3408
(USB OF 1 BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS






























0902 1002 2304 2402
BT tDISTRIBOTIOH (PROPERTY)
tELECTRICAL PROPERTIES










1203 2403 2405 2502
(COLLISIOHAL TRABSFEB OF AB ELECTBOB
FROH A BEOTHAL ATOB OR BOLECDLE TO AB
IOB—EXCLUDES SEBICOBDDCTOR ABD
PHOTOCHEBICAL CBARGE TRABSFER)









DSE POLARIZATIOB (CBABGE SEPARATION)
CHARGE TRABSFEB
0604 0902 1001 2304

















































































2304 2307 2401 2402 3302
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























































0802 1102 1108 3109
(SEQUENCE OF TESTS TO DETERMINE













































VAN SLYKE BETHOD . .
VOLOBETBIC ANALYSIS • • '
BT *CHEHICAL TESTS . 'f '
BT ANALYTICAL CHEBISTBY













































NT I l l T E R G R A N O L A B CORROSION
HT ATTACK • • . '
CC)BBOSION '
CCJRBOSIOB PBE»ENTION











CBEBICAL ADIILIAHY POIBR OBITS
0302 0303 0602 : ' ' '
BT tAOXILIABY POBBR SOORCES"




0103 0603 ' • " • - •
. OF HOLECOLAH BONDS ' ' ' '
NT COVALEBT BOBDS :
HYDROGEB BONDS
RT tBONDIBG -•' '
COOPLED BODES • '
COVALENCE ' • - .. •
COVALENT BONDS''
tCBYSTAL LATTICES '
IONIC CRYSTALS ' ' •'
LIGABDS ' • . - . - - •
tBOLECULES
HOBATOBIC BOLECOLES
OCTETS -': . :
POLYATOBIC BOLECOLES ' "
POLYHATEB • • • ' . - . -
S»AN BANDS - • ' *
VALEBCE
CHEBICAL CLEABIBG •
0602 1502 1501 :'





'0403 0601 0603 . - . - • ' •
BT CARBON DIOXIDE -CONCENTBATION
BT *COBPOSITIOB (PBOPEBTY) . : ' '











(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
RECOHBEBDED--CONSOLT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW) •
RT ADDOCTS
• ALIPHATIC- COBPOOBDS •
AHBINES
DIBASIC COflPOONDS ;
tGALLIOB COBPOONDS ' "
IGEBHANIOB COBPOOBDS






































AHERICIOB ISOTOPES . .























CADBIOB ' ' " '
CADBIOB ISOTOPES






















































































































































































































































































0103 0602 0603 330U
OF CHAPBSS-JOOGET PLASE
CHEMICAL SHIFT





































































































TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
CHEBICAL PBOPOLSION









































































































































































0103 0603 1703 1804 1807 1808
(OSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERB IS




















(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS








































































































































































(A POLYSACCBARIDE BHICH IS THE ,
PRINCIPAL CONSTITUENT OF THE SHELLS OF
CRABS AND LOBSTEBS, THE SHARDS OF













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OF TIBE LAPSE 'PHOTOGBAPHY
BT *IBAGERY
•PHOTOGBAPHY
BT BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGBAPHI
HOTIOB PICTOBES
CHBOBOTBOBS











































































































































































































































PLANETARY ORBITS ' ' / . "
POLAR OBBITS
QUADRATURES






1504 3202 - •
BT PLATES (STROCTOBAL BEHBERS)





CIRCULAR POLARIZATION • '














BT CIBCOLAB SHELLS -



























CIRCDLATOBS (PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS)






























































































































OF CANADAIB CL-28 AIRCRAFT
































UF CANADAIH CL-81 AIRCRAFT



























































































































(USE OF A 30RE SPECIFIC TERB IS





























































































































































































































HT BODY CENTERED COBIC .LATTICES
FACE CENTERED COBIC LATTICES
CLOSED CIBCDIT TELEVISION
0702 1102 1110










0602 0702 0802 1003 1202 2311











01101 0501 0505 0507
BT LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEBS . - • • ' ;
HT • AEROSPACE BEDICINE .
BIOASTBONAUTICS











R T BLOCKING ' • • . ' • '
PLUGGING
SEALING
STOPPING • • • .
CLOSTBIDIOB BOTULINUB
0107 0109














UF BREECHES-" ' '" •



































































































BLACK AND BHITE PHOTOGRAPH!
CLOUD PHOTOGRAPHS









TIROS OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEB






















































































































































































































































































































































































































RT SPACECRAFT CiBIB SIBOLATOBS
TRAINIHG DEUCES ;'
COCKPITS



































0703 0802 3101 3105
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS



























































































































0705 0710 1601 2306 2310 2102
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS


















































1601 2306 2310 2102
























0705 0710 1601 2306 2310 2102
UF COHEBEBT SOURCES
COHERENT TRANSBISSION















































(DSE OP A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS












LIGHT ARHED RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
HT F-5 AIBCRiFT
OV-10 AIBCBAFT
BT LIGHT INTRATHEATEK TBANSPOBT
COIBCIDEHCE CIBCOITS






























































































(LIBITED TO HARDENING OF HAIEBIALS BY
COOLIHG TO TEBY LOU TEHPERATUBES—
EXCLUDES PBECIPITATION HARDENING AT OR
















































































































DEEP DRARING . .
EXTRUDING - ' ' . ,
FORGING


























































































































1203 1901 2101 2101 2105 2502
NT COLLISION BATES






























































































































































BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEBATOGHAPHY






















































(USE OF A ROBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBEBDED—CONSULT TBE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
































0404 0408 2310 3001
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS









































































































































































BT tDYHABIC CHARACTERISTICS : .'
DYBABIC STABILITY : '
•STABILITY



















OPERATING TEHPEBATOBE ' -
SPOHTAHEODS COHBDSTIOB
COBBDSTIOH VIBBATIOH










BIBD TOBBELS • ;•





OF DE HAVILLAND DH 106 AIRCRAFT
DH 106 AIRCRAFT
BT tCOHBEBCIAL AIBCBAFT
















































DSE COBBAND AND CONTROL
COBHAHD GOIDABCE






























0702 0707 0708 2102 3406
(USE OF A HOSE SPECIFIC TEHB IS








































































• V/STOL AIRCBAFT , '. 1 . ' '
BATES TAKEOFF ABD-LABPIBG AIHCBAFT
COHHERCIAL 1VIATIOB ' . '
OSE CIVIL AVIATION -'
•COBHEBCIAL'AIBCBAFT . -
COBHINOTIOB ' - . .
1502 1507 1704 • •
UF ATTRITION (HATEBIALS) ,_'.'.
NT CBDSHING

















COBHITTEE ON SPACE RESEARCH • •




















































BT tTBABSBISSIOB LINES • "
BT CABLES ' •











PLAT SYSTEM . '. .'
BSDIO RECEIVERS








. CLOSED CIBCUIT TELEVISIOH
COLOB TELEVISION



































































































































































0202 0404 0405 1102 1106 3110 3203

















































0104 0410 0702 1001 2310 3402*3108
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















































(OSE OF 4 BORE'SPECIFIC TERB IS












COBPLEBEHT . < ,
LOGIC
COBPIETEHESS
1902 ' • ' - ' '
BT ACHIEVEMENT




•GEOMETRY - • ' - , '
INTEGERS ' '• "
NUMBEBS
REAL NOHBEBS - . •. •:
COBPLEI SISTEHS
0503 1003 1905 3203







BESSEL FUBCTIOBS ', •
CAUCHY IBTEGRAL FORBOLA''























BT APERIODIC FONCTIOBS ' ' 3
COBPLEX NUBBEBS r
COBPLEXITY • . ; > " '
DEPENDENT VARIABLES • *
EULER-CSUCHY EQBATIOBS
FONCTIOBAL ABALYSIS














PE8FOBBANCE ' " • '
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
COHPLIANCE (ELASTICITY)














(BSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




































































BT CASE BONDED PBOPELLANTS
D00BLE BASE PROPELLANTS





















1507 3202 .... .








0601 1701 1805 3106 3108
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEES.IS





























































(OSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




























































BT LJBINAB BOUNDABY LAYEB
































































































































































































ARITHBETIC AND LOGIC UNITS

































































































































































































DF ABIP (IBPACT PREDICTION) .










































































BCA SPECTEA 70 COMPUTER
SDS 930 COBPDTER
SDS 9300 COMPOTEB
























































TELSTAB SATELLITES ' '
COBCAVITT
0101 0201 1902 2311 3203 3108







































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


















































RT CENTERS . .
COBCOBDE AIRCRAFT'
0201





























1703 1805 2003 3107
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















0903 0901 1501 3303 3101
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERN IS
RECOBBEHDED—CONSULT'TBE TERBS LISTED
BEL08) '" ' '



















BASA TBESAUBUS (ALPBABETICAL LISTING)
DRYIBG APPARATUS
EVAPOBATORS






































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TER8 IS










































0906 1001 1002 2302 3107
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS




















































0906 2302 2304 3408
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















NT ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY HETERS
BT »HEASOBING INSTRUMENTS
•CONDUCTORS






































SPIRAL ABTENNAS . .'
STEERABLE ANTENNAS ';
SDPEECONDOCTOBS










OBGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS . .
SEMICONDUCTORS (BATEBIALS)
•CONES
04014 1902 3105 3110
(LIMITED TO HATEBIAL OBJECTS) .
DF CONICAL FLABE
FOSIFOBB SHAPES
BT ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
CIBCDLAB CONES




































•FORECASTING . . •






















0101 0202 1902 2311 3406
(DSE OF i BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBENDED--CONSOLT THE TEHBS LISTED
BELOB) . , - -
BT AERODYNAMIC COBFIGDBATIONS
CONFIGUBATION BANAGEBEBT . .
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGDRATIpNS




TORPEDOES , . ',..".
CONFINEBEBT ... .,.,."
2203 2502 0504 0507 , , " ,.'.-'
BT ASTHOBAUT PEBFORHANCE






0401 3407 . . . .
RT ASTHOSAOT PEHFORHiNCE , , '




































UF CONGENITAL CONDITIONS ' ...
RT HEREDITY
CONGENITAL CONDITIONS









3403 . . . - . - . . •





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,









SYMMETRY . '.•'. . .






BT BODIES OF BEVOLUTIOD
ICODES
fSYHBETBICAL BODIES









CODICIL FLO» .... .



























































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TBBB IS
BECOBHENDED—CONSULT THE IEHBS LISTED
BELOW)









































































BT EVEDTS ' "
BT IHTEBVALS
PBOBABILITY TBEOBY










































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







USE VABIABLE PITCB PBOPELLEBS
COHSTANTAN


































































0202 1001 1202 1504,2501 2806
OF RESTRICTIONS

















• 0101 1102 1105 1'106 1108 3203 3404































0101 1801 1805 3203 3404
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TBfifl IS































































































USE ELECTRIC CONTACTS .
COBTAIBERLESS BELTS










0202 0505 1103 1502 2806 3203
(USE Ot A BOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS





















HOPPERS . . ,. '

















BT BLOCKING• . .
CONFIBBHEHT ' ''.''.'.
RETAINING ' ' ', '
SEALING ' . '
STOPPING
COBTABIBABTS





















0411 0112 0601 1505 3101
HI FUEL CONTAMINATION
SPACECRAFT ..CONTABINATIOB
BT AIB POLLUTIOB . •
ANTIINFECTIVES 'AND ABTIBACTEBIALS









0601 3101 3405 > - - .














































































0710 1111 1902 2306 2310 2402
OF CONTINUOUS HAVES













0702 0705 0707 0709 3401
OF CB BADAB
BT tHADAB















































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS























CYBEBSETICS . " ..































































0202 0203 0904 0905 1003 1201 1402
































GIMBALS - . ' ' . ,
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS .
•MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
SERVOCONTROL' '.'. ' ...
SERVOBBCHANISHS
CONTBOL PANELS . •
USE CONTROL BOARDS '.'.''
CONTROL SOCKETS
2806 2808 3106
UF STEERING ROCKETS • ....







CONTBOL BODS . . . '; .'
0303 1504 2203 2204 . ' ' ' " :
BT RODS . . . i .
RT NEUTRON ABSORBERS
NUCLEAR REACTOR CONTROL
• ROCLEAR REACTORS '.':;.
POISONIBG .(REACTION INHIBITION)
REACTOR CORES . , ' . . .
REACTOR SAFETY
CONTROL SIBULATION


































HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES '
JET FLAPS
JET VABES























• GUIDANCE (MOTION) •
STABILIZERS . (FLUID DYNAMICS)
SURFACES ,
SBEPTBACK TAIL' SURFACES
T TAIL SURFACES ' , ,
TAIL ASSEMBLIES . , ,'




CONTBOL SYSTEMS ' .
DSE CONTBOL
COBTROL THEORY .
0801 0902 1003 1902 2102 . ,
BT ADAPTIVE COHTBOL , . '







OFF-OB COBTROL ' , - . , . .
OPTIMAL CONTROL














0201 1003 2102 2807







































BT NDCLBAR FUSION . .
•NUCLEAR REACTIONS
THERMONUCLEAR REACTIONS, .






0904 0905 1003 1202
107
COHVAIR 340 1IBCB4PT
(DEVICES SHICH EHPLOT AN OOTSIDE












































DSE *GEBERAL DYNAHICS AIRCRAFT
BILITARI AIRCRAFT
COHVECTIOB































POROUS BOUBDARY LAYER COBTROL
THERBAL DIFFOSIOB
COBVECTIVE HEAT TBAHSPEB




































UF DE LAVAL NOZZLES
BT EXHAUST NOZZLES


























0602 0802 1504 1902 3407
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

















0801 0904 1413 1504
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOHBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOB)
RT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
DATA CONVERTERS












0101 0201 1902 2311 3203 3408



















































































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS





















































ORIGINS , • . , .
POSITION (LOCATION)
BEFERENCE SYSTEBS























































COPPER SELENLDES'. • •
COPPER SULFIDES
EBA5GITE



































































































































































SURFACE TO SOBFACE HISSILES













2306 2402 2403 2901 2902 2903
(BONELECTBOHAGBETIC BADIATIOB





















































































































(DEVICES THAT DETECT BEAK SIGNALS IB






















































1701 1702 1704 1802
BT PREVENTION
•PROTECTION
RT AERATION • ,















































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEEB IS




































BT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
COSIHE











TBIGOBOHETRIC FDBCTIONS . .
COSBIC DOST









SPACE DEBRIS ' . , '
TERRESTRIAL DOST BELT
VENDS FLY TBAP BOCKET VEHICLE
COSBIC GASES






RT COSBIC PLASBA ' ' '..
BLECTEOB GAS , , : ,

















COSBIC PLASHA " .















COSHIC BADIO WAVES '
OSE EXTRATERRESTBIAL RADIO WAVES
COSHIC BAT ALBEDO
2402 2403 2901 2902 ' '_
BT ALBEDO .' '
RT ABSOBPTANCE
ABSOBPTIOB . ' . .
ATBOSPHEHIC ATTENUATION
EABTH ALBEDO
PBIHABY COSBIC RAYS ' ,
REFLECTANCE
SECONDARY COSBIC BAYS
COSHIC HAY SHOWEBS . . ' ' . ' . . '
0710 2402 2403.2901 2902
OF HOLIERE FOBBULA . . . " . ' "
BT COSBIC BAYS '". " '
IIONIZING' RADIATION' ....





SHOWERS ., , . . . . ' : " '
COSBIC RATS
0710 2402 2403 2901 2902
UF COSHIC RADIATION
NT COSBIC HAY SHOWERS
PRIBARY COSHIC RAYS
SECONDARY COSBIC BAYS- ,
SOLAR COSBIC RAYS '. -
BT tioBiziBG BADIATION''
RT AEROSPACE ENVIRONBENTS





DEUTEBOBS . ' . . . . . , . - .
tELECTROHAGNETIC RADIATION
ELECTRONS ". .
tEXTRATERRESTBIAL BADIATION . ,
FOBBUSH DECREASES
GALACTIC RADIATION ! .' '
GAHHA RAYS
IBTEBSTELLAR RADIATION ' ' . .
ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
HESONS










VLF EBISSION RECORDERS ...












RED SHIFT . ' ,'
STAR DISTRIBUTION ,
STELLAR EVOLUTION
UNIVERSE ' . • .
COSHOBADTS
0502 3104 -, ' ' .









(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEEB IS
RECOBHEBDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS. LISTED
BELOW)
RT COSBOS SATELLITES , .
UNIVE.RSE
























































































































































































































































3401 3402 3406 3409
BT ESTIHATES






























SAGE SURVEYS . •








FREIGHT COSTS . .
LOW COST
BT COBBERCE ' .
COST ANALYSIS
COST ESTIBATBS



































































































































RADIATION COUNTEBS. • ''
SCINTILLATION.COUNTERS
SPARK CHABBERS











RT GBIHDING (BATERIAL REBOVAL)
BETAL CUTTING
COUNTING


























COUPLINGS . . .






NT ANTENNA COUPLERS ' '
COUPLING CIRCUITS
DIPLEXEBS . '
BT ANTENNA COSPOHENTS ,








COUPLED BODES : '.
COUPLING CIRCUITS
CROSS COUPLING






0603 0902 1001 1504 1507
(FOR BECHABICAL DEVICES, USE COUPLINGS)
NT COUPLES . .
CBOSS COUPLING ' "" '
GYROSCOPIC COUPLING
HICROWAVE COUPLING
OPTICAL COUPLIHG . :
SPIN-SPIN COUPLING '' .
THERHODYBABIC COUPLING ' .. '. . . .
BT ANTENNA COUPLEES







WAVE ISTEBACTIOB ' .
COUPLIHG CIRCUITS
0701 0702 0901 0902'0905




HT COUPLES ' ' ; :' .', .
CBOSS COUPLING '••-•-•;


















tCOUPLEBS ' • ,'-' ... .


















COURSES HASA THBSAOBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES -
EARTH SATELLITES
 : " ' .






RT CHEBICSL BONDS- .
COVALENT BONDS .
COVALENT BOHDS
0603 . . - '
BT CHEBICAL BOHDS . .- .
RT COVALEHCE ... -
COVARIANCE
1902 1903 1905
BT BOLTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
RT CORRELATIOH .
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN . -
FACTOR ANALYSIS





VARIABILITY - . .
VARIANCE (STATISTICS) , .





0903 0901 1308 3101
RT CAMOUFLAGE . . ' '
CAPS ". •
CASING - . . -
CLOSURES • •• "\


















1501 2801 2805 .
BT HOUSINGS.'. .
HT AIR INTAKES '
FAIRINGS























































































































































































ET GROUND SDPP.ORT EQUIPMENT
(HANDLING EQDIPBENT
LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES































































SHEAR FLO« ' '
SHEAB PBOPERTIES '' v









DF STRESS BDPTUBE 'STRENGTH '




1701 1704 3203 3204 3408 •






CREEP TESTS ' . '
3203 3204 "






















































NDCLEAB FISSION •• ' ••
tNUCLEAR REACTIONS
CRITICAL FLICKER FOSIOB
0401 0408 0702 2308 2310 ' •







1201 1202 1203 1204
BT tFLUID FLOW '
BT CRITICAL VELOCITY
FLOS CHARACTERISTICS















0705 1302 2402 2901 2902-2903
BT *FREQUENCIES




(LIHITED TO FOBCE LOADS)
UF CBITICAL STBESS ' '







USE CRITICAL VELOCITY '
BACH NUHBER






















PBOGRAB TREND LINE ANALYSIS
PBOGRABBING (SCHEDDLIBG)



















USE CRITICAL VELOCITY "
REYNOLDS NUBBER ' '











PHASE DIAGRABS '. '
tPHASE THABSFORBATIONS
CBITICAL VELOCITY .' '
0101 0201 1202 : '
UF CRITICAL BACH HUBBEB
CBITICAL REYNOLDS NUBBER '
CBITICAL SPEED .





















COMPRESSIBLE FLOW - - ...

































0409 0411 0412 0505 . ,
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
CBOSS COBBELATIOH


































0101 1202 1308 2202 2101 2105 3203
(DSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)































































































SURFACE TO SUBFACE BISSILES
CBUISING FLIGHT








































1502 2303 3303 3404
UF DEWAR SYSTEBS




































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS































































ELECTRIC SWITCHES. •; .


























































0705 0906 2301 2306 2U02 2601























NT BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
CLOSE PACKED LATTICES
CUBIC LATTICES





















































































































































































































NT BODT CENTERED CUBIC LiTTICES
































































(OSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)





























































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS































BT TRANSISTOR ABPLIFIERS .
VOLTAGE ABPLIFIERS








































CUBBEBT STABILIZERS . .
DSE COSBEBT BEGOLATOBS
COBEEHTS
0102 0103 1203 1201 1310 1301 1302
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TE8H IS










0202 0405 1101 2003 3U01 3U06




























































(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS


































COSHIOBCBAFT GEOOND EFFECT HACHINE
0205



























0702 1102 1305 15014 2311 2801 '2808
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





















































OSE DHC <4 AIRCRAFT
CV-7 AIBCBiFT
OSE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
CV-3110 AIBCBAFT
020H
















(GENERAL DYNAMICS AIBCBAFT •
PASSEBGEE AIBCEAFT
RT COBVAIH 880 AIRCRAFT
CV-990 AIBCRAFT
02014



















0403 0603 18014 1808

















































































































































































































NASA THES&OBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)'









0202 1103 1502 .1504 1902 2801 3203
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBfl IS





















































































PROPELLANT TANKS . .

























• ALIPHATIC COBPOUNDS '• • .
ABINO ACIDS
IDROGS




















BT PIGBENTS ' '
ET CYTOGENESIS
SKIB (ANATOBY)
CYTOGEBESIS . • .
01401 0106


































































































































DSE DOKNBANGE ANTIMISSILE MEASOBEBENT
PBOGBAB
DABPEBS
1501 150<4 2308 3110
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERS IS


































































































































NT MIRAGE 3 AISCBAFT .
BYSTEEE 20 AIBCBAFT
ET AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT BIRAGE 3 AISCBAFT
USE HIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT HYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
USE BYSTERE 20 AIBCRAFT
DATA
0802 0803 1902
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERB IS


















0702 0708 0803 1106 3405
BT ACQUISITION








































BT ABALOG TO DIGITAL COBVEBTEBS
BIBABY TO DECIBAL COBVEBTEBS
DECIBAL TO BIBABY COHVEBTEBS

















































(BECHABICAL OR ELECTRONIC MANIPULATION
OF DATA)












































































CDC 6000 SERIES COBPUTERS
COMPUTERS
COUNTING RATE COMPUTERS







































RCA SPECTRA 70 COMPUTES
SDS 930 COMPUTES
SDS 9300 COMPOTES






































































0802 0803 1905 0708





TELEMETRY AUTO REDDCTIOB SYSTEM









































































0702 0708 0803 1003
UF DATA CONTROL SYSTEBS
DATA HA8DLING SYSTEBS
DATA READOUT SYSTEBS





0702 0708 0802 0803













































































































































DE HAVILLAND DH 106 AIBCRAFT
USE COBET 1 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 108 AIBCBAFT
USE DH 108 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 110 AIBCBAFT
OSE DH 110 AIBCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DB 112 AIBCBAFT
OSE DH 112 AIBCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 115 AIBCHAFT
USE DH 115 AIBCRAFT
DE HAVILLABD DH 121 AIBCHAFT
OSE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 125 AIBCRAFT
DE HA7ILLAID DHC 1 AIBCBAFT
USE DHC 1 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIBCRAFT
USE DHC 5 AIBCRAFT
DE BAVILLAND VENOM AIRCRAFT







BT BDLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING BOCKETS











































DEBTE-HUCKEL THEOBI • •
0'603 0601 , .. ',. ' . ,
BT DEBTE LENGTH
DISSOCIATION. . . .






























RT C A R B O R I Z I N G
tDECAY










































TYPE 3 BURSTS • .
TYPE 4 BURSTS
TYPE 5 BURSTS .
X RAY FLUORESCENCE
BT fDASAGE




DECAY RATES • •• "
2401 2403 2404 2406
NT ELECTEON DECAY-HATE
BT tRAIES (PER TIME)






RT DISTANCE MEASUBIHG EQUIPMENT
LORAN
LORAN C • • - • ' •
LORAN D





0201 0408 2308 2403 3201
UF IMPACT DECELEBATION
NT SPIN REDUCTION





IMPACT '. - i
IBPACT ACCELEBATION




















BINARY TO DECIBAL COBVERTEBS



































0410 0802 1905 3402


















0410 0802 3402 3406 ' • '






















































• DAMAGE. . • .
DEGRADATION


































































































DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
0703 0705 0706 0708 0709 0803




















































(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS



































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



































































































































































































































































































BT ACOUSTIC DELAY tIBES
CIBCULATOBS (PHASE SHIFT CIBCOITS)
COHPABATOR CIBCOITS
DELAY LIBES
DELAY LIHES (COBPUTEB STORAGE)
PHASE SHIFT CIBCUITS
DELAY LIBES
0702 0801 0902 0905
BT ACOUSTIC DELAY USES




DELAY LIHES (COBPOTBB STORAGE)
0801









































































HAS* TBES10BOS (ALPHABETICAL LISIIBG)
EIPLOHEB 33 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 38 SiTELLITE






PIOHEER 6 SPICE PROBE.























LOB ASPECT BATIO BINGS • .



































































































0703 1308 1902 2311 3408
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS







































0104 0603 1203 3009





























0601 1409 2311 3407
NT X RAY DEBSITY KEASORESENT



























(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






































































TACTICS . . . .
DEPOLABIZATION
0302 0601 0705 2304 2306 2307 2402
(EXCLUDES CONSIDEBATI03 OP OPTICAL































































NT CENTRAL NEBVODS SYSIEfl DEPRESSANTS
BT ANESTHESIOLOGY
DEPRESSION .
0105 0110 1308 2003 2311 3102 3107
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS






























































































































































0101-0102 1001 1106 3106
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

























































































RT REFINING • i.
BOASTING
DESYNCHBONIZED SLEEP






















































0701 0904 0905 1409 1504 2203
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBS IS





















































































































































































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


























0902 0905 0906 1601 2303
(OSE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEES.IS
EECOMBEHDED—CONSULT TBE T.ERBS LISTED
BELOW)'



































OSE. COHET 1 AIBCBAFT
DH 108 AIBCBAFT
0201 0201
OF DE HAVILLAND DH 108 AIBCHAFT

















OF DE HAVILLAND DH 112 AIRCHAFT
DE HAVILLAND VENOB AIRCBAFT
VENOH AIRCRAFT






OF DE HAVILLABD DH 115 AIRCRAFT
VABPIRE AIRCBAFT



















OF DE HAVILLABD DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-125 AIRCRAFT
JET DRAGON AIRCHAFT













DE HAVILLABD DHC 1 AIRCRAFT










DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCBAFT






























































































RT LISOID PROPELLANT ROCKET EBGIBES


















OSE LOB ASPECT RATIO RINGS
SBEPT WINGS
DIABONDS














(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





















0101 0101 0105 0108
BT (ANATOBY
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH.












0603 1703 1807 2001
BT (MOLECULES
POLYATOBIC BOLECULES





















































































































































0103 1808 ' . • .
BT ETHERS
































































































































BT LIE GROUPS ' " ' . '
BIEBANB BANIFOLD
SPIBOR GROUPS . .
TENSOB ANALYSIS
.BT tGEOBETBY . '. .






BELATIVITY . , • .
DIFFEBENTIAL INTERFEBOBETBY






























CYTOGENESIS .. • • •
DIFFEBENTIATION . •
EBBRYOLOGY . ' •





DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS ' .
IBTEGBATOES • . •
NETSOBKS
DIFFBACTION • - "
0710 2301 2306 2309'2310 2603 3107
UF INTERFERENCE BONOCHBOHATIZATION
KIBCHHOFF-HUYGENS PBINCIPLE
NT ELECTROS DIFFRACTION .
FRESNEL DIFFRACTION . '
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
PULSE DIFFRACTION
HAVE DIFFRACTION - • •
X RAY DIFFRACTION • .
ET ATHOSPHERIC SCATTERING . ;
tATTEBUATIOB
BRAGG ANGLE . •
CRYSTAL OPTICS






ISOCHROBATICS • • : -












0710 2306 2310 2102 ..






SPHERICAL SAVES - •
DIFFBACTIOB PATTERNS
0710 2306 2310 2102 2103
UF FRINGE PATTERNS
NT KOSSEL PATTERN .. ..
RAIBBOBS















0710 2306 2310 2102 2103- •
BT tTHANSHISSIOB . .
SAVE PROPAGATIOB . •
RT DIFFBACTION PATHS
























0710 2306 2310 2102
UF LUNAR SCATTERIBG
SPBEAD REFLECTION






0101 1201 1202 1203
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS































































































































































































































0801 1201 •• • •









CDC 6000 SEBIES COBPUTERS
FERRANTI BERCDRY COBPUTER
GEHEBAL ELECTRIC COBPBTEBS












IBB 7010 COBPOTEB -
IBB 7011 COBPUTEB
IBB 7070 COBPUTEB ' '
IBB 7071 COBPUTER
IBB 7090 COBPUTEB ' • ' •










RCA S'PECT'BA 70 COBPUTEB - •
SDS 930 COBPUTER :
SDS 9300 COBPUTER'
SDS 900 SERIES COBPDTERS
SEQUENTIAL COBPUTERS





































BT »ELECTRIC FILTEBS '






















































OF BINARY SYSTEBS (DIGITAL)
TERNARY SYSTEBS (DIGITAL)
BT DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS ,























DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVBBTEBS
0801 0802
BT DATA CONVEBTERS








DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
0701 0801 0802



















0703 0802 0803 '1902





































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
























































































































































































































BAGNETIC- DOBAINS • •
•BAGNETIC PBOPEBTIES
VAN DEB BAAL FOBCES
DIPOLES
0604 0701 0901 2304 2307 2309 2402
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























































SNAP 21 . • . .
SNAP 23 ' •
SNAP 27






BT tELECTBIC GENEBATOBS " '
BT tAUXILIABY POBEB SOUBCES
CONVEBTEBS' '










DIBECT BEADODT EQUATORIAL IEATHEB SAT
2003 2004 3107





RT CLOUD PHOTOGBAPHY -
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
DIRECTION
1102 1406 2103 3406 ' •
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEES IS































ADTOBATIC GIBBAL ANTENNA VECTOR
EQDIPBENT












0101 0203 0901 1202 2807 '
UF VECTOR CONTBOL
















































































1001 2J01 2502 2808 3106
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































DSE GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
DISCHABGEBS









































































































































HT AGEBA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGEBA B ROCKET VEHICLE .
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES



























HASA IHESAOHBS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
DISCBIHINATOBS
0902 1201









(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


















































































































(USE OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBM IS .
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS LISTED
BELOW) • .



















RT DISPLACEMENT ' .
FLOW THEORY
DISORDEBS . • i
0405 0408 0410













0201 2102 2103 3009 3203 3406
BT BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
COBIOLIS EFFECT '






STAGGERING . . •
SEIGHTLESSNESS . .
DISPATCHING ' • : •• ; '.
USE DISTRIBUTING
DISPENSEBS • : ' . • r." >:
1









































1411 1701 1902 2310 2311 3006 3408
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

































































(BEASUBEHENT IB CHANGE OF POSITION)
BT tMECHABICAL BEASOHEHENT
•DISPLAY DEVICES
0801 1106 150"4 31(06


















































































































































































































RT AOTOBATIC FLIGHT CONTROL












































0602 1504 • • •






0710 0804 1108 1902 2308 3203
NT FLOB DISTORTION



















































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS .
































































SYNTHETIC A~RHAYS : ' •
































HT UNITED STATES OF ABEHICA
DISTURBANCE THEORY
USE 'PERTURBATION THEORY •
DISTURBANCES
OHIO 1308 3009 3106
(OSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS

































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERB IS








































DIURNAL VARIATIONS ' - .

















































DIVIDEBS ' - • . . . - . -
0902 0901 0905 1"001"'1504 '1902
(EXCLUDES VOLTAGE AHD FBEQUEBCY • -'
DIVIDEHS)
BT (SEPABATOBS - ' • •








BT (BUBBER TBEOBT '• '










HDBAB TOLEBABCES ' •
HEDICAL PHENOMENA • •
tPBYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
UNDERWATER TESTS
DIVISIOH . • , .
1902 > •
(OSE OF A aOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
RECOBBENDED—COHSOLT THE TEHHS LISTED
BELOW) :




DIVOT (VOICE TBABSLATOBS)' ' '
USE DIGITAL TO VOICE TRANSLATORS
DBE-A SATELLITE





OF DOBBIEB DO-27 AIBCBAFT

















. OF DOBNIEB DO-29 AIBCBAFT . • •
BT DOBBIEB AIBCBAFT
RESEARCH AIBCHAFT
SHORT TAKEOFF AIHCBAFT • -•
tV/STOL AIRCBAFT
DO-31 AIBCBAFT . • - .
0209


















(THE ASSEMBLING, CODING. KNOWLEDGE FOB































UF PUBLICATIONS • ' . - • '
























. BEPOBTS ' \ .
TECHNOLOGY TBANSFEB
DODGE SATELLITE . .
3107
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES


































SASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIVi)












(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































































































































DORHIEB PABAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
3106
BT »BOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS

















0411 0508 1404 1406
OF DOSIBETRI
RADIATION INDICATORS






































DODBLE BASE BOCKET PROPELLANTS
2702 2809


























































DSE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
DODGLAS DC-7 AIRCBAFT
DSE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DOOGLAS DC-8 AIRCRAFT
OSE DC 8 AIBCBAFT
DODGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT





OSE PD-808 AIBCBAFT. ••-.
DOVAP • . . .
DSE DOPPLEB EFFECT
DOiH-CONVEBTERS
0710 1413 2402 ,
BT FREQUENCY CONVERTERS" . ••
DOKBBABGE








TEST RANGES • .
TOOCHDOBN
•TRAJECTORIES
















B T FAILORE . . .
INVENTORY BABAGEHENT
























1203 1408 1504 1704
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


















GRAPHIC ARTS . . . . .
DRAFTING BACBINES ;:'~ ' - : .'
1504 3404
BT COBPOTERIZED DESIGN .'•:
DESIGN . . - .
BACHINERY • ; .- •
DBAG
• 0101 1202 ... :.
OF DBAG COEFFICIENT ' :.
DRAG EFFECT

































. BALLOTES ' '• '
RIBBON PABACHOTES
TOHED BODIES
































































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS





































OSE DISCOVERER RECOVERY CAPSOLES
DBEABS
0404 0408
BT RAPID EYE BOVEBENT STATE
SLEEP
DBEHS (SATELLITES)
OSE DIBECT BEADOOT EQOATOBI1L HEATHEB
SAT
DRIFT
0201 0702 1001 1406 1905 2103 2602
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






















0201 0702 1001 1406 1905 2103 2602

















































(OSE OF A BOBS SPECIFIC TEBH IS














OF DRONE HELICOPTERS '
RECONNAISSANCE DRONE AIRCRAFT
























(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS































1108 3201 3203 340U
DF DROP WEIGHT TESTS


























































CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEB DEPRESSANTS

























































0505 0801 1103 1502 1504 1701 3202
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERHS LISTED
BELOW)
















































DUCTED PLOW .. . ,
DEWETTING.., - , . r t - -
BT DEHUflIDIF"lCATION .








EVAPORATION ' : "
fFIRING (IGNITING)"
ROASTING . . . ' .














DSIF (IHSTR0BENTATIOB FACILITY) .




USE DIFFERENTIAL THERBAL ANALYSIS
DTBB-111 GRODBD EFFECT-BACHINE
DSE GROUND EFFECT "BACHINES" .'..
DTHB-130 GROUND EFFECT'BACHIBE






















































WALL FLOW . .
115











LIQUID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET ENGINES
BESTABTABLE BOCKET ENGINES































RT BAFFLES • '
CAVITIES
CHANNELS





















































































0702 0705 0901 0902 0905
ET tCIBCDITS

































1106 1505 1506 2003 3005 3009
NT COSBIC DUST
IBTEBPLANETAHY DUST .




















SPACE DEBBIS• ' •
DUST COLLECTORS














ET BAIN SEQUENCE STABS
DWELL


































































































































































RT APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
BELLBAN THEORY
• CONSTRAINTS











0101 1001 1002 1202 1308-15011 2311 3203













(SENSITIVITY • . • -
STEP FUNCTIONS ."



























































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBM IS
BECOHMEBDED—CONSULT THE TERMS LISTED
BELOH) ' . .





























(VIBBATIOB - • • -
















RT EBGOBETEBS . .
(BECHANICAL HEASOBEBEBT. •
TEST EQUIPBENT






BT (ELECTRODES . . • .























DYSPBOSIUH . • :
ISOTOPES







































































































RT MAIB SEQUENCE STARS
EARLT WARNING SISTEBS
0702 3101












































1301 1302 1308 2003 3008





























































































































1601 1901 2308 2311
BT LUNAR TRAJECTORIES
EARTH BOTIOH NASA THE310B03 (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SPACECRAFT TBAJECTOHIES
*TB1JECTOBIES

























(DSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






































































































































BT APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAH
EARTH RESOURCES










EABTH RESOURCES PBOGBAB .
PHOTOGEOLOGY
PHOTOBECOBHAISSANCE
EARTH RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES



































































































































EXPLOBEB 3 SATELLITE '
EXPLORER 4 SATELLITE






EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE •
EXPLORES 12 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 13 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE .
EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
EXPLOBER 16 SATELLITE












































































































SAB BARCO 1 SATELLITE




SOLAR RADIATIOB 1 SATELLITE





























































































BT ' EARTH BOVEBENTS
HT GEOLOGICAL FAULTS





































USE EIPEBIBEBTAL BBEEDEB BEACTOB 1
EBB-2 BEACTOB










































ECBO 1 CARRIER BOCKET


















BT ECHO 2 SATELLITE










RT ECHO 1 SATELLITE
ECHO SATELLITES
0706 3107 3409









































































































































1202 1203 2003 2307 2603 3303













































1504 1704 2601 3203
152














































































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




































































































































































































































































































































































USE HODOLUS OF ELASTICITY
ELASTIC PLATES
1809 3202









































































1501 1809 3202 3203











{USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS












































































BADIATIOH DISTBIBDTIOH , '
BADIATIOH PBESSOHE
RABEFACTIOH













































































0404 1504 - ' •
BT IAHATOBY












BT BLUE STBEAK LAUBCH VEHICLE






















































0302 0904 0905 3401
(IHCLODES BOTH RECHARGEABLE OR STOBUGE
BATTERIES AHD BOB-RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES FOB GEBEBATIHG CUBREBT FBOB
















RT tABXILIABY POSER SOURCES
BATTERY CHARGERS


























(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS




































































































































































































0603 0605 1203 1111 2003 2301 2102










































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS























































































































































































































































0301 0303 1501 2301 3404
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TERB1 IS
RECOBBEHDED—CONSULT THE TBRBS LISTED
BELOB)
DF ELECTRICAL ENERGY

















NT ENRICO FERBI ATOSIC POBER PLANT
HALLAH NUCLEAR POBER FACILITY

























0301 2301 2803 3404
(EXCLUDES PROPULSION USING ELECTRIC















TWO STAGE PLASBA ENGINES
UNDERWATER PROPULSION
ELECTBIC PULSES
0902 2304 2402 2103
UF ELECTRIC IBPULSES
BT (POLSES














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DSE GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
•ELECTRODES






































































































































































0601 1703 1802 1807 2301
NT ANOLYTES
CATBOLYTES



























































































































































































SIGNAL TO BOISE BiTIOS
ELBCTBOBAGSBTIC HEASDBEBERT
0705 1101 1106 2102
(BBASORBBEHT OF ELECTBOBAGHETIC















































SIGBAL TO NOISE BATIOS


































































(EBCOBPASSES DEVICES FOB BATEBIALS




















































































































































2306 2310 2<402 2103
















































































0705 0710 2306 2102
OF ELECTHOBAGBETIC PBOPAGATION


























































































































VAB DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
ELECTROB ATTACHHEBT








































































0603 2101 2103 2105

























































































2101 2*03 2101 2105

























































































0710 0905 1501 2103 3101






















































































2307 2310 2102 2103
BT BEAR SSITCHING


























1111 2310.2102 2103 2602
OF ELECTBOB SPIB RESONANCE








































































































































USE ELECTBOB PABABAGBETIC BESOBASCE
ELECTBOB STATES













































































































BASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
BLECTBOHIC COHTBOL




































































0905 1002 1505 3404
(CHECKOUT OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPBENT)






















































1411 2310 2402 2403
(EMISSION OR ABSORPTION MOLECULAR

















0905 1002 1413 2602
BT tELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
•TRANSDUCERS





(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
















































































































































0602 0604 170U . , '
OF ELECTBOLYTIC POLISHING






BLECTROBEFIHISG ' ' ' - . .
0602 0604 1704
BT 8EFIHIBG ...












OSE tELECTRIC CDBBEHT .
SEISHIC WAVES
BLECTBOSLAG PBOCESS
0602 0604 1507 1704 3404
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













FOSIOH WELDIHG - •
tHELDIBG
BT ELECTBOSLAG PROCESS .
ELECTBOSTATIC CBABGE
0101 1202 1203 1503 2304, 2402

















BT ELECTBIC SOCKET BHGIHES
tEBGINES
SOCKET EHGIHES . .












0301 0302 1503 1504














































1202 2304 2502 ' ;
BT tELASTIC WAVES '

























1504 2801 2803 2808 3404
HT IT-761 EHGIHE ' '































































RT BABY BODY PROBLEH










































































0603 0903 0906 1703 1807 3203 3406
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TEBM IS











































































DISPOSAL • . ''
EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION) •••
EVACUATING (VJCBDB) i •'"'-:
EXCLUSION • '••
EXHAUST SYSTEMS V . • ••'•
EXHAUSTING • ' •'
• POLLUTION '•• - • •
PURIFICATION - . '-
REDUCTION , * •' " . '
REJECTION . „ • - . - •
SEPARATION " •'•- ;' '•
STOPPING . • . -• - •".' ; ' '" -
WASTE DISPOSAL ' " *'.' ' ''' '
ELLIPSES ' • ' ••'•••'•
0101 1902 3203 ••' .
BT ANALYTIC GEOMETBY '•-.'
CONICS































































ORBITAL MECHANICS ,. .
PAS
PLANETARY OBBITS '•"' • •
POLAR OBBITS ' ' . ' . . ,
SATELLITE ORBITS .
SOLAR ORBITS
SPACECBAFT ORBITS • -




KAG8ETOIOHICS' '" " ' ' . . .
ELLIPTICITY
1902 1904 3006 3406 ,'
UF BLUNTNESS '




FLATTENING . . ..''.'' ..
OBLATE SPHEROIDS ...
ELONGATION . . - ' . •
1901 1904 3006 ' .


























SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
EMANATION
USE EMISSION " ,'
EMBEDDING
1504 3201 3407
BT ACCELERATION PBOTBCTION . '
ENCAPSULATING
INSERTION ' . , , . . ..
EMBOLISMS
0404 0405 0408 1202 1203











0404 . ' - .
BT BIOLOGY
DIFFEBEBTIATION (BIOLOGY)
EBBBYOS . . ...
FETUSES ' '.













0005 0501 0502 0507





EHEBGEBCT LIFE SOST4IHIBG SYSTEMS
0101 0105 0500 0507V0508
BT LIFE SOPPOBI SISTEBS







POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT STSTEHS
PBESSDBIZED CABINS
PBOTECTIVE CLOTHING. •
SAFETY . . . _ . .
SAFETY DEVICES
SDBVIVAL EQUIPMENT . •






EBISSIOH - . - : - . . •




























































0605 1111 2306 2310 2002. 2103
(ELECTBOMAGNETIC BADIATION OF ABY













H ALPHA LINE '
H BETA LINE
H GAMMA LINE


















































• BECOBDING INSTRUMENTS' '
EHITTANCE




























PHOBIAS ' ' ' . .
















































































































































































































BT TISSUES (BIOLOGY) -
ENDOTBEBBIC FOELS • _• .
1808 2701 2702 3301 . .. -
BT CBEBICAL FUELS
tFOELS • . .
























(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







ENEBGETIC PABTICLE EIPLOBEB A
DSE EXPLORER 12 SATELLITE
ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLOBEB B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE
EBEBGETIC PABTICLE EXFLOBEB C
USE EXPLOBER 15 SATELLITE
ENEBGETIC PABTICLE EXPLOBER D
USE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE.
EBEBGY
0301 2311 2402
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS

























SEISBIC EBEBGY ''••*" ' "
SOLAB ENEBGY :




















































RT BANDS • ' -
ENEBGY DISTRIBUTION













0301 0603 1201 2311 3303
RT DIRECT POWER GENERATORS
POWEB COBEITIONIBG •' <
ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY- .
0301 1201 .. - •
BT JEFFICIENCY • . ". "





























2301 2301 2102 2103 2105 2502















2306 2101 2102 2103*2101 2105
DF ELECTBONIC LEVELS























ENEBGY BETHODS " "
3203 3201
NT BERBSTEIN ENERGY PRINCIPLE
STRAIN EBEBGY' METHODS
BT tSTRUCTDHAL ABALYSIS




ENEBGY OF FOBBATIOB •














(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBEBDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOW) ) • • . * • '












2306 2310 2102 2103 2901 2902 2903
NT ELECTRONIC SPECTRA
NEUTRON SPECTRA













0303 1002 1501 2201 3301 3101
DF ENEBGY STORAGE DEVICES
NT ELECTRIC ENERGY STORAGE
HEAT STORAGE
HT CAPACITORS



















2311 2102 2103 2101 3303 '3301
(BACBOSCOPIC BECHABICAL INTERACTIONS—
EXCLUDES QDANTUB INTERACTIONS, DIRECT
EBERGY COBVERSIOB, HEAT TRANSFER AND
TRANSDUCERS)
UF EBEHGY EXCHANGE
BT COUPLING CIRCUITS •









































TEBPEBATURE COBTROL . -
THBOST CONTBOL
ENGINE COOLABTS







































2301 2801 2805 2808
NT ROCKET ENGINE NOISE





































1108 2801 2805 2808
UF GROUND' RUN-UP
RUNUP i ,•
NT COLD FLOW TESTS.
PREFIRING TESTS
SPACE ELECTBIC BOCKET TESTS
STATIC FIRING
BT ALTITUDE TESTS





























(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

























































0301 1501 2801 2808
(BiCHINES WITH SELF-CONTAINED POBEB
SOUBCES FOB CONTINUOUS OPEBATIOB— SEE
HOTOBS FOB HACHINES UTILIZING EZTEBBAL
POWEB SOUBCES FOB BOBBAL OPEBATIOB)







BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES ,
BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 EBGIBE
BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BK 301 EBGINE
















HOT HATEB BOCKET ENGINES
HYBBID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
HYDBAZINE ENGINES
























LIQUID AIB CYCLE ENGINES
LIQUID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LITHERGOL BOCKET ENGINES





















NIKE BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
NUCLEAB ENGINE FOB BOCKET VEHICLES
BDCLEAB BAHJET ENGINES .
BUCLEAB BOCKET ENGINES




PULSED JET ENGINES ','
PDLSEJET ENGINES '
BA-28 ENGINE . .
BABJET ENGINES '. ' . .-
BESTARTABLE BOCKET.ENGINES
BETBOBOCKET ENGINES
BL-10-A-1 ENGINE . .
BL-10-A-3 ENGINE
EHGLISH EIBCTBIC 1IBCBAFT • . . . . . . . . .
BL-10 ENGINES
BOCKET ENGINE 1KS-420
ROCKET ENGINE 2KS-36250, - . .
BOCKET ENGINE 9KS.-11000. '
BOCKET ENGINE 15KS-25000 "..
BOCKET ENGINES , .'
SL-3 BOCKET ENGINE




SUSTAINEB BOCKET ENGINES, ,
SYBCOB APOGEE EBGINES . .
T-34 ENGINE - . , . . ' • '
T-38 EBGIBE . '•',' , .
T-53 ENGINE - • -
T-55 ENGINE . '
 : .
T-56 ENGIBE '
T-58 EBGIBE- ' , - ' . . ' .
T-63 EBGIBE
 ; ' ' ' • . ' . .
T-61 ENGIBE '








TF-106 ENGIBE' . ...'..-
TOBPEDO ENGINES' . •"-'• • .
TU-121 EBGIBE
TD-122 ENGIBE • " - -,TUBBIBE ENGINES '• • , .
TUBBOFAN ENGINES
TUBBOJET ENGINES
TUBBOPBOP ENGINES ' . . .,"
TUBBOBABJET ENGINES. . . .
TUBBOBOCKET. ENGINES










X-248 ENGINE . ' -






















HEAT SOUBCES . . .
IGNITION SYSTEBS r
LUBBICATIOB : .
HACHIBEBY ' . "• '..
BISSILE COBPOBEBTS • '
 :
fBOTOBS • , . '.... .
POWEB PLABTS ...
IPBOPDLSIOB




THEBBODTNABICS • ; " • • - .
TDBBINES . . .
VEHICLES ' - , - '-, .
ENGLISH ELECTEIC AIRCRAFT . '•• . .





BSGLISa ELECTBIC CAHBEBBA AIRCRAFT NASA IBES1DBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)






















BBBICO FEBBI ATOHIC POWER PLAHT
2203 2204
BT «ELECTBIC POBEB PLANTS

































































































(DSE OP A HOSE SPECIFIC TEBB IS











(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBMEBDED—COBSDLT TBE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)































BT tSIBULATION . .


















































































0504 1107 1108 1505




















0408 0502 0504 0505 0506 0507 0508.
2003 3406 '
NT AEROSPACE ENVIRONHENTS
























































































USE EXPERIBE8TAL ORGANIC COOLED
REACTORS
EOGO
USE EGO ' .
BOB (BE8DBZVOUS)











3009 3109 3409 ' ,







USE EIPLOBEB 12 SATELLITE
EPE-B
USE EXPLORER 14 SATELLITE ,
EPE-C . . .
USE EXPLORER 15 SATELLITE
EPE-D
OSE EXPLORER 26 SATELLITE
BPBEBEBIDES



















1902 . : • '


















































0403 1808 1809 1810
DF EPOXIDES
NT ENDHIN














(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
RECOMMENDED—CONSULT TBE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
It BALANCE EQUATIONS




















































1901 1902 1904 2311
UF MOTION EQUATIONS
































EQOATIOHS OF STATE ' '
0602 2308 2311 2401 3304
OF STATE BQOATIOHS ' ,.
NT HOGOBIQT EQOATIOH OF STATE












EQOATOBIAL ELBCTBOJET . . .
1302 2304 .
BT ATBOSP8ERIC ELECTRICITY '
•ELECTRIC CUBBEBT
fELECTBtCITY























EOUILIBBIOB . . ..
0101 0603 1202 2311 2106 3301
(OSE OF A SOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBEHDED--COHSOLT:THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOS) ,
OP VIBTOAl BOBK. .






















STEADY STATE . .













EQOATIOHS . . . .





OF STEADY STATE FLOW
HT FBOZEH EQDILIBBIOfl FLOS
SBIFTIHG EQOILIBBIOB,FLOV
BT tPLOID FLO» ,
 t
GAS FLOS . .
BT EYBIHG TBEORY . .. ,.
BEAT TBAHSHISSIOH
NOHEQOILIBBIUn FLOW




(LIBITED TO STBOCTOBAL AHALYSIS)










1905 2403 3304 . ,
OF EHEBGY EQOIPABTITIOH






(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS









































IASA THESAOROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
EQOIPBEHT SPECIFICATIOHS
























0201 0204 1106 •
OF BRISTOL EB-134 AIRCRAFT






RARE EABTH .ELEBENTS ,.













































0411 1306 1503 3407
OF BATERIALS EROSIOH
SURFACE EROSIOH ....




























ERROB ANALYSIS ' '
1902 1903
BT NUBERICAL ANALYSIS

































BT (FUNCTIONS (BATHEBATICS) r
BT STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS'
ERBOB SIGNALS •













































SCALING > I ' • . •
TESTS ' '" ' •- • :'
TOLEBANCES (BECHANICS) *
BBS 17 . .
3107 3109
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
EABTH SATELLITES •' • '
ENVIRONBENTAL RESEABCH SATELLITES
(SATELLITES . •
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES '' ' ' - •
BT ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
BBS 18
3107 3109 :
BT ARTIFICIAL'SATELLITES • •






0101 01406 ' '
UF BED BLOOD CELLS ' ' ' ' '
NT RETICULOCYTES
BT (ANATOBY ' • ' • ' • '
BLOOD ' ' ' . :










ESAKI DIODES ' ' '. ' '
USE TUNNEL DIODES " '





ESCAPE ' ' '
•3107 '• "• ' '
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS "
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
RT ESCAPE (ABANDONBENT)












JETTISON SYSTEBS ' ' !
JETTISONING'
PARACHUTE DESCENT1
ESCAPE CAPSULES. • ' ••











LUNAR ESCAPE DEVICES ' '
PRESSURIZED'CABINS •
ESCAPE BOCKETS !
0507 0508 3101 3106 •
BT SAFETY DEVICES













NT LAOBCH ESCAPE SYSTEBS'
RT BAILOUT "' .
EJECTION
ESCAPE (ABANDONBENT)
ESCAPE"CAPSULES: ' ' • '
ESCAPE BOCKETS
JETTISON SYSTEBS ' ' ' '
SAFETY FACTOBS ' ' "
STSTEBS
ESCAPE VELOCITY • '
2308 2311 2101 2103 3006
UF PARABOLIC VELOCITY




BYPEBVELOCITY ' "' ' .
OBBITAL VELOCITY "' "
PLANETAEY GRAVITATION ' ',
SCHBABZSCHILD 'BETBIC
VELOCITY ERRORS ' ' .
ESCHEBICHIA '
0101 0107 0109. • •
BT BACTEBIA '









0101 0105 ' ' ;"
BT f ASATOBY '. •
^DIGESTIVE SYSTEB




















BT ESBO 1 SATELLITE .
EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGBABS
ESBO SATELLITES
3107 3109 ' . ' '




BEOS B SATELLITE •
HEOS SATELLITES
BT ABTIFICIAL SATELLITES
EARTH SATELLITES ; • ."
BT EUROPEAN SPACE PBOGBABS
IKTEBNATIOBAL COOPERATION
ESSA 1 SATELLITE '
2001 3107





•SATELLITES ' " '
BT DELTA LAUNCH-' VEHICLE
ESSA 2 SATELLITE ' • . '
















• SATELLITES^'?"'" •'= T -:
BT DELTA LADHCH VEHICLE- •






* SATELLITES . •





ESSA SATELLITES ' .•
RETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
tSATELLITES ' , •
BT DELTA LAOHCH VEHICLE-
ESSA 6 SATELLITE ' '
200H 3107
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES -




























HI DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ESSA SATELLITES
2001 3107























































SODIOH SALICYLATES ' :- ' .








































KT OBBITAL POSITION ESTIBATION
BT BUDGETING

























(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RASA THBSAUBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIIG)







ESTBOGEBS i , • •
0103 0101 0105 0108
BT ENDOCBINE SECBZTIONS ' '''
HOBHONES
• SECBETIONS •'• •
BT ENDOCBINE GLANDS '
SEX GL4BDS - • '
ESTUABIES ;
1305 1306 1310 '




TIDES '' . '
ETA-BESONS ' • •'
2103. 2105 ". :






BT CHABGED PABTICLES '' '
ETCRANTS '" '
0602 0601 1701 2601
BT COBBOSION
ETCHING' '" ' ".
ETCHING


































































0103 1808 , . .












BT CASE HISTORIES ' -.'
BIB (BEACTOBS)
DSE ENGINBEBING TEST BEACTOBS
ETTINGSHAOSEH COOIEBS
DSE ETTIBGSHAUSEN EFFECT
THEBHOELECTBIC COOLING : .
ETTIBGSHAUSEN EFFECT--,



























GOBPEBTZ CORVES '.". '


























• TANGENTS . .





































EULEB EQUATIONS OF HOTION
1202 1201 1902 2308





1202 120* 1902 2311
DF LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF HOTION




EULEB BOCKLING • .-








EOBOPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103
BT EOROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ILAUNCH VEHICLES . . . .
EDBOPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103 ,
BT EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• LAUNCH VEHICLES • .'
EUROPA ( LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103




NT EOBOPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BT *LAONCH VEHICLES



























U.S.S.B. - - ' •.
YUGOSLAVIA . ..;
EUROPEAN AIRBUS
0201 020H ,. ,„ .. .
BT tCOHHERCIAL AIBCBAFTi • •". .<
PASSENGEB AIBCBAFT . • : , . '
EDBOPEAN SPACE PBOGBAHS . '. ':• . •'.
3H09 ,
 : . .






EUROPA LAUBCB VEHICLES .
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH
OBGANIZATIOB SAT . . :•
EUKOPEAN 1 SPACECRAFT . -
• FOREIGN POLICY \ •"•
FBENCH SPACE PBOGBABS'
HEOS SATELLITES
D.S.S.H. SPACE PBOGBAH , . :
EDBOPEAH SPACE BESEABCH ORGANIZATION SAT
3107 3109
BT AZOB SATELLITE ;*,.. .;, • • '
ESBO 1 SATELLITE' .'-•;.
ESRO 2 SATELLITE .• .
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
EARTH SATELLITES
tSATELLITES . , •. :
RT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAHS
BDBOPEAB 1 SPACECRAFT . •




RT ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRABS








BT tBABE EABTH COHPOUNDS
RT HETAL COHPOUNDS
EUBOPIUH ISOTOPES .
0603 1703 1701 2106
BT EUROPIUH • .
ISOTOPES ' • : - . . • • ' • .







































(OSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS





0203 • . ,
(CLEABNACE OF PERSONNEL, StllBJLS, OB










ONLOADING '• ' . •;
EVACUATING (VACDDB)

















BT ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
ACCEPTABILITY




































VALUE . - • . . - • •
EVANESCENCE .. .





0602 1802 2003 2311 3301 3107
NT PROPELLAST EVAPORATION ' •
TRANSPIRATION



























BT tBATES (PEE TIBE) ' •
HT EVAPOBATION ' •
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
EVAPORATIVE COOLING
0101 0202 1501 2003 3303




CRYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE '
EVAPORATION
PROPELLANT EVAPOBATION • :.
SURFACE COOLING
EVAPORATORS









DRYING APPARATUS ' :
HEAT EXCHANGERS • • -
REFRIGERATING BACHINEBY .
EVAPOEOGRAPHI ' :









































0104 0602 1902 3002 3301 3101 3103
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
. V.'










































































1202 1501 1803 3303 3301 3305
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




0603 1202 3303 3407
NT CHARGE EXCHANGE
GAS EXCHANGE '








HAS* THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
•EXCITATION . '.'



























































USE GENEBAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT





































BT AIB POLLUTION • .






















EXBAUST JETS . '
USE EXHAUST GASES
EXHAUST NOZZLES .
1201 1203 2801 2805 2808
























EXBAOST SYSTEBS . .
0202 2801 2805 2808 • . '
BT AFTERBURNING .
AIB CONDITIONING
AIR POLLUTION . • • •
BLOWEBS

















BUFFLEBS • . • - . . ' .
•OPENINGS
OUTLETS .













BT (BATES (PER TIHE)
VELOCITY . ' • . ' - • • .














DISPOSAL ' • •
DISSIPATION
EJECTION ' '













EXISTENCE : • • - . - •
0101 1902 3003
BT COSHOLOGY . '
EVOLUTION

































BT BULTISTAGE BOCKET VEBICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOONDING BOCKETS
BT HONEST JOHN BOCKET VEBICLE
NIKE-AJAX BISSILE • '
SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGIBES
TE-289 ENGINE
IB-33 ENGINE ' "
EIOSKELBTOHS . • .
0102 0101 . ' : '
RT TELEOPEBATOHS . .
BIOSPHERE . •
1302 1308
























































































EXPEBIHENTAL BOILING VATEB BEACTOBS
2201 3303 3101
OF EB»R (BEACTOB)
BT BOILING WATEB BEACTOHS
LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS
tNOCLEAR BEACTOBS
NOCLEAR BESEABCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
HATER COOLED BEACTOBS
»ATEB HODEBATED BEACTOBS






LIQDID HETAL COOLED BEACTOBS
tHOCLEAR BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB BESEABCH AHD TEST BEACTOBS






LIQUID HETAL COOLED BEACTOBS
INUCLEAB BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB BESEABCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
EIPEBIBESTAL DESIGN
3101 3105
(DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS EXCLUDES
PBOTOTYPES)















EXPEBIHENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
2201 3303 3101
OF EGCB (BEACTOB)
BT GAS COOLED BEACTOBS
tHOCLEAB BEACTOBS
HDCLEAB BESEABCH AHD TEST BEACTOBS
BXPERIBEHTAL OBGANIC COOLED BEACTOBS
2202 3303 3101
OF EOCB (BEACTOB)
BT LIQOID COOLED BEACTOBS
tHOCLEAB BEACTOBS
BOCLEAB BESEABCH AND-TEST HEACTOBS
OBGAHIC COOLED BEACTOBS
OBGANIC BODEBATED BEACTOBS

































































































































































BT DELTA LAUHCH VEHICLE
EIPLOBEB 11 SATELLITE
3107 3109




•SATELLITES ' -' •
BT JDSO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EIPLOBEB 12 SATELLITE
3107 3409
















BT SCOOT LADBCH VEHICLE
EIPLOBEB 11 SATELLITE
3107 3409




EIPLOBEB SATELLITES . .
•SATELLITES
BT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
EIPLOBEB 15 SATELLITE
3107 3409















































BT SCODT LAOSCH VEHICLE
EXPLOBEB 20 SATELLITE
3107 3409

























































RT SCODT LADNCH VEHICLE
EXPLOBEB 26 SATELLITE
3107 3409
DF ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPLORER' D
EPE-D







































3107 3409 '- ' •"•••:
OF SE-A ' ' '"" '





































BT THOR AGEHA LAOBCH VEHICLE










RT THOB AGEHA LAUNCH VEHICLE







































BT SCOOT LAUNCH VEHICLE
EXPLOBEB 10 SATELLITE
3107 3109 .




























BT DELTA LAOBCH VEHICLE
EIPLOBEB SATELLITES
3107 3109





















































BT JONO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE




THOB DELTA LAOBCH VEHICLE
ZODIACAL DOST
•EIPLOSIOHS





































































OSE FLABBABLE GASES .
EIPLOSIVE BELDING
1507 , .
BT (BONDING > .<































































































































11406 1H12 2309 21402 3001 3002
BT tCELESTIAL BODIES
STARS



































































0403 0602 0603 1704 2310
NT ION EXTRACTION
SOLVENT EXTRACTION















































































VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
•EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION



















































UF COSMIC RADIO WAVES













































0705 0710 2301 2309 2312 2102





BICROHAVE FBEQOEHCIES" ' '
BADIO FBEQDEBCIES
BT BILLIBETER HAVES
EXTBEBELY LOU BADIO FREQUENCIES


















































































































DP BAWKER HUBTEE AIBCBtFT
HONTEH F-2 AIBCBiFT





























































































tSOPEHSONIC AIRCBAFT . -
F-102 AIRCRAFT
0207 3401
OF DELTA DAGGER AIRCRAFT
TF-102 AIBCBAFT






















OF DELTA DABT AIBCRAFT










LOB ALTITODE SOPERSOHIC VEHICLES
TFX AIBCRAFT





BT VABIABLE SWEEP WINGS
F-114 AIBCRAFT
0207 3401









































LIQUID PBOPBLLANI SOCKET ENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES























































































FACETS HISS THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
RT BOOT CENTEEED COBIC L4TTICES
v





1101 1103 1101 1106 1108 3106
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
































































































































































BT FD 2 AIRCRAFT
BT AIRCRAFT
FAIBEY DELTA 2 AIBCRAFT
OSE FD 2 AIRCRAFT
FAIRINGS



































SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
FALKBEB-SKAN EQOATIOK
1202 1902 ., I,











































FAB IB HIBG AIBCBAFT












(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS

























FAR IHFBARED BADIATION' .
1101 2310 2102 2903
(30 3ICRONS TO ABODT 1000 BICRONS)
BT JELECTEOBAGNETIC RADIATION •
IBFRAEED RADIiTIOS
RT LOBG HAVE RADIATION
BEAR INFRARED RADIATION-
RADIO SAVES
SHORT SAVE RADIATION ,
SUBBILLIHETER BATES • • ..
TEBBESTHIAL RADIATION
FAR OLTBAVIOLET BADIATION
1404 2310 2102 2903 :
(200 TO 2000 ABGSTROHS)
OF VACUUB OLTRAVIOLET RADIATION









0603 1203 230« 2306 2402
RT GAS DISCHARGE TDBES
GLOW DISCHARGES
FARADAY EFFECT
2306 2307 2310 21402
OF FARADAY ROTATION




















CROP GROBTH : ' '















RT FAST BOCLEAR REACTORS - . .'• :
FAST OXIDE REACTORS
NUCLEOBS . . . "i ' '
THERBAL NEUTRONS
FAST BDCLEAR BEACTOBS
22014 , •• • .
BT EXPERIBENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIBEBTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
FAST OXIDE BEACTORS
BT FAST TEST REACTORS
INOCLEAR REACTOBS





BT FAST NOCLEAB REACTORS





NT FAST NOCLEAR REACTORS




NT ANCHORS (FASTENERS) -
BOLTS
BUTTONS (FASTEBERS)
LOCKS (FASTENERS) ' . '
NUTS (FASTEBERS) • ;
PINS ,
RIVETS








BRACKETS ' -•' • , .
CABLES (BOPES)




































































































































































(USE. OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS











DSE FEEDBACK FREQUENCY BODDLATION
PBB (BISSILES)
OSE FLEET BALLISTIC BISSILES
FCC LATTICES
. OSE FACE CENTERED COBIC LATTICES
FD 2 AIBCBAFT
0201

































































0102 0302 2701 2702 2802 2803 2804












































0503 0802 1003 1201 2102


































































































0102 0705 0709 1109
(USE OF A HOHE SPECIFIC. TERB IS











0710 2306 2310 2402





















0604 1704 2403 2601
BT BRILLODIB ZONES






PEBBIONS . . . .









































































































































































































































































0403 0404 0405 1808
BT *PROTEIHS
FIBRIHOGEN











































BT INTERMEDIATE BABGE BALLISTIC
BISSILES
SHOE! BABGE BALLISTIC BISSILES
FIELD COILS
2307



























(EBPLOY THIS TEBB BBEH TYPE OF FIELD
IBVOLVED IS BOT SPECIFIED—OTBEBBISE

















































































0409 1101 1902 2311 3406
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS















































0903 0904 1504 1507 1704 1811 .
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













(USE OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






































































1H07 1701 1802 3203
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS

























0710 0902 0901 0905 1001 1501 2311
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




















0505 0602 15011 34014 3407
UF FILTERING
NT SPATIAL FILTERING









































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS




































































































































0203 0603 3301 3404
(LIBITED TO CONTROL OF TBE FIRING OF




















































(OSB OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




FIBBBEE 2 TABGET DBOHE AIBCBAFT
0205 0207 3401




































































































BT IADIILIABT POIER SOOBCBS
NDCLEAB AUXILIARY POWEB UNITS





































































































1407 1504 3404 3407
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















































•ISA THBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TEHPERATOBE HEASDBING INSTRUHENTS
FLAHE DBFLECTOBS




































































































































































































(OSE OF A HOHE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
RECOHBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)






RONiAY LIGHTS , . . ' .
SOLAR FLABES
FLASH
1411 2306 2310 2402 2902 3201 3302
(USB OP A HORE SPECIFIC TERH IS






























































































FLAT PLATES . ' .














































































SURFACE TO SUBPACE BISSILES































































0408 0702 2306 2310
BT CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
LIGHT TRANSMISSION
FLICKER FUSION FREQUENCY
USE CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
FLIGHT
0201 3004 3007
(USE OF A 'MORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






































BT ALTITUDE • -













































0201 1402 1410 2102 3009
NT AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL




































SOLAR COBPASSES ' -
•SPACECRAFT COBTBOL
TURBOJET ENGINE COBTBOL
FLIGHT CREWS . '
0502 •























































































RT STRAIB GAGES •
FLIGHT BECHANICS
0201 3009











































































• GOIDABCE (HOTIOB) .'. ', , ,' .' '
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
BISSILE TRAJECTORIES , , . .
NATIONAL AIBSPACE UTILIZATION







SATELLITE GBODND TRACKS , ' '
SOLAR COBPASSES






USE FLIGHT CHABACTEBISTICS '.
FLIGHT PLANS





















0203 0502 1101 1402
































0502 1106 1107 1108

























LONAB ORBIT'AND LANDING SIBDLATOBS
BISSILE SIBOLATOaS












0401 0408 3104 3203
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













(EXCLODES BECHANICAL STBESS AND AND
STBAIN)




































0201 1108 1505 3009





















RING FLO! HETHOD TESTS
FLIGHT TIHE
0201 1904 3006 3.110
BT tTIHE





















(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)
BT AIRCRAFT CONFIGORATIONS
GHOOND EFFECT HACHINES .
fHYPERSONIC VEHICLES
























































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS










0101 0802 1110 1202 1203 1204 3406
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
























0101 1202 1203 3303











































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































USE FLOW VELOCITY .
FLOB BEGOLiTOBS
1003 1202 1501 150H
NT FUEL FLOB REGULATORS
BT *REGULATORS

























































































L01 SPEED • ' :
HASS FLOB RATE
SUBSONIC FLOB ' •
SUPERSONIC FLOB
TBAHSOHIC FLOB • '





OF VISIOPLASTICITY ' '
VISUALIZATION OF FLOB
NT NUBEBICAL FLOB VISUALIZATION
BT FLOB DISTRIBUTION '
BYDBADLIC ANALOGIES ' •
SCHLIEBEN PHOTOGRAPHY
SBADOBGBAPH "PHOTOGBAPBY.
BIND TUNNEL MODELS '
FLOBBBTERS
0501 1202 1203 1106 ' '
NT GAS BETEBS
BOT-BIBE FLOBBETEBS



















































VENTS '. • "
FLUID ABPLIFICATIOB
OSE FLUID ABPLIFIEBS
FLUID ABPLIFIBRS ' ';
1201
OF FLUID ABPLIFICATION '
























































EYEING THEOBY . , .








QUASI-STEADY STATES • .












GAS BEABINGS • .
LIQUID-SOLID INTEBFACES ,
FLUID FILTEBS
0602 1502 1504 ' - . . - •






FILTEBS -. . , -..




HASA THESAORDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
•FLUID FLOB
1201 1202 1203 1204














































JET H I K I N G FLOB
JET STBEAHS (BETEOBOLOGY)
KARBAN-BODEBADT FLOB






































I SUPERCRITICAL FLOB .
SUPERSONIC JET FLOB
THREE DIBEHSIOHAL FLOB

























































































































































































BT FLBID ABPLIFIEBS • . .
FLDID POVEB . •. :
HYDBAULIC FLOIDS • .
TBANSBISSION FLOIDS
BOBKING FLDIDS
FLOID TBANSPIBATION . .
OSE TBANSPIBATION • •
FLOIDICS , -, . .
1201 1202 ' . . • ' - • '
NT FLOERICS
BT ABPLIFICATIOB .• -'.
CONTBOL , . • .
FLOID ABPLIFIEBS
•FLUID FLOB
PLOID LOGIC • •
fFLOID BECHANICS
FLDID POBEB - - ..
FLDID SBITCHING ELEBENTS ,
HYDBAOLIC .ANALOGIES - - - .
HYDBAOLIC-CONTBOL .. , • •
LOGIC • - • - . . . . . .
PNEOHATIC CIRCUITS




1201 2202 220<4 , . .
BT BEDS (PBOCESS ENGINEEBING)
CHEBICAL BEACTOBS . - .
FLUID FILTEBS . .
FURNACES - ,:
•SEPABATOBS . . " . •
FLDIDS
1202 1703 1805
(DSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















NONBEBTOHIAN FLOIDS , , •
SHEOLOGY •
ROTATING FLUIDS




VISCOUS FLDIDS " . r
BEIGHTLESS FLDIDS , . - .
BORKING FLOIDS . . -
FLUORESCENCE . . .
0605 2306 2H02 3008 -. •
UF FLOOBESCENT EHISSION , • .: •
BT PHOSPHOBESCENCE . • .
X RAY FLOOBESCENCE ' ,
BT iDECAY '
EHISSION . :•











0603 18014 1808 .. .
NT ALOHINDB FLOOBIDES
ANTIBONY FLOOBIDES | .
BARIUB FLOOBIDES •




CESIOB FLOOBIDES. . .



























































































































































































































































0101 0705 1202 1902 2311 2402 2405
2502 3006
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS











(THE TOTAL EBABATIOB OP EBEBGY,
HATEBIAL OR PARTICLES PROH A SINGLE
SODBCE PER OBIT TIHE—OFTEN OSED
EBRONEOOSLY IN LIEO OF FLOX DEBSITY,
BBICH IS ENERGY, BATEBIAL OR PARTICLE







BT tBATES (PEB TIHE) •
BT BETA PABTICLES
200
























0705 2102 2103 2405 2902 3303
(ENERGY, BATEBIAL OR PABTICLE BATE PEB
DHIT ABEA—THE QOANTITY OSOALLY
BEASORED EXCEPT SHEB TBE TOTAL



















































































FLY BY HIRE COBTBOl .




























































































POABIHG i • . • '























tRESOLOTION " • • ' '
FOCOSIHG







































BT tBEARINGS ' • • '
FOILS
1504 1704 3202 3203 ' • '
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






















FOKKEB F 27 tIBCBAFT '
OSE F-27 AIBCBAFT
FOKKEB F 28 AIBCKAFT
DSE F-28 TRANSPORT AIBCBAFT
FOKKEB FBIEBDSHIP AIRCRAFT
DSE F-27 AIRCRAFT
FOKKEB-PLABCK EQDiTIOB . '
1203 2401 2104
BT fABALYSIS (HATHESATICS) .
DIFFEBEBTIiL EQOATIOBS
SEAL VARIABLES















FOLDIBG FIB AIBCBAFT ROCKET VEHICLE ..
3106' ' :
OF FFAB BOCKET VEHICLE
BT tHOCKET VEHICLES





BT ABTEBNAS .. '
BALLOONS
BALLOTES































0403 0404 0405 0505
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































BT SPACE FLIGHT FEEDIBG . .,'
FOBBIDDEB BABDS
1203 2306 2401 2402 2403 2405
BT EBEBGY BABDS
BT BABD STBOCTOBE OF SOLIDS ...
ELECTBOB EBEBGY ' '
FOBBIDDEB TBABSITIOBS
FBEE ELECTBOBS .' .
LATTICE VIBRATIONS










FOBBOSH DECREASES . '. ! ' '











(OSE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC 'TEBB IS
RECOBBEHDED—COBSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)
OF BEPOLSIOB













BOLL ZOKES ' - , , , . ,
POBDEBOBOTIVE FOBCES
*PBESSOBE





BASA THESAUBOS (ALPBABETICAL LISTIBG)
TOBSIOB























OSE FIELD THEORY (PHYSICS)
FORCE-FBEE BAGBETIC FIELDS
2307
















FOBCED VIBRATOBY BOTIOB EQOATIOBS
BT fVIBBATIOB





























1905 2003 3401 3402
OF FORECASTS























































































0602 1507 1701 1704





























































FOBBATBS . .. '






(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS















































IFOBBIBG TECBHIQOES . '"
1504 3407
(TECBNIQDES OF SBAPING ITEB)
OF BETAL FOBBING :









EXPLOSIVE FOBBING ' . - . '
EXTBODIBG ' .'.'.' .
FOBGIKG , : ..' ,. .'. , . ' i
BOT BpBKING . ' :. '
HYDROSPINNING
IBVESTBBBT CASTING .. ' '"
BAGNETIC PORBIBG




ROLL FOBBING . . . " '














(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOSBEBDBD--COBS0LT TBE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)






































0802 ' ' ' '
UF FAB (PBOGRABBIBG LANGUAGE)
BT ILAHGDAGES . ' '"''
BACBIBE OBIEBTED LANGDAGES
BT COBOL
COMPILERS ' ' •' ' ,
COHPOTER PBOGBABHIBG . ..
PL/1
203






















































































































































































































































































































































































0101 1201 1202 1203 2101 ,




























































RT BEBCDRY HR-3 FLIGBT
FREEZING
























FREIGHT COSTS . .









FBEHCH GDIARA , •
1305
RT NATIONS







PBEBCH SPACE PROGBABS ...
3009
BT SPACE PROGRAMS























0702 0705 0709 0710 0905 '1002 2308 2102
DF FHEQUEBCY BABDS




















































0705 1001 1002 1H11 2311

























0702 0705 1001 1003 2306 2310 2102
OP FBEQOENCY REGULATION



























PULSE V-IDTB ABPLITODE CONVEBTEBS
FHBQOEHCY DISTBIBOTIOH









FBEQDEHCT DIVIDEBS . '
0701 0702 0708 1002 . •
BT FBEQOENCY CONVEBTEBS






































0903 0905 1002 2H02
BI . «ABPLIFIEBS :























OSE FBEQOENCY COHTBOL . ,
FBBQOEHCY BESPOHSE'
0904 1002 2402
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBfl. IS





















PBEQOEBCT SCANNING ' '






























































OSE FREQUENCY CONVEBTEBS '
FRESNEL DIFFRACTION .
0710 1407 2401 .
BT DIPFBACTIOB


















0701 0710 2311 • . ,
BT tBEGIOBS














































USE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
FRICTION DRAG
0102 1203 2311 2502 3301 :~ '
















FRICTION FACTOR - •
1902 2308 2311 3408
UF FRICTION LOSS COEFFICIENT







































• SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
•SPACE CAPSULES















FBOHTAL ABEAS (BETEOBOLOGT) •
USE FRONTS (METEOBOLOGY)
PBOHTS . . .
0710. 1202 1201- 1301 2001 2003.
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH•IS
RECOHBENDED—CONSULT THE TERSS LISTED
BELOB) ... •' :•
BT FRONTS (HETEOROLOGY)
SHOCK FRONTS . -:
BAVE FRONTS
FRONTS (BETEOROLOGY)
2003 3006 ' . . :









TORNADOES , ' .
FBOST . , .
0710 2003 3009 33014
 (. -
RT DEW • ,
FREEZING . . ' , .






FBOODE HUHBEB . '• , . .
1202 1902 ...
BT DIBENSIOBLESS NUBBERS \
•RATIOS ,'t
HT tFLUID FLOB . . , ,
•INERTIA
KINETIC ENEB'GY • -.. ,,
• POTENTIAL ENERGY " ' •••
REYNOLDS NDBBEB. ,. •
STHOUHAL NUBBER ,' .,.' • ..-
FBOZEN EQUILIBBIUB FLOW . , .
0102 1203 • . . . .
BT EQUILIBRIUH FLOB ' '.
IFLUID FLOB ' -:
GAS FLOB
BT SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUH FLOB
FBOZEN FOODS
0505
BT FOOD •'. • ' • • , ' •
PRESERVING . - .. ,-.'. •























2701 2702 2805 2808
BT IRATIOS - . '.
RT BDBNING RATE




IGNITION LIHITS . .
FUEL CAPSULES
2203 . ..
RT CAPSULES ' '
NUCLEAR FUELS -
PELLETS ' .;' ! ' ;
FUEL CELL CATALYSTS
USE ELECTROCATALYSTS- ' • t -;-
FUEL CELLS : . .- • 1
0302 0303 . . : • > :
(EXCLUDES BATTERIES)' ' . - • , • - •
NT BIOCHE8ICAL FUEL CELLS
HYDKOGEB-OIIGEN FUEL CELLS
REGENEBATIVE FUEL CELLS '
BT DIRECT POBEB GENERATORS1' '
•ELECTRIC GENERATORS '
• ELECTHOCHEBICAL CELLS ' '. .
RT CELLS • • - '
CHEBICAL AUXILIARY POSER UNITS





ENERGY STORAGE ! ••: . ' • . ' •".>:'
HYDROGEN FUELS ' . ' ' . .
IOB EXCHANGE HEHBRANE' ELECTROLYTES
BAGNETOHYDBODYNAHIC -GENERATORS
SOLAR CELLS ' *' '- . •'
SOLAR GENERATORS . •'
.THERBIONIC CONVERTERS ' » • : * • -
THERBOELECTRIC GENERATORS .• "'<
BET CELLS '
FUEL COHBDSTION . ' •' •
2701 2702 2801 2805 2808
BT tCOBBUSTION
RT COBBUSTION EFFICIENCY '
COBBOSTION STABILITY '''






PHOPELLANT COBBUSTIOB . '
SPONTANEOUS COBBUSTION'
SUPERSONIC COBBUSTION
FUEL CONSUBPTION, ' ' *
2701 2702 2801 2805 2808-• '
UF FUEL ECOBOBY. -









FUEL COBTABIBATION ' ,
0601 1702 2701 2702:








BT AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS -. '
COBBUSTION CONTROL - - • ' '•
CONTBOL
. ENGINE CONTBOL
FUEL-AIR BATIO • . ' . "
FUEL FLOB = • • "
FUEL FLOB REGULATOBS
FUEL INJECTION ' - f '• . ' •
FUEL SYSTEBS , ' '
FUEL TANK PHESSUHIZATIOB -
FUEL VALVES. ' '•"
LIQUID SLOSHING :'
PBOPELLANT TBABSFER
REFUELING ' ' . - . - . ' :
SOCKET ENGINE CONTROL
TURBOJET ENGINE CONTBOL
FUEL COBBOSION . , . V
1702 2701 2702





USE FUEL CONSUBPTION '
FUEL ELEBEHTS (BUCLEAB REACTORS)
USE NUCLEAR FDEL ELEBEBTS
FUEL FIOI
FOBL FIOI
















1402 1406 1408 1410

































1501 2701 2702 2801 2804 2808
BT *POBPS



















2701 2702 2801 2805 2808 2809




























0202 2701 2702 2804
BT PBESSDBIZIHG



















0202 2701 2702 2804
HT BIHG TAHKS
BT tTAHKS (CONTAINERS)



























































HASA TBESAOBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
DOOBLE BASE BOCKET PBOPELLAHTS




GELLED SOCKET PHOPELL19TS -
HIGH EHEBGY FOELS • - . :














































0102 0104 0203 1505


















BT AEBOSOLS • '








































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS . •;.


















































BATHIEU FUNCTION , '.
HAIRELL-BOLTZHABB DEBSITY FOBCTIOB

















































































BT ABTIINFECTIVES ABD ANTIBACTEBIALS
TOXICOLOGY . , . '
FUNNELS • "'•
1106 1108 • •
BT COBICAL IBLETS '•
NOZZLES





SYBTHETIC RESIBS • .
THERBOSETTIBG'RBSINS















0301 0906 2205 3303 3304'














































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS

























PDSIFOBH SHAPES . . . .
OSE tCOHES
POSIOH
1504 1701 2«05 2502 3304 3407
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC .TEBH IS
BECOHHENDED—:CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW) ... , . -




1504 1704 ' _





FUSIOlf WELDING . .
JOIHIHG '
FUSIOH WEAPONS . .
2205
UF HYDBOGEN BOHBS :






ELECTBOSLAG WELDING . .
GAS.TUNGSTEN ABC WELDING
G A S WELDING ' . . .
LOW 1EHPEBATDBE BBAZING
PLASMA ABC WELDING
ULTBASONIC SOLDERING . . .
BT tWELDING .
BT ELECTBIC"WELDING
FLASH WELDING . .
FUSION (HELTING)
PBESSORErWELDIBG .
SPOT WELDS * •
F1H AIBCBAFT , . .
USE F-4 AIBCRAFT .
F80 AIBCEAFT . : .
USE F-8 AIBCBAFT " .
F9F AIBCBAFT
DSE F-9 AIBCBAFT. .













OF NAVION G-1 AIRCBAFT
NAVION BANGEHASTER AIBCBAFT
BAHGEBiSTEB AIBCBAFT






























DF GLOSTEH GA-5 AIRCRAFT
JAVELIN AIBCBAFT





















OSE INTERSTELLAR BAGBETIC FIELDS
GALACTIC BADIATION
0702 0701 2903 3002








SOLiB RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
STELLAR BADIATION
GALACTIC RADIATION EIP BACK6ROOND SATS
USE GBEB SATELLITES
GALACTIC RADIO RAVES

















































































































GALVANIC CELLS . .
OSE ELECTROLYTIC CELLS '
GALVANIC SKIB RESPONSE
0404 0408 " - '























SADDLE POINTS (GAHE THEORY)
BT OPERATIONS RESEARCH





BATHEBATICAL HODELS " '
HONTE C1RLO HETHOD
PROBABILITY THEORY " ' '
BISK



























GAHRA RAT ASTBOBOBY EXPLORES















































































































































BT EXPEBIBENTAL GAS COOLED BEACTOBS














































0603 1406 1804 2304
OF DISCHABGE TUBES
GAS DISCHABGE COUNTEHS -'
BT HICBOBAVE OSCILLATOBS
BT FABADAY DABK SPACE i





































































































































































0303 0603 1203 2802










1203 2311 3303 3301

























































1203 1601 2311 330H



















































































0602 1203 2701 2702 3301









































0602 1203 2202 2203 2201 2311
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS






0602 1203 1702 1703
BT •BOUNDARIES
FLUID BOUNDARIES


























































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBHENDED--COHSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOH)




GAS TUNGSTEN ABC WELDING
150H
DF TIG WELDING







BT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 EBGINE

































































































0602 1507 1701 3303
(EXCLDDES ELECTBIC WELDIBG IS THE






































1203 2311 2701 2702 3301 3302
BT tPROPELLANTS
BOCKET PBOPELLANTS


















































































RADON ISOTOPES . ,
BARE GASES ' . .
RAREFIED GASES' . ' . .
REAL GASES . " „






XENON 129 - .
XENON 133
XESON 135 .
RT AIR ' . '
ATMOSPHERES . . ' '
FLUIDS
•FUELS - .







































0903 1001 1002 1201 1501 1504 3301
(USE OF A MOB'E SPECIFIC TEBB is






0903 1001 1002 '' '•
OF OB-GATES













































USE NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
GAUSSIAN NOISE




0401 0405 0412 0508 1811
BT FABRICS . .
RT CASTS ' • ,
GC-130 AIRCRAFT ' ,
USE C-130 AIRCRAFT
GCB (HEACTOBS)
USE GAS COOLED REACTORS
GEAR .
1504
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS




LANDING GEAR ' :
•BECHABICAL DRIVES
GEAB TEETH




























































































0602 1801 1804 1808 3302
































6BHIHI 4 PLIGHT NASA TBBSAOBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




















































BT TITAN LADNCH VEHICLES
GEHIBI FLIGHTS
3104 3107


































































































DF CONVAIB HILITARY AIRCBAFT

















GENEBAL DYBABICS BILITABY AIRCBAFT








BT TRANSFER OF TRAINING
GENERATION
0404 3403 3407
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS







(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS '
















































OF BB-1 BOCKET VEHICLE
BT tROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
BT ASTBOBEE 200 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES















































STBATIGBAPBY - , :
GEOCOBOB4J, EBISSIOBS . -
1302 1807 2003 . •
BT 4IBGLOB ' ;»
•ATBOSPHB8IC RADIATION :'
•ELECTROHAGNETIC BADIATIOH •'
LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB) -'
SKY BADIATIOH . . • - f. ,
GEOCYCLOTBOBS f '-•
2311 2U03 3101 r
BT CYCLOTBOHS
•PARTICLE ACCELEBATOBS '
BT ACCELEBATOBS • • • ' • • ;
ELEBEBTARY PABTICLES • ' r-
GEODESY * ' ' ' ' ••'
13011 '
OF EABTH FIGDBE .
EABTH SHAPE I
IZSAE ELLIPSOID " 1 »
HT CELESTIAL GEODESY ' -'•
BT EiBTH (PLABET)










TOPOGBAPHY . ' ...

































1303 1304 1406 ' •
BT DISTANCE BEASOBIHG EQOIPBENT
•BEASUBING IHSTBUBEHTS .
^OPTICAL EQDIPBEHT
. OPTICAL BEASDBIBG IBSTBOBESTS











1303 130H 1305 1308 1A10 3109





























































































































































































































































































































































SPUTNIK 3 SATELLITE " .
VANGUARD 3 SATELLITE
























































































































GEBDIEB ABC EEATEBS . ' "
OSE ABC HEATING
•HEATING EQOIPBENT"
GESDIES CONDENSERS • '• • - '






BT IBEDICAL SCIEBCE ' \





BT tGERBANIDS COHPOOHDS ' .J.
GEBHAHIDES • ' ' ' . ' .
0603 1804
BT BAGNESIOB GERHANIDES ' '
BT SGERBABIDH COHPOONDS
RT GERBANIOH ALLOYS '
GERBABIDH ' : "







0603 1703 1804 '
BT fALLOYS ' ' • • ' .
RT GERBANIDES- • '' •'".'• •
GEBHABIDB ABTIBOBIDES
0603 1804 • - '




0603 1804 •• ' . • •. .
BT CHLOBIDES ' '
CHLOHIHE COBPOONDS '
tGERHANIOB COMPOUNDS
HALIDES • • • • ' .
•HALOGEN COBPOUNDS '
•GEBHANIUB COHPODBOS • '

















SEHICOBDDCTOB DEVICES • '
SOLID STATE DEVICES
RT JOBCTIOB DIODES



































DF GRAPHIC EVALDATIOS AND REVIEW
TECHSIQOES
RT CRITICAL PATH BETHOD1
tBABAGEBENT
BANAGEHEBT ANALYSIS








GETOL AIRCRAFT : ''
0201 0205
















RT DiSTOBTION ' ' '
BADAB ECHOES
BADIO ECHOES • .'
GIACOBINI-ZINBER COHET
3001 3005 '
BT JCELESTIAL BODIES '






RT BAIN SEQOENCE STABS
SDPERGIANT STARS
GIBBERELLISS











GIBBS EQOATIOBS ' '
1902 3304
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
RECOBBENDED--COSSOLT TBE TERBS LISTED
BELOB) • '•' " ii- •
RT GIBBS ADSORPTION EQOATION
GIBBS FBEE ENERGY -
GIBBS-HELHHOLTZ EOOATIOBS




tTHEBBODYNAHIC PBOPERTIES " '•
RT ENTHALPY







































BT PLATES (STRDCTORAL BEBBERS)

































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















SALIVARY GLANDS , '•






















































































































0101 0102 0205 3105 3201










0101 0102 0205 3006
DF GLIDE ANGLES
GLIDE SLOPES
NULL REFERENCE GLIDE PITH
BT FLIGHT PATHS
SLOPES




















































RASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK
0709 1109 3006









RANGE AND BANGE BATE TRACKING
SATELLITE TRACKING
STADAN (SATELLITE TRACKING NETWORK)
GLOBES
1304 1308
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
RECOBBEHDED—COHSOLT THE TERBS LISTED






































































































1808 3302 , .
OF GLYCEBIKS
BT »ALIPHATIC COBPODBDS
BT ALCOHOLS 1 .











































































































































































0101 1505 3406 1306
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















































0109 1407 1704 2601 2702 2809
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS








































PATENTS • ' . . ' . . '• ' •
SDBCONTBACTS
GBANDLAB MATERIALS
1701 . ' • ! . .
BT BBITTLE BATERIALS


















GRAPHIC ETALDATIOH AND REVIEW TECHNIQUES
USE GEBT
GBAPHITE
































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















1309 1106 . .
BT (MEASURING INSTRUMENTS .








1309 1106 . . .
RT ACCELERATION . ,
ACCELEROBETEHS ' ;
•GEOLOGY








BT tANATOHY .. .
SENSE ORGANS " , .. .
RT OCOLOGBAVIC ILLUSIONS '
VEBTICAL PERCEPTION '.' " .'
GRAVITATION







REDUCED GRAVITY . .
SOLAR GRAVITATION . .
RT ANTIGBAVITY
DRAG




GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ".' ' . - .
GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS , , ,. '
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES




























0101 0108 1309 . : .- .




































EARTH-BOON SYSTEH . -
GRAVITATION













BT GRAVITATION . . •




NT APPLICATIONS TECBNOLOGY SATELLITES
ATS 1 . . •
ATS 2 .
A T S 3 . - . . , - .
ATS 1 • ! ,
ATS 5 .
ATS 6 .





BT ABTIFICIAL GBAVITY • '
EABTH SATELLITES
222























ET GBAVITATIOHAL WAVES '







































2902 3107 • • • ' ' •
OF GALACTIC BADIATION EXP BACKGROUND
SATS









































(USE OF 1 BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






















(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































DF ULTRASONIC GRINDIBG HACHIBES
BT BACHIBE TOOLS
(TOOLS


















































BT AIB TBAFFIC CONTROL
RADAB APPBOACH COBTROL
RT AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING
AIBCRAFT CONTROL









































DF AIB CUSHION VEHICLES
DTHB-111 GBODBD EFFECT BACHINE
DTBB-130 GBODND EFFECT SACHINE
HOVEBCEAFT
BT COSHIONCBAFT GROUND EFFECT BACHIBE
GETOL AIBCRAFT
BOVEBCRAFT GBOUND EFFECT HACHINES
KAG-3 GBODBD EFFECT BACBINE
SAAB 101 AIB CUSHION VEHICLE
VA-3 GBOBND EFFECT BACHIBE































GBOOND OPEBATIONAL SDPPOBT SYSTEB
0702 1102 1103 1101
OF GOSS (SOPPOBT SYSTEH)










0709 1109 1406 2103




















0702 1102 1101 1109
NT DEEP SPACE INSTBOHENTATION FACILITY
INTEGBATED MISSION CONTBOL CENTEB
POLYSTATION DOPPLEB TBACKING SYSTEH
SPACE DETECTION AND TBACKING SYSTEB










1103 1106 1108 1106
NT GBOUHD OPEBATIONAL SDPPOBT SYSTEH



































1103 1106 1108 1106 3102
BT SOPPOBT SYSTBBS
BT GBOOND SOPPOBT EQOIPBENT
•GBOOSD TESTS
1106 1107 1108 1110
OF GBOOND BON-OP
















KING FLON HETHOD TESTS
GBOOND-TO-AIB MISSILES
















































NASA TBESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
GBOOP 1A COMPOUNDS
OSE ALKALI BETAL COBPOONDS
GBOOP 2A COHPOOHDS
OSE ALKALINE EABTH COHPOONDS
GBOOP 3A COHPOONDS
0603
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS








(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS





•SILICON COHPOONDS ' .
•TIN COMPOUNDS
GBOOP SA COaPOOSDS "
0603
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






•PHOSPHORUS COHPODNDS . '
GBOOP 6A COHPODNDS
0603
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS











(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOHHENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOB)






(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




MSI THBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
•HOLYBDBBOB COBPOONDS
•TOBGSTEB COHPOONDS
-.HOOP 78 COBPOOBDS . .
0603
(USE OP A BOBB SPECIFIC TERH IS









(USE OP 1 BOBS SPECIFIC TERH IS





































(USE OF A BOH8 SPECIFIC TEBB IS























































































OSE DINFIA FA AIBCBAFT
GOABANI 1 AIBCBAFT




























































































































(OBDHANCE DETICES FOB FIRING BISSILES













































1501 2103 2501 3101
(OSE OF A BOfiE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOHHENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)











































































SOD AVIATION GI-80 AIBCBAFT














































































































































































































SOLAK SPECTBA . ' ' '
H-1 ENGINE
2808 :
BT BOOSTEB EOCKET ENGINES
tENGINES
LIQOID PBOPELLANT EOCKET ENGINES
BOCKET ENGINES
BT JUNO 5 LAONCH.VEHICLE
SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES

























































































(EXCLUDES SURFACES OF CONSTANT
BAGSETIC FIELD STRENGTH)






























































RT GROUP 4B COBPOUNDS








































BT BOILING WATER REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
•NUCLEAR REACTORS
. WATER COOLED REACTORS
BALDEN REACTOR

























































































































TONGSTEB CHLOBIDES •' .




































RT CIRCOLATOHS (PHASE SHIFT CIRCDITS)




SIGNAL GENERATORS ' "
HALLAH BOCLEAB PORER FACILITY
2202 22011 •' ' '
OF HBPF (HALLAB NDCLEAR POKEB
FACILITY)
BT *ELECTBIC POWEB PLANTS








BT SIGNS AND SYBPTOBS ', .
HALO OBBIT SPACE STATIOB
3009 3109 3409
BT ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
SPACE STATIONS '
»STATIONS







OF GBODP 7A COHPODNDS
NT ALKALI HALIDES

























BASA TBBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)





















































































































BBOHIBE ISOTOPES .. :































1903 2311 , ..





















































• VICTOB HK-1 AIBCBAFT
BT AIBCBAFT
BANDLET PAGE BP-115 AIBCBAFT
OSE BP-115 AIBCBAFT . .
BAHDLIBG
USE BATEBIALS HANDLING . . .
tBABDLING EQOIPBEBT
1502 , ' • . ' . •
» T CBABES . . . .
GABTBI CBANES
BT CBAilLEB TBACTOBS








OSE CONTBOLLABILITI . • , .
BANDRBITING
0506 0802 3405 ,







































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOHBEHDED—CONSULT TBE TEBBS LISTED
BELOU)












PULSE HEATING ' •
SHOT PEEKING - "
SILICONIZING - • ' '
STBAI8 HABBE1IIBG
BOBK BABDENING '
RT AGIBG (BATEBIALS) ' • " '
AGING (HETALLOBGT) . -. ..
ABBEALING . „ . • . * •
COAGOLATION ' ' . . • . -
BABDEBERS • •' '•
HABDENING ' • ' . . : . -
IBEAT TBEATBE8T ' '
BABTENSITE . . ' . •.








TEBPEBING ' ' • ' .
BIROEBIHG (SYSTEBS) . '
3407
(TECHNIQUES FOB DECBEASING TBE
SUSCEPTIBILITY-OR VULNERABILITY OF
WEAPON SYSTEBS AND.COMPONENTS)














DUCTILITY ' • '
FATIGUE (BATEBIALS) '•
FBACTURE STBENGTB






































ZONAL HARBOBICS • - • "
BT »ANALYSIS -(BATHEBATICS)
FONCTIOBAL ANALYSIS



























OIQl 2J11 . . •
at StCONOAUl HAHMOHIC GENERATION
si HAaaoaics •
BI ACOUSTICS
CABBIt lH r ' H E j U E N C I K S ,
FOUUI3K
BABilOlilC






























































































































EGBESS . • . •
GATES (OPEBIBGS)
HAOLING













SUBFACE TO AIB BISSILES










0201 0207 1106 3101








8ASA THESADBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
DH 112 AIBCBAFT -
DH 115 AIBCBAPT
DH 121 AIBCBAFT







































































OF OHBIPOL HC-3 HELICOPTEB
BT GEHEBAL AVIATIOB AIBCBAFT
HELICOPTEBS
OHBIPOL AIBCBAFT





HD-1 GBODBD EFFECT BACBIHES
OSE HOVSBCBAFT GBODBD EFFECT HACBIBES
HE-211 AIBCBAFT
0201 . - . '














BT tANATOHY . •
BT BBAIB
EIE (ABATOHY)
FACE (ABATOBY) . •' '.
BEAD BOVEBBHT















































(OSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



























BEALTH PHYSICS RESEABCH BEACTOB
IBDOSTRIAL SAFETY






























































































REFBACTOBIES " - '
HEAT































1308 1108 2003 2903 3301












1301 2003 3303 3301 ' ;









USE CONDUCTIVE HEAT TBABSFEB
HEAT CONTENT ;
USE ENTHALPY ' ' ' ''• • •










































(BEAT ENERGY TBAHSHISSION BATE)
BF SOLAE HEAT FLOK
ET FLOX (BATE) • -
•BATES (PER-TIBE)
BT FLOX DENSITY . • • .' '
HEAT GENERATION • •:







(EXCLUDES BIOLOGICAL PBODOCTION OF
HEAT)
BT fCOBBOSTION • • ,
DIBECT POBEB GENERATORS
GENERATION ., , ,
HEAT FLOX
tHEATIBG
iBEATIBG EQOIPBEBT . •
HEAT HEASOREBEHT
































0603 2311 2104 3301











BT HOLECOLAR ENERGY LEVELS
THERBAL ENERGY
, THERBOCHEHISTHY . - • ., .
THERBODYBABICS
HEAT OF VAPORIZATION





BT HEAT OF DISSOCIATIOB - • •
VAPORIZING
HEAT PIPES . • • • . -
3303 - . .
(EXCLODES PIPES AHD TBBES BSED FOR THE
TBANSBISSIOB-OF HEATED LIQUIDS OR
GASES)































HEAT REGULATION. - . • - . .
OSE TEBPEBATORE CONTROL
BEAT REJECTION DEVICES •




1701 170H 3303 330« . -















































COOLING SYSTEBS . '•


























0301 0302 0602 3303 3301







OSE HIGH TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
HEAT TOLEBABCE









(HEAT TRAHSHISSION ACROSS AN
UF DIABATIC PROCESSES











































BASS TBABSFEB .. I
MECHANICAL E N G I N E E R I N G
HETAL VAPORS
N O N G R A Y GAS ; • i
NOCLEATE BOILING
SBSSELT SOBBBR
















(HE4T PLOX PEE UNIT AREA PEB 'OBIT
BT tCOEFFICIENTS
BT ACCOBBODATI08 COEFFICIENT









1202 1203 3303 33011
DF HEAT FLOW





































































































PLASBA HEATING ' .






















































































0602 2101 ' •" •
NT ABERICIUH






























OF HEAVY COSBIC BAY PRIHABIES '
BT NUCLEI (NDCLEAB PHYSICS)
RT PBIBARY COSBIC HAYS
HEAVY BATER
0602 0603 180U 2101
OF DEOTERIUB OXIDES









HEAVY BATRB COflPOHEHTS TEST BEACTOBS
1108 2201
BT HEAVY BATES REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS '
•NUCLEAR REACTOBS





NT HEAVY BATEB COHPONENTS TEST
BEACTOBS
PLOTONIDH RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
ZERO POBEB REACTOB' 2
BT LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS
•NUCLEAR REACTORS
' BATES COOLED BEACTOBS
HEF (HIGH ENERGY FUELS)





















































































































































































































































































































(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOBBENDBD—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
BT HELMHOLTZ VOBTICITI EQUATION
































































(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS










BT (SHELLS (STHDCTORAL FOBBS)























































































































SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
BT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE



































































































































































































































BT tALIPBATIC COBPODNDS •
ICARBOHYDBATES .;
SUGARS














OSE BIGB FLOX ISOTOPE BEACTOBS
BFIB (BEACTOB)
























DSE BIGH BESOLOTION'COVERAGE ANTENNAS
HICiT PROJECT
OSE BIGH BESOLDTIOB COVERAGE ANTENNAS
HIEBABCBIES





0201 2308 2403 3110
BT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
•BATES (PER TIBE)












0101 0201 0401 1108 1202 1308
OP HIGB ALTITODE FLIGBT
BT ALTITODE





















0401 0504 1302 2001 2003
BT *ENVIRONBENTS














BIGB ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTIOH
0111 1308 1406 2203 3108 3409
BT (DETECTION . ',' ., ,











BIGB ALTITODE SOUNDING PROJECTILE
BSE WASP SOUNDING'ROCKET
BIGB ALTITUDE TESTS







TESTS ., . . .'
VELA SATELLITES ' . . . . .
HIGH ASPECT RATIO
0101 0102 0104 1902
BT ASPECT BATIO .'''- '
(RATIOS . • •
HIGH ASPECT BATIO BUGS
USE SLENDER WISGS • . -
HIGH CURRENT • . .
230"4 2402 ' . . ,
BT *ELECTBIC CUBBENT . .
BT HIGH VOLTAGES - ...
HIGB EFFICIENCY
USE *EFFICIEBCY • -
HIGB EHEBGT . .
USE ENERGY
EIGB ENEBGY ASTBOHOHY OBSEBVATOBIES








2203 2701 2702 -
(HEAT CONTENT GBEATEB THAN OB EQUAL,,TO
APPBOXIBATELY 25,000 BTU/LB)
 T~,
OF HEF (HIGH ENEBGY FUELS)






































BT CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLENTS'













BIGB FLUX BEAH REACTOBS
2203 2204
BT HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTOBS
tNUCLEAR REACTOBS
BIGH FLUX ISOTOPE BEACTOBS
2201 2203 2204 2406 !
UF BPIB
HFIR (BEACTOR) - '
BT fNUCLEAR REACTOBS
BT BIGB FLUX BEAH REACTORS
NEUTRON FLOX DENSITY
HIGH FBEQUENCIES • •'
0702 0710 2311 2402 0705 0709 0905 1002
BT (FREQUENCIES
BADIO FREQUENCIES
RT DECABETBIC WAVES •
HIGH PASS FILTERS
INTERBEDIATE FREQUENCIES




SHORT WAVE RADIO TRANSBISSION
TOROIDAL DISCBARGE
HIGH GAIH
0702 1002 3408 '
BT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS •
HIGH GRAVITY (ACCELERATION)
USE BIGB GRAVITY ENVIRONBEBTS
HIGH GRAVITY EBVIBONHEHTS
0401 0504 1304 1309
DF HIGH GRAVITY (ACCELERATION)
BT *EBVIRONBENTS ' ' '
GRAVITATION ' •





































LOW PRESSURE "' . ' •
SUPERCRITICAL PHESSUBES-








USE Q FACTORS . - .
BI6H RESISTANCE
0101 1001 1202 2304 2311 3303 3408














HIGH RESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
PRECISION
HIGH BESOLUTIOH COVEBAGE ANTENNAS
0702 0710 0904 2402








0101 0201 1504 3009
UF HIGH SPEED FLIGHT

























1704 1805 3203 . ' •
BT (HECHANICAL PBOPEBTIES
RT COHPBESSIVE STRENGTH .
SBEAR STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH
TENSILE STRESS ' .
YIELD STRENGTH
HIGB STRENGTH ALLOYS
1701 1704 • .. •












HIGB TESPEB6T0BE . .












BT HIGH TEBPEBATOBE BNVIBONHENTS
HIGH TEBPEBATOBE ALLOTS
DSE HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS




HIGH TEHPERATDBE MB .
iHIGH TEBPEBATDBE PLOID5' • ' •




•HIGH TEBPEBATDBE FLUIDS '
0603 1202 3304 , .. :
HI HIGH TEHPEBATDHE AIE





HYDBAOLIC FLDIDS ' .
tPLASBAS (PHYSICS) •
WORKING FLOIDS
HIGH TEHPEBATORE GASES :
1203 3301' •• • '
DP HOT GAS SYSTEMS
HOT GASES .Y
HOT JET EXHAOST
HT HIGH TEBPEBATOBE AIB
BT tGASES
• HIGH TEBPEBATDBE PLOIDS • '
BT COHBOSTION PRODDCTS















HIGH IEBPERATDRE HOCLEAB REACTORS
1108 2202 2203 2204 3303
DF LOS AtAHOS TOBBET BEACTOB
OHTBEI (NOCLEAB BEACTOBS)
BT GAS COOLED BEACTORS
4NUCLEAR BEACTOBS





























HIGH TEHPEBATDBE BESEABCH ' '
0507 1106 33014
BT IBESEABCH



























0101 0201 1202 2311 2801 2808
















HIGH TACDOH ORBITAL SIIOLATOE









BIGH CORBENT - " '
HIGHLANDS



























































DF HILLER MILITARY AIRCRAFT
HT AIRCRAFT •'
BILLER 1098 CONVEBTAPLANE










DSE BILLEB AIHCBAFT • ••'
BILSCH TOBES '









1305 • • •
BT BOONTAINS
HT '. ASIA ' ' • ••








OSE BIGID EOTOES ;
BINGES
150H










































0404 0406 -j .
BT »HEDICAL SCIENCE -.-, ,











HITAB PBOGBAH - .




DSE HIGH VACDUH ORBITAL SIHDLATOB
HL-10 BEENTBY VEHICLE ,.
3105 3110
BT »GLIDERS ' ;
•LIFTING BODIES
LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES .
•BANEDVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• REENTRY VEHICLES ••
HT HYPERSONIC GLIDERS ,
HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE r
3105 3110 0101 0101
BT tHYPERSONIC VEHICLES
• LIFTING BODIES ,"









HNPF (HALLAH NUCLEAR POIEB FACILITY)
DSE HALLAM NUCLEAR POBEB FACILITY
HO-4 HELICOPTER
OSE OH-4 HELICOPTER ' V1
HO-5 HELICOPTER . .
OSE OH-5 HELICOPTER .;
HO-6 HELICOPTER ,"-•-
USE OH-6 HELICOPTEB •-,- .
HODGKINSONITE ' 4
1805 1806





















































(OSE OF A BORE.SPECIFIC TERH IS








(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS.














HOLE DISTBIBDTION (HECHANICS) •
1704 3203 i






















(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS










































NT HOLHIUB ISOTOPES. :
BT tCHEHICAL ELEHENTS . ;
• HETALS . , ..' • •
BABE EABTH ELEHENTS • « ' •
HOLHIUB ISOTOPES '
0603 1703 •






























• HETABOLISH . •.
• HEBVOUS SYSTEB . . . ' . . • • •
OSBOSIS . . . . - ' • . • • . . • • • - •

















RADIO DIRECTION FIHDEBS '
TEBBINAL GUIDANCE
HOBING DEVICES :J •
0705 2102 3101 . • .


























UNITY ' . - ' • -
VABIANCE (STATISTICS)
HOMOGENEOUS TOBBDLEHCE :
1202 1902 2308 3408 ' : •
BT tTDBBOLENCE • '
BT ATBOSPHEBIC TURBULENCE
' • FLUCTUATION' THEORY









RT AGITATION • •
COLLOIDIBG






HOMOLOGY . ' • • • •
3408












GROUP THEORY '• •





BT CHEBOSPHERE -'. "' • '
IONOSPHERE '•'•'•' ' • '
LOWER ATHOSPHERE






HOMOTOPY THEOBY ' "
1902 -- ' '







8T SEEDS . • - • •
BONEST JOBS ROCKET VEHICLE' ' •
2809 3106 3401
BT •ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET' VEHICLES
SDRFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
BT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ABGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
EXOS SOONDING ROCKET '•
HERCULES ENGINE -' - '
JASON ROCKET VEHICLE .
SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
STRONGABB HOCKET VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 1 BEENTBY VEHICLE '
HODEICOBB CORES
3202 3203
gT COBES . . . • • •
HONEYCOHB STBOCTOBES









































1103 1502 1504 1507















































BORIZONTAL FINS ' . . .'.-
USE FINS . ' ,
HORIZONTAL FLIGBT .
0101 0201 2103


























































































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
HOT CATHODES
0903 2402




ET BAYABD-ALPEBT IOBIZATIOB GAGES
IOBIZATIOB GAGES
THEBBIONIC CATHODES
HOT CICLE PBOPOISIOH SYSTBB




ELECT80NS ' .' '
ELEBE8TABY PARTICLES
tPARTICLES "




















OSE HOT BOBKIBG ' .
HOT GAS SYSTBBS - '"
OSE HIGH TEBPEBATOBE GASES '
HOT GASES
OSE HIGH TEBPEBATORE GASES ••
HOT JET EIHAOST





HOT HACHINIHG , •
0602 1501 1701 310*
BT tHACHIHIBG
HOT PLASHAS








































































BT HYPEBVELOCITY BIND TOHHELS
tTEST FACILITIES
BIND TONNELS
ET BLOBDOBB BIND TOBBELS .
SHOCK TUBES
SHOCK TONBELS
HOOBD DOG HISSILE '
3101 3101




















•SHIELDING . . -
: BALLS '."
HOVEBCBAFT
OSE GBOOND EFFECT HACBIBES
HOVEBCBAFT GBOOND EFFECT HACHINES
0205
OF HD-1 GBOOND EFFECT BACHINES
BT GBOOBD EFFECT BiCHIBES
BT BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
BATEB TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIBCBAFT
HOVEBIBG



































OF HANDLE! PAGE HP-115. AIBCEAFT







OSE HEALTH PHYSICS BESEABCH SEACTOB
HBB-1 BBLICOPTBB
OSE CH-16 HELICOPTEB
HS-125 AIBCBAFT . . ' . .
OSE DH 125 AIBCBAFT . - ". • '
HS-718 AIBCBAFT
0201 '- ' .'
OF AVBO BHITBOSTH HS-718 AIECBAFT







BT HABKEB SIDDELEY AIBCBAFT
*JET AIBCBSFT








OSE OH-1 HELICOPTEB ' . '
HOBS . '• • . i '
1501
OF BOTOB BOBS • .
BT SPOKES
HOECKEL THEOBI




OF HDGHES HILITABY AIBCBAFT
NT H-17 HELICOPTEB
OH-6 HELICOPTER






OSE HOGONIOT EQOATION OF STATE
HOGOHIOT EQOATION OF STATE
0602 2308 2101
OF HOGONIOT ADIABAT
BT EQOATIONS OF STATE
HT COHPBESSIBLE FLOB


















0702 0701 0705 2301






















































OSE HUHAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
BOKAN FACTOBS ENGINEERING





























































































































































































































BYBRID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
2808 3301
UF HYBRID COBBOSTION
NT LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES
BT »ENGIHES
ROCKET ENGINES
1ASA TBESIU80S (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




LIQUID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
BESTABTABLE SOCKET EHGIBES





























(USE OF A nOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBEBDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
RT DUCTED SOCKET ENGINES











































































































(OSE OP A BOEE SPECIFIC TERB IS























































































































































































































































































BT HELHBOLTZ VOBTICITY EQUATION
BT (EQUATIONS OF HOTIOB
KINETIC EQUATIONS










OSE FLOS STABILITY '
BYDBODYBAHIC TDBBELS
















































































































NASA THBSAUBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PASCHEN SERIES . .• •
RTDBE8G SEBIES ,
HTDEOGEH ATOHS. • . •
0603 1807 21101 . .









HIDBOGEH BOBBS • ;•
USE FUSIOB BEAPONS • .. t • .
HTDHOGEH BOHDS .
0603 1807 . '.
BT CHEHICAL BONDS , •
BT HYDROGEN . .













0603 1801 1808 . , .
BT ALDBI8DB BOROHYDRIDES '
ALUBINUH HYDRIDES . :
BEBYLLIUH BOROHYDBIDES
BERYLLIDB HYDRIDES...
BOBANES - • .••.'..
BOROHYDRIDES
BOBOH HYDRIDES : • .
CARBOBANE
CESinH HYDRIDES . - • ; • .
CHLOBOSILANES1 • ' :. •
DEOTERIDES . -- .






































0603 1808 2701 2702
BT CHEBICAL FUELS
tFDELS










































LIQUID PROPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES
BT AUXILIARY PROPULSION
LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
TDRBOHOCKET ENGINES
HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
0302 0505 0603 .
























































































STBATIGBAPHY • - .
HYDROGRAPHY






















































































































































































































































HYLA-STAB SOCKET VEHICLE - •
3103 3106
BT (LAUNCH VEHICLES
tHOCKET VEHICLES . . . . . .
SINGLE STAGE SOCKET VEHICLES










































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS















BT CABBON DIOXIDE TENSION
HYPERFINB STBOCTDBE I
0603 1411 2401 •••


















BT CABBOBYDBATE BETABOLISB :
•HBTABOLISH




•LIQUIDS ' ': '
tPBOPELLANTS
BOCKET PBOPELLANTS

























































0101 0201 0203 0205 0207
(AIRCRAFT DESIGNED TO FLY AT SPEEDS OF





























































































0201 0205 3303 3304
































































































OSE BTPEKVELOCITY BIND TUNNELS
BYPEBSOSICS

























































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















































OF HYPERSONIC BIND TUNNELS
WAVE SUPERHEATERS
NT CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
HOTSHOT BIND TUNNELS

























































































































































BT SiTUBN (PLANET) " ' ',. •
IBH 360 COHPOTBB
0801
















BT IBH 7040 COHPDTEB
IBH 7041 COHPOTEB







































































































IBH 7044 COHPDTEB .


































































































































































































































































0602 2701 2702 2801 2805 3301














USE INTERNATIONAL GEOPBYSICAL YEAR
IL-11 AIRCRAFT
0207








































0605 2306 2310 2102 3108
(DETECTIOS RATE PEB DNIT ABEA OF
VISIBLE RADIATION—EQUALS LIGHT











































0605 2306 2310 2"402
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS


















































































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
IBAGE FILTERS




























































































































































(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS
BECOHHBNDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOH)
RT ENCAPSULATING






















DF INTEGRATED HANEUVEBING 6 LIFE
SUPPORT SYS
BT LIFE SDPPOBT SYSTEBS
PORTABLE LIFE SDPPORT SYSTEHS
SELF HABEOVEBING ONITS












































DSE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
IHP-B












USE EXPLOBEB 13 SATELLITE
IBPACT




























































. 2308 3006 3201
UF ABIP (IMPACT PBEDICTION)






































' 0101 0508 1108 3201 3203-








































1001 1002 1201 1202 2301 2311




















































RADIO FREQUENCY IHPEDANCE PROBES
IHPEDANCE PBOBES
1302 1106 2301 3108

































































IBPROVED TIBOS OPERATIONAL SATELLITES
USE ITOS 1
IBPROVEBEST



















































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




































































































(USE Of A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

























































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS








(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS























































































1001 1902 2304 2307 2402
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS










































NASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)










































































OSE BOHEBTS OF INEBTIA
INERTIA PRINCIPLE
2308 2311
NT BACH INERTIA PRINCIPLE
BT *INERTIA





































DF STELLAB IHEBTIAL HAVIGATIOH























OF IHEBTIAL HEASOBIHG OHITS









IHEBTIAL BEFEBEHCE SYSTEHS ."
0802 2102 2308 2311


















































































































































































































































0802 0803 3105 0703
BT RETRIEVAL



















0703 0803 3105 31406










U? SHAN80B INFORHATIOB THEORY














































0903 1101 1111 3001
BT ASTHONOHICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IHFBAHED DETECTOBS







































































































UF IBFRABED HORIZON SCABBERS













































































0401 0505 0111 0506
(OSE OF & BOBE SPECIFIC TERS IS
RECOBSENDED--CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW.
BT INGESTIOB (BIOLOGy) .
INGESTION (ENGINES)
. IBGBSTIOB (BIOLOGT)


































(OSE OF A SORE SPECIFIC TESB IS
























































OSE BOUNDARY VALOE PBOBLEHS
INITIATION














(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS















































































































USE EXPLORER «0 SATELLITE
INJOB SATELLITES
2201 2903 3107















































HEAD FLOB . . . .
IHLET PBESSOBE
*IHTAKE SYSTEBS .
















IBLET PRESSURE . •
1108 2805
BT (PRESSURE.



















0404 0405 2601 2602
DP SEEDING (INOCULATION).




































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

































































BT OPERATING SYSTEMS (COBPUTEBS)
ROUTINES
INSECTICIDES























































































































3402 3403 3406 3409
NT BUREAUS (ORGANIZATIONS)
RT FEDERATIONS
















0502 1101 1402 2101
BT APPBOACB
















































0203 0506 1402 1410 2101
OF ILS (LANDIBG SYSTEMS) '
BT AOTOBATIC LANDING CONTBOL
BT JLiNDIBG AIDS
































0506 1402 1410 2002 2104
BT APOLLO LDBAB SDBFACE EXPERIHBBTS
PACKAGE
EASEP





































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB I.





































0201 0504 3109 3110 3303
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

































































































































































ISTEGBATED HANBOVEBIHG S LIFE SOPPOBT SYS
OSg IBLSS
INTECBATED HISSIOS CONTBOL CENTEB
1102 110* 1109 2102 3109




































































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBHS LISTED















(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


























2311 2401 2404 2405
BT ATOBIC STBOCT08E








(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS













BT ATLAS D ICBH
ATLAS E ICBB
ATLAS F ICBB








SOBFACE TO SDBFACE HISSILES
BT FLEET BALLISTIC HISSILES
INTEBHEDIATE BANGE BALLISTIC
BISSILES
BABK 1 BEENTBY BODY
BABK 2 BEEBTBY BODY
BABK 3 BEENTBY BODY
BABK 4 BEENTBY BODY
BABK 5 BEENTBY BODY
BABK 6 BEENTBY BODY
SABK 10 BEEBTBY BODY
HABK 11 BEENTBY BODY
BARK 12 BEENTBY BODY













































































0404 0704 0710 2301 2310
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS









































































































































IBTERHEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC BISSILES
3101 3401
DF IBBB (HISSILES)










SURFACE TO SURFACE BISSILES
RT FIELD ARBY BALLISTIC BISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC BISSILES
INTEBCONTINEBTAL BALLISTIC BISSILES
BARK 1 REEBTHY BODY
HARK 2 BEEBTHY BODY
BARK 3 REEBTRY BODY
SHORT RABGE BALLISTIC BISSILES
IBTERHETALLICS
1701 1704 2602
(COBPODBDS COBSISTIBG OF ONLY BETALLIC
ELEBENTS)


































0601 0603 2311 2401 2404 2405
BT ENERGY LEVELS
•LEVEL (QUANTITY)
BOLECDLAR ENERGY LEVELS .
RT BOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
BOLECOLAR STRUCTURE




HT BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE










































































HYBRID PBOPELLANT ROCKET EBGINES
IGNITION SISTEBS























































(PBESSUBE INSIDE A PORTION OF BATTER)


































OF IGY (GEOPHYSICAL YEAR)



















INTEBNATIONAL QOIET SUB YEAB
3001 3009 3409





3101 3402 3103 3406 3409
HT INTEBNATIONAL COOPEBATION
BT tFOBEIGN POLICY
BT D.S.S.R. SPACE PBOGRAB
INTERNATIONAL SATS FOB IONOSPBEBIC STDDY
USE ISIS SATELLITES
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEB 0? UNITS
1406 2311
UF SI










IHTEBHUCLBAB PROPEBTIES • .




















3003 3005 3009 ' . '










USE EIPLOHEH 18 SATELLITE
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
3007 3009 3409













































































HI EXPLORES 18 SATELLITE
JBPITER PROBES
HABINEB B 1 SPACE PBOBE
MABINEB B 2 SPACE PBOBB
MARINER 1 SPACE PBOBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PBOBE
MARINES 3 SPACE PBOBE
HABINEB 4 SPACE PBOBE
HABINEB 5 SPACE PBOBE
MARINER 11 SPACE PBOBE
MARINES SPACE PBOBES
MARINER VENOS-HERCDRY 1973
HABINEB VEHUS 67 SPACECBAFT
HABS PBOBES
HABS 1 SPACECBAFT
PIONEEB 1 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PEOBE
PIONEEB 3 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 6 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 7 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 8 SPACE PBOBE









ZOHD 1 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 1 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PBOBE


























































0102 0703 0802 1407 3107
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS































INTERSEBVICE DATA EXCHANGE PBOC iAH
3401 3104 3105


































2307 2102 3003 3009

















2306 2102 2901 2903





• ELECTROMAGNETIC BADIATION .
GALACTIC RADIATION






























































TOXICITY AND SAFETY H A Z A B D
TOXICOLOGY -
INTBACBANIAL CAVITY • -
04014 0405
BT t A N A T O M Y
BONES
C B A N I U H





















IBTBAVKHICOLAR ACT HI IT






















































































































































1504 1507 1704 3402 3404
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEBR IS







































































































































IOH ATOH INTEBACTIOHS .


















0603 1801 2304 2502
BT »ELECTBIC CHABGE •





























0604 1002 1302 1804






















BT »DISTRIBDTION (PBOPERTY): .










1411 1804 2402 - .
BT tDECAY ' .'••-.
EBISSION
PARTICLE EBISSIOB









BT (ENGINES . • . •.






BOCLEAB ROCKET ENGINES ' .. :
PLASHA ENGINES
BESTARTABLE ROCKET ENGINES
SOSTAINER BOCKET ENGINES •










0604 1804 1808 2203
BT tBESINS





0602 0603 0604 1804
BT IEXCHABGIBG











SOFTENING . , •
IATER TREATBENT
IOH EXTBACTIOH






















0602 1002 1804 2502 ' ' ' .. • >' '
BT tIBJECTION ' ""
BT CABBIES INJECTION - '
IOH PROPOLSION





0602 1002 1804 2202..
BT DEOTEROB IBRADIATIOB
BT fIRRADIATION ' ' '
BT AOBOBAL IRRADIATION' ' -
ELECTROS IRRADIATION •--. •" t
ION BEABS
I O N SCATTERING • . - . - •







0603 1002 1804 2304 2502 . - '
BT IOH DISTRIBUTION- . " • :•
IONIC HAVES
BOTION 1 - ' •'
PENNING DISCHARGE - . - • ' • •






BT tBEASOHIHG INSTROBEBTS - '
BT ION DENSITY (COBCEBTRATION)
IONOSONDES •
RADIO FREQUENCY IBPEDAHCE PBOBES
ION PBODDCTIOH HATES
0602 0603 1804 2404 2502 . • - -
BT tlONIZATION
•RATES (PER TIBE)
HT AVALANCHES • "
CHARGE EXCHANGE -
ION EHISSIOB



































IOH PRODUCTION RATES • ' '•
• ION SOUBCES . . ' - . "
RECOHBIHATIOH COEFFICIEHT "
IOH SCATTERIHG













0601 090(4 0906 2304
BT *«LECTRODES
BT CHEBICAL ANALYSIS












70S ARDENNE DUOPLASHATBONS .





































































































































































































































































































































































































































NT IOBOSPHEBIC F-SCATTEB PBOPAGATION





















1302 1804 2002 2003 3108
BT SOUNDING






0710 1302 1804 2003 2402

















































































BT tlSLAHDS ;. • ,
NATIONS • • •
IBIDESCE8CE


















SOLAB CYCLES . .




IBISES (BECBAHICAL APEBTOBES) .
01104 1112
BT APERTURES






NT IBOB ISOTOPES • ;
IBON 57






1701 1703 1704 3203






























































































































IBBADIANCE . . . .
2310 2401 2405




BT FLUX DENSITY .
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
IBATES (PER TIBE)
RT ELECTROS FUJI DEBSITY
LDBINANCE
LDHINOUS INTENSITY


























































































































OF INTERNATIONAL SATS FOE IONOSPHERIC
STDDT






































(DSE OF A BOSE SPECIFIC TERB IS




























































































































































1202 1203 1408 2001








































































































































































































































































































































LIQOID PHOPELLAHT SOCKET EHGIHES
SOCKET EHGIHES
BT HOVA L10HCH VKBICLES
SiTOBH IB LAOBCH VEHICLES
SiTflBH 5 LiOHCH VEHIC1ES
J-33 EHGIBE
2805 2801



































































































































































OF BiBBOBE 2 EHGIHE







OSE JAGOAB SOCKET VEHICLE
JACKETS
0508 150<! 2203 2801
(EXCLUDES CLOTHIHG)











0202 0901 0905 1103 1504
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS










HI JiCKS ,. ., •



































OF JiBIBO ROCKET VEHICLE
BT HOLTISTiGE ROCKET VEHICLES
IROCKET VEBICLES i ij.
SODHDIHG ROCKETS!.. -








































BT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•BOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS '
RT ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
HOBEST JOHB ROCKET VEHICLE
BIKE-AJAX MISSILE
SOLID PROPELLABT BOCKET EHGINES
JATO EBGIBES
0201 2802 2805
OF JET ASSISTED, TAKEOFF
BT BOCKET ENGINE 2KS-36250
, ROCKET ENGIHE 15KS-25000
BT AIRCRAFT LAOSCHIBG DEVICES
•ENGINES
•LAUNCHERS
BT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT .






BT MULTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
BT ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE. .
ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS



























































































































































































































OSE JET STREABS (METEOROLOGY)
JET AKPLIFIERS
1201 1202 2311














BASi THESAUBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
JET BLAST EFFECTS



























































2805 ' . ,-. •
(EXCLUDES BIDBOJET EBGIBES)
BT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 ENGINE



































































































































JET THBUST - '
JET BIIIBG FLOB ;
1202 1203 . ' : '










OSE JET AIBCBAFT HOISE
JET HOZZLES . . ' !
0201 1201 1202 3009
(DSE OF A ROBE SPECIFIC TEBB' IS
BECOBHEHDED—COHSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
















UF JET DBIVE . . .
BT IPBOPULSIOH . ' .














DF HUHTIHG P-8U AIBCBAFT
P-8D AIBCBAFT






(EXCLUDES DEVICES USIHG A LIQUID OB
GAS TO IHDUCE ROVEHEHT OF A GAS SUCH
AS AIB EJECTOBS)























































0201 0203 0201 0205 0207 0209 1203 2805
(OSE OF A 50BE SPECIFIC TERM IS


















































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























0101 0105 0506 0508




















































































1501 2801 2805 3105
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS








USE SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
JOURNEYMAN BOCKET VEHICLE
0701 1106 2901 3108
BT MULTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOONDING ROCKETS
RT ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
SERGEANT MISSILES



























RASA IHBSADBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




BT CHEHICAL FOELS '
•FOELS
HYDBOCABBON FOELS
JET ENGINE FOELS -















































0906 1507 1601 2602 2603 3303
(DSE OF A BOEE SPECIFIC TEBB IS









JUBO 1 LAONCH VEHICLE
3103





JOPtTER C ROCKET VEHICLE
LIQOID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERQEANT BISSILES
SOLID PROPEILANT ROCKET ENGINES
JDBO 2 LA08CH VEHICLE
3101 3103




BT EXPLORER S-116 SATELLITE
EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
JOPITER BISSILE
LIQOID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIOHEER <4 SPACE PROBE
PI08EEH 6 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB SPACE PBOBES
SEBGEANT BISSILES
SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
JOHO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
3103




RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
H-1 ENGINE




BT JONO 1 LAONCH VEHICLE
JONO 2 LAONCH VEHICLE
JUBO 5 LAONCH VEHICLE
BT USONCH VEHICLES
BOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
RT LIQOID PROPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
















JDPITEB C ROCKET VEHICLE
3101 3103 3»01
- BT BOLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
tROCKET VEHICLES
HI EXPLORER SATELLITES
JONO 1 LAOBCH VEHICLE
JOPITEE BISSILE
•LAUNCH VEHICLES
LIQOID PEOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERGEANT BISSILES







SURFACE TO SORFACE BISSILES
RT JONO 2 LAOBCH VEHICLE
JOPITEB C BOCKET VEHICLE











































DSE EITBEHELY HIGH FREQUENCIES
KA-6 SAILPLANES
0205
UF SCHLEICHER KA-6 SAILPLANE
BT tGLIDEHS
KAG-3 GBOOND EFFECT 9ACBINE
0205
OF KAWASAKI KAG-3 GBOOND EFFECT
HACHISE
BT GROUND EFFECT BACHINES








0701 0707 0905 2104































































KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106




RT SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
3103 3106




BT SOLID PROPELLABT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
3106




RT SOLID PROPELLAST ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
1302 3106 3103
NT KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
BT BDLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING ROCKETS




































KAWASAKI KAG-3 GRODND EFFECT BACHINE





































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS





















































OF K A W A S A K I KH-I4 HELICOPTEB








































































NT HELBHOLTZ VORTICITY EQOATION
BYDHODYBAHIC EQUATIONS
KINEBATIC EQDATIOHS



























































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TBBHS LISTED
BASA THESAOROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BELOW)
BT KIBCHHOFF LAW OF BETWOBKS
KIBCBBOFF LAW OF BADIATIOB '
KIBCBEOFF LAW OF NETWORKS
0901
































BT GAS COOLED REACTOBS
KIWI B BEACTOBS
KIWI BEACTOBS
•NUCLEUS ELECTBIC POWEB GENEBATION
NOCLEAR POWEB REACTORS
•NOCLEAB REACTORS
HOCLEAR RESEARCH ABD TEST BEACTOBS
KIWI B-4 BEACTOB
2202 2203 22014
BT GAS COOLED REACTOBS
KIWI B BEACTOBS
KIWI BEACTOHS
•NOCLEAR ELECTBIC POWER GENERATION
NOCLEAR POWER BEACTORS
•BOCLEAR BEACTORS
NOCLEAB BESEABCB ABD TEST REACTOBS
KIBI B REACTOBS
2202 22014
BT KIWI B-1 BEACTOB '
KIWI B-14 BEACTOB
BT GAS COOLED REACTORS
KIWI REACTORS
•NDCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GEBERATIOH
HOCLEAR POWES REACTORS
•HOCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH ABD TEST REACTORS
KIWI BEACTOBS
2202 2203 2205
OF KIWI ROCKET BEACTOBS
NT KIWI B-1 REACTOR
KIWI B-14 REACTOR
KIWI B BEACTORS
BT GAS COOLED REACTORS
•BOCLEAB ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
BOCLEAH POWEB REACTORS
•BOCLEAB BEACTOBS
NOCLEAR RESEARCB AND TEST BEACTOBS
RT BRX REACTORS

















NASA THBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
•PLANTS (BOTANY)
KLEIB-DOHHAB POTENTIAL '







































































































































































































OF HISSILE TEST LABOBATOBIES
BOCLEAB EBEBSI LABOBATOBIES



















































SOBFACE TO SOBFACE BISSILES
























































































BT BOLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES
SODBDIBG BOCKETS






































OF LABIHAB BOOHDABY LAYEB SEPARATION
LABIBAH FLOW COSTBOL
BT BOOBD8BY LAYEBS









THBEE DIHEBSIOBAL BOOBDABY LAYEB
TOBBOLEBT BOOBDABI LAYEB
X-21 AIBCBAFT
LABIBAB BOUBDABY LAYEB SEPABATIOB



























































BT LAHIBAB BODBDAHY LAIEB
LABIB4B FLOB COBTBOL





































































SDBFACE TO SOBFACE BISSILES
BT LIQUID PBOPELLABT SOCKET EBSIBES














































































































































OF AIRCRAFT LAHDIBG IBSTROBERTS
RT APPROACH INDICATORS
BT HANDING AIDS






























NASA THBSA0BOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTUG)









































0203 3102 3103 3105




































COoO (PBOGBAHBING L A N G O A G E )
COflPASS (PBOGBAHBING LiHGOAGE)
COCTEXT FREE L A H G O A G E S
EBfiLISH L A N G O A G E
POSTRAN
H A C H I H E OBIEHTED L A N G O A G E S









































































































































































































LASEB OOTPOTS • •
BAVELEBGTHS
LISEB OOTPOTS

























2310 0709 1109 2310 . '





















































































































FLOB STABILITY ' •
HANDBDNESS
HOVEBING STABILITY
























1303 1305 1308 1902 2103
DF BBBIDIANS
NT GEOHAGNETIC LATITODE
































1704 1902 2405 2601 2603
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















1407 1411 2402 2601



















0502 0506 1101 3102



















BT ABLESTAR LAONCH VEHICLE
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAOBCB VEHICLE
NASA THESAUBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LiOUCH VEHICLES
ATL1S CENTAUB LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LADBCH VEHICLE
BIDE SCOUT SOCKET VEHICLE





EHBOPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE,
o EDROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EOBOPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EOBOPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUBOPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
HJLA-STAH SOCKET VEHICLE
JONO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JONO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JONO LAUNCH VEHICLES
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOBAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
Bin B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATDBN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
S4TUBN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
S4TURB SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
S4TUBN SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
S4TUBN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
ST4NDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1B
STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOB ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOB AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOB DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOB LAUNCH VEHICLES
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES




















































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















































0101 0202 1202 1301 1302 1308 1501
1703 1805 3203
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB




































































































































































































OF BODBDED LEADIBG EDGES
THICKEBED LEADIBG EDGES
NT SHABP LEADIBG EDGES
BT *EDGES

















































































































































































































































































DSE LINCOLN EIPEBIBENTAL SATELLITES
LES (ESCAPE SYSTEBS)
OSE LADNCB ESCAPE SYSTEBS
LESA (LDNAB EXPLORATION SYSTEB)









0405 0412 3408 ' •











































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS




























































































































































































































0405 0408 0411 0507



























































































PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION •'• ••
SHEEP EFFECT
LIFT AUGMENTATION
0102 0103 2802 ' '
RT BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
290








0101 0102 0103 '
OF HIGH LIFT DEVICES
LIFTING SURFACES
























0103 0104 0209 2808
OF FANLIFT DEVICES
HT DUCTED FANS































0101 01011 3105 •
UF REENTRY GLIDERS
SPACE GLIDERS












































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS





























































































USE ELECTBOBAGNETIC ABSORPTION '
LIGHT ADAPTATION












NT BEECHCRAFT 18 AIBCRAFT
BEECHCRAFT 95 AIRCRAFT
BOLKOB 207 AIRCRAFT

























































































































































































































0710 1601 2306 2310 2402
OF OPTICAL ABSORPTION
BT LIGHT SCATTEBING
























































































0404 0405 0506 0508
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































BT LIBITER CIBCOITS '
LIBITEB CIBCOITS
0902 0904 .. '
NT CLIPPEB CIRCUITS :'.'.
BT (CIRCUITS




POWEB LI BIT BBS
LISITS
1902 3406
(USE OF & BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























































































































































































































0701 0904 1411 1902
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

































0207 . - - .
OF LIHG-TEBCO-VOUGHT BILITAHY AIBCBAFT
LTV- AIBCBAFT . '
BT 4-7 AIBCRAFT ' ' •
F-8 AI8CHAFT
IC-112 AIBCB4FT

























































(USE OF A BOHE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































01103 0603 1808 ' • • -













OUOU 01105 0506 0508


















0603 1202 1203 2702

























































LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS •
2203 22011
BT ADVANCED SODIDB COOLED BEACTOR
BOILING WATER BEACTOBS
BOBAX 5 BEACTOB
EXPEBIBEBTAL BOILIBG HATEB BEACTOBS
EXPERIBEBT4L BREEDER BEACTOB 1
EXPEBIBENTAL BBEEDEB BEACTOB 2
EXPERIHEBTAL OBGABIC COOLED
BEACTOBS
HALDBB BOILIBG HATEB REACTOB
HEAVY HATEB COBPOBENTS TEST
BEACTORS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
LITHIUfl COOLED REACTOR EXPERIBENT
LOS iLABOS BOLTEB PLUTOBIUB BEACTOB










SPECTRAL SHIFT COBTBOL REACTOR
SPEBT REACTORS
BATES COOLED BEACTORS
ZEBO POWER BEACTOR 2
ZERO POWER BEACTOR 3 '•
ZERO POWER BEACTOB 6
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOR 7
ZERO POWER BEACTOB 9
ZEBO POHEB REACTORS
BT INUCLEAB BEACTOBS
BT SODIUB COOLING '
SODIUB REACTOB EXPEBIBENT
LIQUID COOLING























BT *SHELLS (STBDCTUBAL FOBBS)











BT OPEN CHANNEL FLOW
WATEB FLOW











































0603 ,• / • '
























1202/2502 2801 2804 2808
NT ,'SATER INJECTION
BT ) FLUID INJECTION
/fIBJECTION



































LIQUID BETAL COOLED REACTOBS
2202 2203 2201
UF LBCB (BEACTOBS)
BT ADVANCED SODIUB COOLED BEACTOH
EZPEBIBEBTAL BREEDER REACTOR 1
EXPERIBENTAL BBEEDEB REACTOR 2
LITHIDB COOLED REACTOR EZPERIBEBT



















































































LIQUID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
2804 2808
BT AJ-10 ENGINE



























YLB-115 E N G I N E
BT IENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
BT ABLBSTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STEEL BISSILE









DOBBIEB PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
DUCTED ROCKET EBGIBES
HYBRID PBOPELLABT ROCKET EBGIBES
HYLA-STAB ROCKET VEHICLE
INTERNAL COHBUSTION EBGIBES
JUBO 1 LADNCB VEHICLE
JUBO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUPITER C BOCKET VEHICLE
JUPITER BISSILE
LANCE BISSILE
BETEOR 1 BOCKET VEHICLE


















TBOB ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOB AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE





































































































































































































BT fESGINES ' •'



















































BT ALKALI BETAL COBPOti SDS
BETAL COBPOONDS
BETAL FDELS !
LITBIUB COOLED KEACTOB BIPESIBEST
1803 2203 2204 \
UF LCBE BEACTOB
BT LIQDID COOLED BEACTOBS \



































































EABTB PLANETARY STROCTDRE •
EABTH SURFACE








SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGIBES
TX-354 ENGINE .
IB-33 ENGINE
LITTLE JOBS BOCKET VEHICLE
3101 3302 3001
BT IBOCKET VEBICLES •
SIHGLE STAGE BOCKET VEBICLES
SOBFACE TO SOBFACE BOCKETS
BT HEBCOLES EHGIHE

















































0101 1704 2308 3201 3203 3407
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



























































































0701 0710 . .
(OSB OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS














1904 2102 2104-3006 3107
OF LOCATION OF. AIB TRAFFIC SATELLITES






LOCATIOH OF AIR TRAFFIC SATELLITES



































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHtl IS




























OSE LOU FBEQOENCY TBANSIONOSPHEBIC
SATELLITES
LOFTIBG











































0703 0801 0802 0804 1001 1002 1201 1902
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS














































































































2002 2003 3106 3302 3101
BT *ROCKET.VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE SOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING SOCKETS
BT SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
WASP SOONDING ROCKET
LOLA (SIBDLATOR)




LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING




BT NUBEBICAL WEATHEE FOEECASTING
STATISTICAL WEATHER FORECASTING
LOBG TERB EFFECTS

























0201 0202 3203 ,








(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















0101 0201 1103 2102
UF PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL
BT »ATTITODB CONTROL
RT AIRCRAFT CONTROL


































































USE 1BBAB OBBITAL BEBDEZVOOS
LOBAC NAVIGATION SYSTBfl
2103
BT I HYPEBBOLIC BAVIGATIOB
/ »NAVIGATIOB
/ BADIO NAVIGATION





/ 0702 0706 0707 2102 2103

































DECCA NAVIGATION '- • ' '








BT CHABGED PABTICLES ;





BT *GASES ' !
RT GAS DYSABICS
IONIZED GASES ;








USE LOB OBSERVABLE BEENTBY VEHICLES
LOS ALABOS BOLTEN PLOTONIUB BEACTOR
2203 2201
BT LIQUID COOLED BEACTORS '
LIQUID BETAL COOLED -REACTOBS
•NUCLEAR REACTORS
BOCLEAH BESEABCH ABD TEST REACTOBS
LOS ALABOS TOBBET BEACTOB
DSE HIGH TEBPERATDRE BOCLEAR -BBACTOBS
LOS ALAHOS 8ATEB BOILEB BZACTOB
2203 2201
















LIABILITIES. • • ."
OHBIC DISSIPATION
PLASBA LOSS





2300 2307 2311 3108 .
RT LOSSLESS BATEBIALS
LOSSLESS MATERIALS
2301 2307 2311 3108
(DIELECTRIC BATEBIALS'THAT DO NOT
DISSIPATE ENERGY OB THAT DO NOT DABPBN












• LEVEL (QUANTITY) '' '• '"
NOISE (SOOBD)
NOISE BEDDCTION • • ' • '
POBER SPECTRA
SOUND INTENSITY
SOUND PBESSOBE '' -
SOUBD SAVES • . . 1 ' .-..
LOUDSPEAKEBS ' ' " '
0506 0901 2301 ' "
BT AUDIO EQOIPBEBT ' •
ELECTBOACOUSTIC TRABSDOCEBS
SOOBD TRABSDOCERS' • • " ' • • "'''
•TRABSDUCERS





BT OBITED STATES OF ABEBICA
LODBGES
0501 1101 1102
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




SEATS • -' ' •
LOOVEBS : --• •






• SHIELDING •" ' • '• ' ' , • '





BT *ELASTIC SAVES -
SEISBIC SAVES " ' '
BT tSOBPACE SAVES ' '
LOB ALTITUDE
0203 1301 ' •
BT ALTITODE
BT ELEVATION " ' • '
LOSER ATBOSPHEBE
LOW ALTITUDE SUPEBSOBIC VEHICLES
USE F-111 AIBCBAFT .- .. •
LOB ASPECT RATIO
0101 0102 0201 •
BT ASPECT BATIO
•RATIOS
LOW ASPECT BATIO BINGS • -'
0101 0102 0101 0201 '
UF DIAHOBD WINGS
BISSILE BISGS ' •







BIBG PLABFOBHS • - ' "' ' ' "
LOB COBCEBTHATIOBS • '• •'
0603 '
RT DILUTION • '
LOB CONDUCTIVITY '




LOB COST ' '•
3102 3106
BT COSTS ' '
BT ECOBOBY - " ' :••'•'
LOW CORREBIS ' ' ' :
1001 2302 2301 ''•'•• ;'
BT *ELECTBIC COBBENT •'• •
BT LOB VOLTAGE
















































BT HYPERVELOCITY BIND TUNNELS
LOg DEHSITT BESEABCH





















































































0101 1001 1202 2304 2311 3303 3408










OF LOB SPEED HANDLIHG
LOB VELOCITT


























LOB SPEED BIBD TUNNELS
0101 1110 1203
NT SUBSONIC BIND TONNELS
BT *TEST FACILITIES
BIBD TONBELS
BT SLOWDOWN BIND TONNELS














































































(PRESSURES BETWEEN 3.001 AND 1.0\TORB)
BT •PRESSURE \
VACUUM \
BT HIGH VACUUM \
LOW DENSITY RESEARCH *
LOB VELOCITT \
USE LOW SPEED \
LOB VISIBILIIT \












LOB VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
2801 2805
BT AIR BREATHING ENGINES
•ENGINES











(USB OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TBBH IS






























USE LIQUID OXYGBB ,
LOI-HIOBOGEB EBGIHES
USE HYDROGBB OXYGEB EBGIBES
LPTE BEACTOB
OSE LIVEBBOBE POOL TYPE BEACTOB
1B-59-AJ-13 BBGIBB
2808
BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
tENGIBES
LIQOID PBOPBLLABT BOCKET ENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES
BT BOBABC A BISSILE
LB-87-AJ-3 EBGIBE
2808
BT BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
tEBGINES





BT BOOSTEB BOCKET EBGIBES
. tENGIBES
LIQUID PBOPELLANT BOCKET EBGIBES '
BOCKET ENGIBES




















LIQUID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGIBES
BOCKET ENGINES











LIQUID PBOPELLABT BOCKET ENGINES
BOCKET ENGINES





USE LUNAB BOVIBG VESICLES
LSI
USE LABGE SCALE INTEGRATION
LSSB
3001 3104 3110 '


















































































BADIATIOB PBESSUBE ' "
HATES (PEB TIHE)



























































































0603 0605 2306 2310













LDHIHODS FLUX DENSITY •
USE LUHIBOUS -INTENSITY , -
LOBINODS INTENSITY .
0605 2306 2310 2402
(EHISSION OB DETECTION,HATE PER ONIT




























1105 2003 3004 3008
OF LUNAR IONOSPHEBE
BT »ENVIBONBENTS - . .
EXTRATERRESTRIAL BNVIBORBBNTS
LDNAB ENVIBONBENT










































SELENOLOGY -. - . .
LUHAB CORE
1411 3004 3007 . -:-
BT CORES





3001 3004 3005 3007
NT PTOLEHAEUS CBATEB
TYCHO CBATEB
BT tCBATERS • "• .
RT LUNAB CBUST. •. . . . . . . . .




BETEOBITE CBATERS . ?


















































































BT APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
APOLLO 7 FLIGHT









APOLLO IUNAB EXPEBIBENT HODULE














LUBAB EXPLORATION SYSTEB FOB APOLLO
0507 1105 3004 3104 3409
UP LESA (LUNAB EXPLORATION SYSTEB)






















RT APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
APOLLO 6 FLIGHT


































































NT APOLLO LONAR EXPEBIBENT BODOLE
BT ILANDING
SPACECRAFT LANDING



































RT APOLLO EXTENSION SYSTEB
LOHAR ESCAPE DEVICES










































1105 3004 3007 3109 i
BT LOGISTICS






BANNED LONAB SDBFACE VEHICLES
HATERIALS HANDLING '
LDNAR LOBINESCENCE






































OF LEB (LDNAB BODOLE)

























ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEBS .
LDNAB LANDING
LDNAR HUDDLE ASCENT STAGE




































LDHAB ORBIT AND LANDING SIBDLATOBS
















































































BT LDHIK 1 LDHAB PBOBE
LUNIK 2 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 3 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 4 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 9 LOIIAH PEOBE
LDHIK 10 LDNAB PBOBE
LDHIK 11 LOHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 12 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 13 LOHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 14 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK LDHAB PBOBES
BAHGEB LOBAB LANDING VEHICLES
BAHGEH 1 LOHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 2 LOHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 3 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 4 LDHAB PBOBE
BABGEB 5 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 6 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 7 LDBAB PBOBE
BADGES 8 LDBAB PBOBE
BANGEB 9 LOBAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 10 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB LOBAB PBOBES
SDBVETOB 1 LDHAB PBOBE
SDBVETOB 2 LDNAB PBOBE
SDBVETOH 3 LDNAB PBOBE
SDBVEIOB 4 LDHAB PBOBE
SDBVETOB 5 LDBAB PBOBE

































































HT LDNOKHOD LDBAB BOVIHG VEHICLES
HANHED LDNAB SDBFACE VEHICLES






























































LDBAB LABDIBG BOODLES, ,
LOBAB BODOLE
LOBAH BODOLE 5




LDBIK 1 LOHAB PBOBE
LOHIK 2 LDBAB PBOBE '.
LDHIK 3 LONAB PBOBE
LDHIK 4 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 9 LOHAB PBOBE.
LDBIK 10 LDHAB PBOBE
LDHIK 11 LOHAB PBOBE , .
LDHIK 12 LOHAB PBOBE
LOHIK 13 LDHAH PBOBE
LDHIK 14 LDNAB PBOBE
LDBIK LDBAB PBOBES '
BAHGEB LONAB LAHDIBG VEHICLES
BANGEB 1 LDBAB PBOBE
RANGER 2 LDBAB PHOBE
BABGEB 3 LOBAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 4 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 5 LDBAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 6 LDHAB PBOBE
BABGEB 7 LDBAB PBOBE
BANGEB 8 LDBAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 9 LDHAB PBOBE
BAHGEB 10 LOHAB PBOBE
BANGEB LDHAB PBOBES
SDBVETOB 1 LONAB PBOBE
SORVETOB 2 LDBAB PROBE
SDBVETOH 3 LONAB PBOBE
SDBVETOB 4 LOHAB PBOBE
SDBVETOB 5 LOHAB PBOBE
SOBVETOB 6 LOHAB PBOBE
SOBVETOB LOBAB PBOBES
BT APOLLO 5 FLIGHT
APOLLO 6 FLIGHT
ABTIFICIAL SATELLITES
HALO OBBIT SPACE STATIOB
LOHAB LOGISTICS
















HT LONAB HOBILE LABOBATOBIES
LDNAB BOVIHG VEHICLES
LDNOKBOD LDNAB BOVING VEHICLES
HABBED LDHAB SDBFACE VEHICLES





1408 1410 3004 3009
BT tTEHPEBATDBE



























































































LOHIK 4 LDBAB PBOBE
3004 3108 3409

















































NT LONIK 1 LONAB PBOBE
LDNIK 2 LONAB PBOBB
LUNIK 3 LDNAB PBOBE
LDNIK 4 LDNAB PBOBE
LDBIK 9 LUNAR PBOBB
LDNIK 10 LDNAB PBOBE
LONIK 11 LONAB PBOBE
LONIK 12 LDNAB PBOBE
LONIK 13 LONAB PBOBE





BT LUNOKHOD LONAB BOVING VESICLES
D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGBAH
LDNOKBOD LONAB BOVIIG VESICLES
1105 3004
BT LONAB BOVING VEHICLES
LDNAB SOBFACE VEHICLES


























LYSOZYBE . - . • • •




BT IONOSPBBBIC CROSS HODOLATIOB
IONOSPHEBIC PBOPAGATION
LYAPOBOV FOHCTIOBS















































• CELLS (BIOLOGY) ,: • ' -















































BT BOOSTER SOCKET ENGINES
•ENGINES
BTDBOGEN OXYGEN ENGINES
LIQUID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES
BT JONO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATOBN 1B LAONCH VEHICLES









BT BOOSTER ROCKET EHGIHES
tENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES



















0101 0102 0103 0101 0205
BT tLIFTING BODIES
H-2 LIFTING BODY
RT LIFTING BEEHTBY VEHICLES
H-2 LIFTING BODY
0101 0103














OSE VARIABLE SiEEP RINGS
RA-2 ENGINE
2808
BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
tENGINES






BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
tEBGINES






BT BOOSTEB SOCKET ENGINES
tENGINES
LIQOID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOCKET ENGINES
BT ATLAS LAONCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAONCH VEHICLE
VERNIER ENGINES
HA-3 FLIGHT
DSE HESCORY HA-3 FLIGHT .
HA-1 FLIGHT
OSE HEBCOBY BA-1 FLIGHT
HA-5 FLIGHT
USE BERCORY HA-5 FLIGHT
HA-8 FLIGHT
USE BERCOHY HA-8 FLIGHT
HA-9 FLIGHT
USE BEBCORY HA-9 FLIGHT
HA-2 HISSION
USE BEHCORY BA-2 FLIGHT
DACE HISSILES
2805 3101 3101
BT SORFACE TO SORFACE HISSILES
BT BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
J-33 ENGINE



















BT tEQOATIONS OF HOTION
HOBENTS OF INERTIA
HACH BOB8EB
0101 0203 1110 1202 1203


























































































(OSE OF A HOHE SPECIFIC TERH IS


































































































































































































































BAGBETIC ABNDLAB SHOCK TDBES
2307 2311
DF BAST SBOCK TDBES
BT SBOCK TOBES
tSBOCK BAVE GENERATORS

















































































































































1307 2304 2305 2307 2501


























































































































































































0710 1302 2307 3108










































































1111 2305 2307 2105

















































































































































1703 1801 1806 2305 2307
BT tCHALCOGEHIDES
FEBBOHAGHETIC MATERIALS































































































































































































































































































































1302 1307 2304 2307













































BAGNETOELASTIC HATES ' i
BAGRETOTELLURIC PROFILING |
















































































































































































































BT BABHALS . . . . ' •
BAH . :
USE HDBAN BEINGS ' :





















HAS OPEBATED PROPULSIOB SYSTEBS
0502 2102 2807 2808 3101
UF BOPS (PROPULSIOB SYSTEBS)





















































































































































































































0201 2102 3001 3007 3102






























































































































BASHED AEBODISABIC BEDSABLE SPACESHIP
DSE DABS (BSBBED BEDSABLE SPACECRAFT)
BANNED LOHAB SORFACE VEHICLES
1105 3001 3110
OF HOOHHOBILES








3101 3109 3109 . •
OF BOI (OBBITAL LIBOBATOBIES)










TITAN 3 LAONCB VEHICLE
BANNED ORBITAL BESEABCH LABORATOBIES









BABBED ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
OSE OBBITAL SPACE STJTIOSS
BANNED OBBITAL TELESCOPES
1412 3101 3109
OF HOT (ORBITAL TELESCOPES)



































































BAB OPEBATED PBOPOLSION SYSTEHS










BANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETBORK
0702 0709 1109
BT TRACKING NETBORKS



















































































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














































3101 . . ' ,












1901 1902 3001 3002 3009
































































1303 1308 1902 2003 2103 3001'
BT ASTBOSOniCAL HAPS
LDBAB BAPS
HETEOROLOGICAL CHARTS . .
PLABISPHERES
BADAR CLDTTER HAPS '
RADAR BAPS








HEHCATOB PROJECTIOB . .











HIGB STHESGTH ALLOYS.' !
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS '
IRON ALLOYS
STEELS
RT HARTEBSITIC STAIBLESS STEELS
























































. RARIBEB SPACE PROBES
SPACE PBOBES
tONBAHNED SPACECRAFT







BT AGEBA B. ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA SOCKET VEHICLES






















BARIBEB 1 SPACE PROBE
3007 3108












RT ATLAS AGEBA B LAOSCH VEH.IUMj





















RT ATLAS AGENA LAOBCB VEHICLES
BARIBER 6 SPACE PROBE
3108
BT HABIBER SPACE PROBES
HABS PROBES
RT ATLAS AGENA LAOBCH VEHICLES
HARS 69 PROJECT
BABIBER 7 SPACE PROBE
3108
BT HAHINEH SPACE PROBES
HARS PROBES
BT HARS 69 PROJECT








HABIBEB SPACECRAFT BASA THESABROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BT - HARIREB-BEHCUBY 1973
HABINER B 1 SPACE PBOBE
BABINEB B 2 SPACE PBOBE
HAHIHEH 1 SPICE PBOBE
BARINER 2 SPACE PBOBE
HARINEH 3 SPACE PBOBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PBOBE
HARINER 5 SPACE PBOBE
SARIHEH 6 SPACE PROBE
BARIBEE 7 SPACE PBOBE






BABIBEB VEHDS 67 SPACECRAFT
HABINER SPACECRAFT
3007 3108 3*09 3110
OF BABS SPACECRAFT
BT BAHIMEB C SPACECBJFT






















HABK 1 BEENTBY BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
RT INTEBCOBTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
INTE8HEDIATE BANGE BALLISTIC
HISSILES
BASIC 2 REENTBY BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
HT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
IBTEBBEDIATE BANGE BALLISTIC
BISSILES
HABK 3 BEEBTBI BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
BT INTEBCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC BISSILES
INTERHEDIATE BABGE BALLISTIC
HISSILES
HABK 1 REENTRY BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
BT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
HABK 5 BEENTBY BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
BT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC BISSILES
njBft 6 SEESTBT BOOT
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
BT INTEBCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
BARK 10 REENTBY BODY
3105
BT (REENTRY VEHICLES
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
HABK 11 BEENTBY BODY
3105
BT tBEENTRY VEHICLES
RT INTERCOBTIBEBTAL BALLISTIC BISSILES
HARK 12 BEEHTBY BODY
3105
BT tBEEBTRY VEHICLES
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
HABK 17 BBEBTRY BODY
3105
BT tBEENTBY VEHICLES






0203 0701 0705 1102
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















































2102 30014 3006 3007
BT (ENGINES














(OSE OP A HOHE SPECIFIC TEHS IS
RECOHBEBDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BEL08)
BT BARS (HANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
BARS (PLANET) . .
'NAVIGATION AIDS
TRACKING STATIONS
BiES (HABNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFT)
3104
(HOT BESTRICTED ONLY TO SPACECBAFT FOB
FLIGHT TO PLABET BARS)





















































BT BARINBR 3 SPACE PROBE
HARISER 14 SPACE PROBE
BABINER 6 SPACE PROBE





















RT HARIBEE 6 SPACE PROBE


























MSA THESAUBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) BATCHIBG
BABSBT.ABDS

































BT UNITED STATES OF AHBBICA
HASCOBS
















































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS





































































1202 1203 1201 1108














































































































SATHIlir. [. BEBOVAL (BACBIBIH6)
USE JdnCHISIHG
HiTIMlTAI.S
O'lfli 0603 0906 1701 1805 2602
|Il:7i: OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














































f i P l i J H D L I H G
HT- G U O I I I I D HANDLING
PIIOPELLANT TBANSFEB.
Ki-HOTE H A N D L I N G
!!T AIRFIELD SDBFACE BOVEBEBTS
MITOHATIOH
Bt.OHEBS








C O N V E Y O B S


















































(TBEATBENT OF A BATEBIAL TO BECLAIB



















0603 1701 2311 2601 2603 3202,3203 3HOH
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





USE NUCLEAB BESEABCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
BATEBIALS TESTS
1505 1701 1805 3101
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBEBDED—CONSULT TBE.TEBH LISTED
BELOB)


















































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHH IS








































BT AIB TO AIB BtSSILES
IBISSILES
BT SOLID PBOPELIABT BOCKET ENGINES
BATBICES
0801 0802 1902
(OSE OF A SOfiE SPECIFIC TEBB IS















































(LIBITED TO SETHODS FOB STBOCTOBAL
ANALYSIS)

















OF BOLTIPLE TABGET TRAJECTORY SYSTEBS
BT TRACKING NETWORKS











SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES
ET SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PEOPELLABT BOCKET ENGINES
BAVEBICK HISSILES
3101 3106 3101
BT AIB TO SOBFACE BISSILES
tBISSILES
BAX HOLSTE HH-260 AIBCBAFT
OSE BH-260 AIBCBAFT


































































































OSE GENIE BOCKET VEHICLE
BCDONNELL AIRCBAFT
0207
































BT BOSS ICE SHELF
HCB BEACTOBS
OSE HILITABY COBPACT BEACTORS
BDJ

















































OSE BEASOBE AND INTEGRATION
BEASOBEHENT
1U06 1902
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
















































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

















































































































































































































































































IHTEBBATIOHAL SYSTEB OF OHITS
LABOBATOBY EQDIPBEHT
LASDI8G IBSTBnSEHTS
LABGE APEBTOBE SEISBIC ABBAY


























































































































































































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEES IS























(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TER» IS





































































































































































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







































































































0101 0102 0406 3203
DF HEBBBANE ANALOGY
HEBBBANE THEORY







































0408 0410 0801 0802 1504 2102
(LIHITED TO SENTIEST OBGABISBS—

























































































































BT BEBCOBT H»-1 FLIGHT
BEBCOBT BA-2 FLIGBT
BEBCOBT HA-3 FLIGBT










BT BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
tSPACE FLIGBT





















BT HANHED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCDBT FLIGHTS
ISPACE FLIGHT





BT BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCOBT FLIGHTS
tSPACE FLIGHT






BT HANKED SPACE FLIGHT
BEBCOBT FLIGHTS
fSPACE FLIGHT





BT HANKED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCOBT FLIGHTS
ISPACE FLIGHT





BT HANKED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCDBT FLIGBTS
tSPACE FLIGHT












BT HANKED SPACE FLIGBT
HERCORT FLIGHTS
fSPACE FLIGHT






BT HANKED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCOBT FLIGHTS
tSPACE FLIGHT






BT BANNED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCDBT FLIGHTS
tSPACE FLIGHT




3004 3104 3009 3101




















BT HANKED SPACE FLIGHT
HEBCDBT FLIGBTS
ISPACE FLIGBT












































































































































































HESSEBSCBHITT BE P-160 AIRCRAFT
DSE P-160 AIRCRAFT
















































































































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








CEBIOB COBPODBDS .' '








































































































S-B DIAGBASS '' " • •
- STRESS COBBOSIOB - . ,
THEEBAL FATIGUE ' '
BETA! FILIIS
































































1501 1701 3107 . '






























































































































0603 1704 1804 2602














































































































































0102 0101 1701 3203














































































1501 1507 1704 3404 3407
(BETAL DEFORBATION FOB CHANGING SHAPE
AND FOR PROPERTIES—EXCLUDES CASTING,































HOT PRESSING • .- •
HOT WORKING





BETALLUHGY. . . . ... .
PEENING -'
PERFORATING .










































































HETALLOBGABIC COIPOOHDS BASA THBS1DB05 (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
GEHBABIOB ISOTOPES















BT POtYHEBS. , ,. .
HETALLOBGY
1704 '


















































































































































































HETEOH 1 SOCKET VEBICLE
3106
BT »EOCKET VEHICLES
BT LIQOID PBOPELLABT SOCKET EHGIFES
BAHJET EBGIBES




























1306 3004 3005 3201


















(BETEOBOIDS 8HICH BATE BEACBED THE
SOBFACE OF AB ASTEBOID, BATOBAL
SATELLITE OB PLABET)



































































































































































(SOLID OBJECTS IB SPACE, HDCB SHALLEB




























































• HAPS .' ' -
BT ISOBABS (PBESSOBE)




















































































































SAN HABCO 1 SATELLITE





















tSATELLITES - , .









































































































































(USE OF A HOSE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































































































































































OF BAI HOLSTE HH-262 AIBCBAFT
HOED 262 AIBCEAFT













ET IGNEOOS BOCKS •: ' . '
VEBHICOLITE '
HICABTA - . ' . . . •
1504 1805 1808 1811''3202











HICE '• • ' ' '
0402



























BT OBITED STATES OF AHEBICA
HICBOABALYSIS




































IHAGE COB7EBTEBS i . ..
LIGHT ABPLIFIEBS ''
BIGHT VISIOH '•• -
•OPTICAL EQOIPBEST . ' .
PHOTOCATHODES . . .. • • .1 • • ;
OLTBAVIOLET BADIATIOB''
HICBOCIBCDITS . :
DSE HICBOELECTBOHICS •.. ' '
HICBOCLIHATOLOGY
2001 2003
BT CLIHATOLOGY • '• >
ST BIOCLIHATOLOGY • •.'
HICBOHETEOBOLOGYi' . : •
HICEOCBACKS - . - . • .
0602 3404 • ' . • ...
BT CBACKS
8T CBACK IHITIATIOH. :
SOBFACE CBACKS', .-' • . : •
HICBOCBYSTALS





0404 0407 0409 0412 •
BT ALGAE • •: 1"
tHICBOOBGABISHS
tPLABTS (BOTABY) "
BT tPOLLOTIOB ' - '
HICEODEHSITOHETEBS










1001 t002' . . . . . ' '
OP HICBOCIHCOITS. ' '












































3107 . . - . - •
BT ABTIFICIAL SATELLITES
EABTR SATELLITES














































































































































































































































































































































































































BT BICBOBAVE PLASBA PBOBES
BT IBEASUBIBG IBSTBUHEBTS
IHICROiAVE EQUIPBEBT











































































0701 2309 2002 . .


































































































HT BIDAS 2 SATELLITE
SIDAS 3 SATELLITE
KIDAS It SATELLITE
BIDAS 5 SATELLITE .
BIDAS 6 SATELLITE



















1901 2102 2204 3101 3103 3105 3106 3108
BT »TRAJECTOBIES
BT . ASCENT TRAJECTORIES .•
BALLISTIC TRAJECTOBIES
COASTING FLIGHT





EAB - '' '
SENSE ORGANS
BT SESICIRCOLAR CANALS
RIDDLE EAB PRESSURE ' '
0404 0408 '. ••
BT *P8ESSDBE
BIDLATITODB ATBOSPHEBE
1301 1302 1308 2003






0710 1902 2402 2403 "
OF BIE THEORY
NT HAYLEIGH SCATTERING •-



























0206 0207 0209 3401
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
BECORBENDED—COHSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
DF CHANCE-VOOGHT BILITABY AIBCBAFT













































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERR IS-
RECOBHBNDED—CONSULT THE TEBfIS LISTED
BELOW)




BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
LIQUID BETAL COOLED REACTORS
•NUCLEAR REACTORS .
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
BILITABY HELICOPTERS













































































BALLISTIC BISSILE EARLY WARNING
SYSTEH
DEFENSE COBHUNICATIORS SYSTEB (DCS)
DEFENSE INDUSTRY
DEFENSE PROGBAB .
FIELD ABBY BALLISTIC BISSILE
DEFENSE SYS '
IBTELLIGEBCE ' • , ,•
INTEHSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE .'PBOGBAB









(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
RECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
HT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS





















BASA THBSAUBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SPIRAL GALAXIES




















(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































































































































































BIHIBil TECHNIQUE • .
• CBYSTALLITES
DIOBITE






















(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOH)










































































0101 0201 1202 1203 -.




HIBIBDB VABIAHCE OBBIT DBTEBHIBATIOM
0802 1902 3006 ' .
OF BINITAB OBBIT DETEBBINATION
BT tCLASSICAL -BECHABICS •












BIHITBiCK OPTICAL TRACKING STSTEB
OSE HIBITHACK SISTEB
BINITHACK SISTEB
. 0705 0709 1109
OF HIBITBACK OPTICAL TBACKING SISTEH
BOTS (TBACKIBG SISTEB)
BT GLOBAL TBACKIBG NETWORK
OPTICAL TBACKING
SATELLITE TBACKIBG
SPACE DETECTION ABD TBACKIBG SISTEB
SPACE SOBVEILLANCE (GBOOND BASED)
SPACECBAFT TKACKIBG















BT UNITED STATES OF ABEBICA



























































2306 2310 - . .
UF BODULATIBG HETBODIBECTITE OPTICS
BT LIGHT HODULSTION
•BODULATION























0603 1704 1804 2602























AIB TO SUBFACE BISSILES
BISSILE ANTENNAS







BISSILE BODIES : <•








































































































0705 0709 3101 3(01
IT BADAB DETECTIOB
BI tDETECTION










1101 3101 3102 3103
NT HOBILE HISSILE LAONCHEBS
BT tLAUNCHEBS














(EICLODES DISTANCE 'OF HISSILE TBAVEL)



































(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






































UF BISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEBS
































BT BALLISTIC HISSILE DECOYS
INFBABED TRACKING
POLYSTATION DOPPLEB TBACKIBG SYSTEH
BANGE'AND RANGE RATE TRACKING








































NT AIB TO AIR BISSILES


























FIELD ARBY BALLISTIC HISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC HISSILES


































SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC HISSILES
SIDERINDER HISSILES
SKYBOLT HISSILE






SS-11 HISSILE -'. •'•
SUBHOC HISSILE
SURFACE TO AIB HISSILES




















































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS

















BT UNITED STATES OF AHEBICA
HISSOUBI
1305

































































































SISK THESAURUS . (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)













































BL-1 NUCLEAR POBEB PLANT
2202 2204
BT (ELECTRIC POBER PLANTS










0506 1101 1102 1104
UF AIBPOBT HOBILE LOUNGES













































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS























































0108 0603 2105 3303 3108










































0705 0710 1002 1101 1601
BT COHTIBOOOS BADIATIOB
tELECTBOHAGNETIC RADIATION

























































0903 0905 3001 3007 3110
NT AIRLOCK BODDLES




























NT DYNABIC HODULOS OF ELASTICITY
BT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
tHECHABICAL PROPERTIES






























































DSE flAHBED OEBITiL LABORATORIES
HOLABS
DSE LUNAR HOBILE LABORATORIES
HOLD
1501 1701 1805 3107
(USE Of A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
























































































































































(FLOH HITH KNDDSEN NDHBEBS G8EATEB
THAN 0.01—FOR SPECIFIC FLOHS IN THIS
BANGE USE NABROHEB TEBHS—FOB DDCTED
















































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












































0601 0603 1411 2402 2404
NT ELECTBONIC SPECTBA
BAHAN SPECTBA












































































0603 2401 2404 2405 2502 2603
OF BACBOHOLECOLES



















































0603 1504 1604 2302 2304
BT ICONDDCTOBS
ELECTBOLYTES














































































































EOLEB EQOATIONS OF BOTION
IINEBTIA
INEBTIA PBINCIPLE
















































































































































































0101 0108 0506 2310
BT VISION












































































































































































































































































































































































































USE LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
MANNED LUNAR SURFACE VEHICLES
MOORING












HOPS (PBOPOLSION SYSTEHS) •
HOPS (PBOPOLSIOH SYSIEHS)
DSE BAN OPERATED PBOPOlSION SYSTEBS
HOBALE


























































































OSE FIELD EFFECT TBANSISTOBS
BOSS (SPACE STATIONS)





















0101 0201 1202 2003 2311 3009
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













NASA THESADBOS .(ALPHABETICAL LISTING)-
OF AIB SICKNESS





BT PHABBACOLOGY :• . —
BOTION STABILITY
































































BT IEQOATIONS OF BOTION
HOTION STABILITY
HOTION EQUATIONS























OSE EFFEBENT HEBVOOS . SYSTEBS
*BOTOBS
0301 0901 1003 1501 2801 2808
(HACHINES SOPPLIED WITH EXTEBNAL











































IASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING) BDLTISPECTBAL TRACKING TELESCOPES
IODTB








0705 0709 3101 '- '
OF BTI BSD4B
BT «HADAB '













DSE BOLTER SALT NUCLEAR BEiCTOBS
BTBF
1505 1905









OSE BOVING TiBGET IHDIC4TOBS
BOBIS (SCAHSEBS)
OSE BOLTIPLE BEAU INTERVAL SCANNERS
BOCOCELES
0405 0406 0408 . .
BT BLISTEBS
BDCODS
0404 0405 ' -• i






































































































OF fill ED FLOS























BDLTIPLE BEAH INTERVAL SCANNERS






BULTIPLE DEGREES OF FREEDOB
OSE DEGREES OF FREEDOB
BULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTERS

























0705 0708 0710 0802 3407
UF BOLTIPLEI TBANSBISSION
HOLTIPLEXERS


































RT BACHIBE-INDEPENDEBT P R O G R A B S .
BOLTIPLE OUTPUT PBOGBABS
PROGRABBIBG



































3103 3105 3106 3110
BT ABLESTAB LAUNCB VEHICLE
ANTABES SOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO D-4 SOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO D-8 SOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO E-5 SOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO SOCKET VEHICLES
ASTBOBEE 200 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 1500 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE BOCKET VEHICLES
ATHENA BOCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGESA B LABSCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAOB LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BERENICE BOCKET VEHICLE
BLACK KSIGHT BOCKET VEHICLE
BIDE SCOUT JB BOCKET VEHICLE










JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
JUPITEE C BOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 BOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 BOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA BOCKET VEHICLES
LABBDA BOCKET VEHICLES









NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE




RAH B LAUNCH VEHICLE
BUBIS BOCKET VEHICLE
SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUHS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBS 2 LADHCH VEHICLES
SATOBN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN 1 SA-K LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATORM 1 SA-6 IABBCH VEHICLE
SATUBN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE




STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1B
STRONGABB ROCKET VEHICLE
THOH ABLE BOCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOB DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES .
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES






















TRAILBLAZEB 1 BEESTBT VEHICLE




















































































































































































BTSTEBE 20 ilBCBiPT • . . .
0201 0204 i • i . '




HONOPLANES • . ' ' '
PASSENSEB AIBCBAFT • . . '. .
ITBANSPOBT AIBCBAFT , , . ' .



































































































































USE NORTH ABEBICAN SEABCH AND RANGING
BADAB
























































































































































SURFACE TO SUBFACE HISSILES

























































































































































































































1»0» 2310 2102 2903
(0.75 TO 3 BICBONS) •
BT •ELECTBOHAGNETIC RADIATION
INFBARED BADIATION














































































BT BEGATIVE BESISTABCE DEVICES
TOSBEL DIODES





































































































































































BT CAROTID SIHDS BEFLEX
tBEBVOUS STSTBB
0402 0404 0408
OF VASOHOTOH BEKVOUS STSTEH













































































0404 0702 0703 0802 0902 1102
BEOBABB PROBLEB
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS











































































































































































































































(NEOTBON EBISSION OB DETECTION BATE
PEB ONIT ABEA)





































NOCLEAB BESEABCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
352.

















(EXCLUDES TRACKS OF PARTICLES '







































BT UNITED STATES OF ABERICA
BED JEBSET
1305
BT UNITED STATES OF AHERICA
BBS HEIICO
1305




















































































































































































UF ZINC NICKEL BATTEBIES






















































SIGHT P LiYEB . . .
OSE F EEGIOB
BIGHT SKY ' '
BIGHT SKY
1301 1302 2003 2002
OF BIGHT AIBGLOB
SIGHT E LAYEB ' ' .













































SDBFACE TO AIB BISSILES
BT ABGO D-4 BOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO E-5 BOCKET VEHICLE
EXOS SOBBDIBG BOCKET
JASpH BOCKET VEHICLE
LIQUID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
BIKE PBOJECT
SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
STHOBGABH BOCKET VEHICLE
TBAILBLAZEB 1 BEEBTBY VEHICLE
HIKE-APACHE BOCKET VEHICLE
3101 3106 3101




SOLID PHOPELLAHT BOCKET EBGIBES
HIKE-ASP BOCKET
OSE ASP SOCKET VEHICLE
HIKE-ASP BOCKET VEHICLE
3101 3106 3401
BT HOLTISTAGB BOCKET VEBICLES
HIKE BOCKET VEBICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES
BT SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
. SOOHDIBG BOCKETS
BIKE BOOSTEB BOCKET EBGISES
2808 3101
BT BOOSTEB BOCKET ERGIBES
tESGIBES
BOCKET EBGIBBS






BT HOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
BIKE BOCKET VEHICLES
•SOCKET VEHICLES
BT CAJDH BOCKET VEHICLE






SOBFACE TO AIB flISSILES
BT SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
BIKB-HYDAC BOCKET VEHICLE
3106
























SOBFACE TO AIB HISSILES
BT ABTIAIBCBAFT BISSILES
ABTIHISSILE HISSILES






















BT BOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEBICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES




(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOBHEBDED—COBSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BEL09)






BT BULTIST1GE BOCKET VEHICLES
BIKE BOCKET VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES

















SOBPACE TO AIB HISSILES
BT BIKE X SYSTEHS














(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS



























































































































































































































































TETRYL ' ' . ' '
TRIBITBO COHPOONDS






























































0603 17X14 1804 1808 .
NT ACETANILIDE
ALKALOIDS





































































































































































































BASA TBESAOBOS (ALPBABETICAL LISTIBG)
BT DOOBLE BASE PBOPELLABTS




















































































































































(OSE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS

































































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SOOBD PBOPAGATIOB
NOISE BEDDCTIOB





















































































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
BT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES






















































































































































GBAY GAS ' ' '
HOBGBAY GAS . ,
PLABETABY ATBOSPHEBES
BOBGBAY GAS































































0802 1902 ' .
BT OPEBATIOBS BESEABCH
IBESEABCB






0804 1001 1003 1504 1902 2311



















































































RT FLOB CBABACTEBISTICS '
358











































































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOBBEBDED—COBSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)




























UNITED STATES OF ABEHICA
BOBTB ABEBICAB AIBCBAFT .
0201 0201 0207













BOBTH AHEBICAB HILITABY AIBCBAFT
USE BORTB ARERICAB AIBCBAFT
SOBTH ABEBICAB NAC-60 AIBCBAFT
OSE BAC-60 AIBCRAFT





BT BABGE AND BABGE BATE TBACKIBG






BT UNITED STATES OF ABERICA
NORTH DAKOTA
1305











DF BORTHBOP HILITABY 1IBCBAFT
NOTATION







BOBTHBOP HILITABY AIBCRAFT .' ,' '
OSE BOBTHROP AIRCRAFT- .
BOETOH CODBTY iCHOHDRITB , , .
1806 3005
BT ACBOBDBITES , .„'.'
•CELESTIAL BODIES




BT EUBOPE . . ,
BATIOBS
BOSE
0101 0101 3305 . ,
(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS































































































3203 3204 • . . - . . - •
DF BOTCHED HBTALS
BOTCHED STEEL . .





















(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
HBCOBHBNDED—CONSULT THE TERSS LISTED
BELOR)
BT BOVA LAUBCH VEHICLES
BOV1B














BT NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE




BT F-1 SOCKET ENGINE
J-2 ENGINE























































































































0101 1110 1201 1202 1501 1504 2806
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHH IS









































NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET VEHICLES
BBX BBACTOBS
0207 2202 2801 .
OF NBI-A HEACTOB
BT LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS
»NDCLEAH REACTORS
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTOBS
BATES COOLED REACTORS
RT KIBI REACTORS




NUCLEAB AUXILIARY POBER UNITS
0303 2201 2202






















SPACE POBER UBIT BEACTOB's
BT tADXILIABY PORES SOURCES
tNOCLEAB ELECTBIC PORES GENERATION
BT NOCLEAR PORER REACTOBS
PORES SUPPLIES
360
HASA' TBESAOROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIS6)
BADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES














0710 2401 2402 2403 2405
BT ELECTROS CAPTOBE




























tBOCLEAB ELECTBIC POWEB GEBERATIOB
2201 2204 2301 2405
OF HOCLEAR POKEB GEHERATIOR
HI EBRICO FEBBI ATOBIC POBER PLABT
FISSIOB ELECTRIC CELLS





HL-1 BOCLEAB POSER PLAHT
HOCLEAB AOIILIARY POKER OBITS
BOCLEAB POKEB PLABTS
BOCLEAR POWEB REACTORS
PATBFIBDEB BOCLEAR REACTOR •























































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS




BT ANBDLAB CORE POLSE REACTORS
ATOBIC THEORY •• '
CHEKICAL ENERGY
ENEBGY STORAGE
HOLECOLAB EBERGY LEVELS '
BDCLEAB CBEHISTRY

















BOCLBAB EBGIBE FOB ROCKET VEHICLES


































































DSE NUCLEAR BIBDIBG ENEBGY
BOCLEAB FOEL BOBNOP
2202 2203 2204 . • ...





OF FOEL ELEMENTS (BOCLEAR REACTORS)






























































' ••- ' BOCLEAB EIPLOSIOHS
HOClEiB FISSIOH •
HOCLEAB ESDI1TIOB
SIHTHESIS • '' '
BOCLEAB GYROSCOPES
1403 2105 ' .
BI IGTBOSCOPBS ' ' • . ' • •
HOCLEIB'BEAT ':- .- i
















HDCLEAB ISOBABS .' •





HDCLIDES " ' ••
BOCLEAB HAGHETIC BESOBAHCE
2307 2101 2402 2405


















0603 2101 2404 2405



















































FIELD TBEOBT (PBTSICS) '•
BEJLTB PBTSICS .
BOCLEAB EHEBGT
HOCLEAB HODELS ' •• •
BOCLEAB BADIATIOH :-
HOCLEAB-BESEABCB'-









HOCLEAB POIEB GEHEBATIOB '
OSE MDCLEAB ELECTBIC POUEB GEHEBATIOH
HOCLEAB POHEB PLAHTS
2203 2204 ' '
BT EBHICO FEBI1I ATOHIC POIEB PLAHT
BALLAH BOCLEAB POHEB FACILITT
HL-1 SOCLESB POBEB PLA9T '
BT tELECTBIC POBEB PLAHTS
tHUCLEAB ELECTBIC POBEB GEHEBATIOH
BT IHOCLEAB BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB POBEE BEACTOBS
2203 2204 2405 '3404
















BT IHOCLEAB ELECTBIC POBEB GEHEBATIOH
tHOCLEAB BEACTOBS
BT BOILIHG BATBB BEACTOBS
BBEEDEB BEACTOBS
FAST HOCLEAB HEACTOBS '
FAST OXIDE'BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB ADIILIAST POKES OBITS
fHOCLEAR ELECTBIC POBEB GENEBATIOH








BT SAVABBAH HOCLEAB SBIP
BT SHIPS '










BESEABCH AIBCBAFT . .
HOCLEAB PROPOLSIOH : •i • • •
2202 2204 '2405 ' '
OF CBEHOBOCLEAB PBOPOLSIOH
THEBHOHOCLEAB PBOPOLSIOB
HT HOCLEAB ELECTBIC PBOPOLSIOB
BT »PBOPOLSIOH
BT AIRCRAFT ENGIHES
BASA TB3SAOBOS (ALPBABEtlCAL LISTIIG)
GASEOOS FISSIOB BEACTOBS




tHOCLEAB, ELECTBIC POHEB GEBEBATIOH
HOCLEAB EHEBGI
HOCLEAB FOELS
HOCLEAB POWEBED SBIPS •
IHOCLEAB BEACTOBS '




HOCLEAB QOADBDPOLE BESOHAHCB '
2307 2401 2402 2405
BT IRESOBAHCE





























































































































NT ADVANCED SODIOB COOLED BEACTOR
ADVANCED TEST REACTOBS






EXPERIMENTAL BOILIBG WATEB BEACTOBS
EXPERIBENTAL BBEEDER REACTOB 1
EXPERIBENTAL BREEDER BEACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED BEACTOBS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED
BEACTOBS






HALDEN BOILING HATER BEACTOB
HABFOBD BEACTOBS
HEALTH PHYSICS BESEABCH REACTOR




HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE BEACTORS







LIQUID HETAL COOLED BEACTOBS
LITHIUB COOLED BEACTOH EXPEBIHEBT
LIVERHOBE POOL TYPE REACTOR
LOS ALAHOS BOLTEN PLDTONIUH BEACTOB









PEBBLE BED BEACTOBS .
PHOEBUS NUCLEAR BEACTOR . ,
SLOB BROOK BEACTOB
PLUTO BEACTORS -
PLUTONIUB BECYCLE TEST BEACTOB
PRESSURIZED WATBB BEACTOBS
SENN BEACTOB • ,
SNAP 10A







SPACE POWEB UNIT BEACTOBS







TOBER SHIELDING BEACTOB 2 • -
WATER COOLED BEACTOBS
BATER BODEBATED BEACTORS •
ZEBO POBEB BBACTOB 2
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOB 3
ZEBO POWEB REACTOB 6
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOB 7
ZERO POWER BEACTOB 9 ' •
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOBS
RT CLOSED CYCLES
CONTBOL BODS. . I
COOLANTS





























UF HUCLEAB ENEBGY LABOBATOBIES
BT tBESEARCH
BT HIGH EBERGY INTERACTIONS
•LABORATORIES





BADIOCHEHISTHY • . • •
BUCLEAB BESEARCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
1108 2202 2201 3101
DF MATERIALS TESTING BEACTOBS
BDCLEAR TEST REACTORS
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING BEACTOB
NT ADVANCED TEST REACTORS
BOHAI 5 REACTOR
EIPERIBEBTAL,BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BBEEDEB ..BEACTOB 1 (
EXPEBIHENTAL BREEDER REACTOB'2




HEALTH PHYSICS BESBABCB REACTOR-
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST
BEACTORS • • •
HEBO BEACTOB .
HIGH TEBPEBATUBE NUCLEAB BEACTOBS
JANUS REACTOB - . . - • •
KIWI B-1 BEACTOB • .
KIWI B-1 BEACTOB- '
KIWI B BEACTORS 1
KIWI BEACTOBS
LIVERHOBE POOL TYPE BEACTOB •
LOS ALAHOS BOLTEN PLUTONIUB BEACTOB
HILITABY COBPACT BEACTOBS
HEX BEACTOBS ;.
PLDB BBOOK BEACTOH . "
PLUTONIUH BECYCLE TEST BEACTOB
SPEBT REACTOBS • . •
TOBY 2-A REACTOB . • ; i> , •
TOBY 2-C BEACTOB , .
TOBY 2 REACTOR . . : .
TOWEB SHIELDING REACTOR•2
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOR 2
ZEBO POWEB BEACTOB 3 • •
ZEBO POWEB RBACTOB 6 ,
ZERO POWEB. BEACTOB 7
ZERO POWEB REACTOR 9
BT *NUCLEAR BEACTORS . • •
BT BOILING WATER BEACTOBS ,
BEUTROB SOURCES [ ••• ' , - -,












BT BOOSTEB ROCKET ENGINES
ION ENGIBES •





BUCLEAB SCATTERING . . .
2102 2103 2105































NUCLEAR MODELS • •• . •
HDCLEAB BADIATION SPECTBOSCOPY
NOCLEAB BESEABCH •
ODD-ODD NUCLEI. • . .
NUCLEAR SDBHABINES
USE BDCLEAH POWERED SHIPS ••..
SUBBABINES .
HDCLEAB TEST BEACTOBS





































































0406 2202 2101 2405
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




















































































































































































































































































































BDBBBBS • i .
0703 0802 1902
(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














































TBONCATI08 ERBOBS . •
BT tABALYSIS (BATBEBATICS)








































BUIEBICAL 1EATHBR FOBECASTIB6 '




BT AIBOSPBESIC RODELS .
COBPOTERIZED SIBULATION




























(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

































0101 0109 0505 1501 1701
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






















1501 1802 1808 1810 1812





















0401 OK04 0«OS 0408 3401
BT EYE (iSATOBY)
EYE HOVEBENTS


























































































































































































tOCCDLTATIOH • •' '
1902 2308
OF OBSCURATION






TRANSIT ' " . ' :
OCCUPATION '
3402 ' . " . ' " "
BT INDOSTBIAL SAFETY' r ' .'••'.
•PERSONNEL










SLUDGE ' " • . < • •
OCEAN CUBBENTS
1310 2003 ' '
BT COBE SAMPLING




































































USE ENVIBONHENTAL BESEABCB SATELLITES
OCTABEDBITE









(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







OCTAHE -'••• • - •
OCTHES - "' "-• r' • ' <
0603
(ACYCLIC HYDBOCABBONS)









































































BT CONTBOL EOOIPBENT .
CONTBOL THEOBY
PBOPOBTIONAL CONTBOL






BT VABIABLE SHEEP RINGS
OGEE RINGS
OSE VABIABLE SREEP RINGS
OGIVES
0102 1902








1308 2003 2004 3107 3109



































BT THOB AGENA LADNCB VEBICLE
OGO-C


















































































































1001 2302 2304 3408























































































































USE VHF OHNIRANGE NAVIGATION
OH-LINE PROGRABHING
0802
BT COBPOTER PBOGRAHHING .
•ONBOARD EQDIPBERT




































































LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION) ,















BT HOLTISTAGE ROCKET VEBICLES .
•ROCKET VEBICLES
SOUNDING SOCKETS



















































































(USE OF 4 BOBE SPECIFIC TE8B IS
BECOBHEHDED—COUSDLT TBE TERMS LISTED
BELOW)































SADDLE POINTS (GASE THEOBY)
BT tBESEABCH


















































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS





























































































































































































































































0501 1106 1112 2310 1107 1111












































0501 1101 1106 1107 1112 2310
(INSTBUBENTS UTILIZING OPTICAL :
PBINCIPLES FOB BEASOBEBENT)




































































1601 2306 2310 • • • .


















OPTICAL PBOPEBTIES ' • .
2306 2310 2102
(INCLUDES PBOPEBTIES AND EFFECTS OF






































































0705 2101 2310 1601 .
HT LASEB BABGE FIBDEBS


























































BT OPTICAL RANGE FIBDERS
RADAR BANGE
OPTICAL SPECTRDH
OSE LIGBT (VISIBLE RADIATIOB)
(SPECTRA
OPTICAL THIC1CHESS





















OPTICAL SATELLITE TBACKIBG PROGRAB
PBOTOGBAPBIC TRACKING
BANGE AND BABGE BATE TBACKING
SPACE DETECTION ABD TBACKIBG SYSTEB
SPACECBAFT TRACKING









(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































1003 1902 1901 2102 3006 3009
OF OPTIHUfl CONTROL



































































0705 0710 1302 3107
OF ORBITING RADIO BEACON IONOSPHERIC
SOUNDER




























































2102 3006 3009 3110
UF SPACECRAFT OBBITAL ASSEHBLY
BT ASSEBBLIBG
372
















1901 1901 3006 3102
(LAUNCHING FBOH AH OBBIT—EXCLUDES






















































































































UF BANNED ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
BOSS (SPACE STATIONS)
NT BOSS
HALO OBBIT SPACE STATION
OBBITAL WORKSHOPS
















































































































































































































































































1808 2202 2203 2204
OF OBGEL REACTOR
NT EXPEBIBEHTAL OBGANIC COOLED
REACTORS




















































. 1808 2202 2203 2204



















































































1704 1808 1810 • '
RT POLYBERS






























USE OIK BIDGE ISOCHROBOUS CYCLOTBOB
OBTESTATION
0408 0502
(DSE OF A SOBE SPECIFIC TEEB IS































































(OSE OF A BOEE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







































































































































































































































































































































































BT THOB DELTA LAONCH VEHICLE
OSO-B






































































































BT . J-85 ENGINE
01-2
USB ESSA 2 SATELLITE
01-3
OSE ESSJ 1 SATELLITE
OTOLABYNGOLOGY


































































































































































































































































































































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS





















































BT HIGH ALTITUDE BBEATHIBG
LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEBS
OXYGEB BREATHING




































































































BT CHEBIC1L. ABiLISIS . ' . .
tCHEBICAL TESTS
GAS AHALISIS • ' .
RT OZOBE , -
OZOBOSPBERE
1302 2003 • • .
BT tEABTH ATBOSPBERE -
LOBEB ATBOSPHEHE . ' . ' • •
BT CHEHOSPHEBE .
BOBOSPHERE . . . . .
OBKEBR EFFECT
















BT MOBTB ABEBICAH 4ISCBAPT
P-84 1IBCB4PT
OSE JET PBOVOST 4IBCB4FT
P-160 ilHCBAP'T
0207
OF HE P-160 AIBCBJFT
BESSEBSCHHITT ME P-160 AIBCBAFT
P-166 AIBCBAFT
0207







OF BE P-308 AIBCBAFT
BESSEBSCBBITT BE P-308 AIBCBAFT
P-1052 KBCEAFT
0201 0207
OF HARKEB P-1052 AIBCBAFT


























OF HARKEB P-1154 AIBCBAFT


















BT BOOSTEH BOCKET EBGIBES
tEHGIHES
BOCKET EHGIHES
































BT HOLES (ELECTROS DEFICIENCIES)
SEBICOHDOCTOB JOHCTIOHS
P tAVBS

































0202 1103 1502 1504 3203 3404

































1103 1502 1504 3407
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS


























0403 0903 1104 1504
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS























































































































































3202 3203 3406 3109






































































































































PABABOLIC VELOCITY ' .
USE ESCAPE VELOCITY
PABABOLOID HIBRORS















































































































BT ELECTBON PARABAGNETIC RESONANCE
BT HAGBETIC BESONANCE'
•RESONANCE ' '
















































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




















































































OAK BIDGE ISOCHRONOOS CYCLOTRON
OHEGATHOBS



























































































































(PABTICLE EHISSIOB OB DETECIIOB BATE
PER UHIT AREA)






















2202 2307 2403 3009
(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS





























































































































1503 1506 1703 1805 1901 2103 .







































































































































0202 1501 1902 2311 2806 3203 3106
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






























































































































VA-3 GROUND EFFECT BACHIBE
VC-10 AIRCRAFT
385















• JET AIBCBAFT ' '
LIGHT AIBCBAFT















































































































BT BOILING HATEB BEACTOBS
LIQUID COOLED EEACTOBS

































0803 1001 1902 2101 2102 3006 3406
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS



















































1504 1902 3404 3406
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS











































0201 0202 3009 3104 3110
BT AIBCBAFT PEBFOBBANCE
AIBCBAFT SPECIFICATIONS














USA THESAORDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
PBBE (BEACTOBS)
DSE PEBBLE BED BEACTOBS
PCB (BODDLATIOH)





BT POLSE CODE HODOLATORS'
PD-808 AISCBAPT
0207














• DATA PROCESSING EflOIPHBNT
DIGITAL COBPnTEBS
PDF COBPOTEBS















• DATA PBOCESSIBG EQDIPBBNT
DIGITAL COBPOTEBS
POP COBPOTEBS


















0404 1002 1305 1902 2311 2603
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB.IS





























































































































GRAVITATION . . . .
HOBENTOH
•OSCILLATIONS . , " . '. •
TIBING DEVICES
PEBETRANTS , . '.
3201






















































BT DNITED STATES OF ABBRICA
FENS
1103 1502
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

































































































































USE SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEHS
PERCEPTUAL SPEED


























































































BT PLATES (STRUCTURAL HEHBEBS)
ISTBUCTUBAL HEHBEBS






1504 2311 2401 3202 3203
































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERH IS









(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




















































(APPLY'ONLY TO OPERATING EQOIPBEST)
UF PROFICIENCY BEASOREBEBT









































1901 1901 3001 3002



































































































































































































SOBFACE TO SOBFACE BISSILES
RT BOLTISTAGE SOCKET VEHICLES



















CREBS . '• • '
ENEBY PEESOBNEL
PLIGHT CBEWS •. i •
PLIGHT SUBGEOBS ' ' » "
PLYIBG PEBSOBHEL







PILOTS (PEBSOBHEL) . • •
POLICE
PBOGBABBERS • •• • •
SCIEHTISTS

















































































PBOGBAB TBEND LIBE -ANALYSIS
PBOJECT BANAGEBENT
fPEBTOBBATIOB
1902 2311 2602 3001 3107
NT DEBIT PEBTBBBATION
SATELLITE PEBTDBBATIOB
BT DISTDEBANCES ' •• '
FODB BODY PBOBLEB
GEODESY . ' ' • '
LONG TEEB EFFECTS
BANY BODY PBOBLEB -



















BABY BODY PBOBLEB ' :



























BT HEBOEBHAGES ' • • '
BT SKIN (ABATOBY)
PETH ' .





ORGANIC BITBATES • • • . ..'
ET EIPLOSIVES '
PETBEL SOOBDIBG SOCKET












OSE CBODE OIL '


















OSE POLSE FBEQDENCY BODOLATIOB
PH :
0602 0603 1801





























































































































































































































































0710 1002 2306 2309 2312 3001 3006 3008
(USE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS















RT ANTBBACENE • •
PBEBOBABBITAL . • , ,.



































































































BT HOLTISTAGE ROCKET YEBICLES
tROCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING SOCKETS































































































































































































































































BASA THESADBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
PHOTOCHEBICAL BEACTIONS



















































































1406 2306 2310 3203















































































































PHOTOSEHSOBS . . .- • -.- . •
BT COBPTOH EFFECT


























































































































































































































BLACK AND BHITE PHOTOGHAPSY
CHBONOPHOTOGRAPHY















































































0605 2306 2402 3408































































































































































PHOTOBEUTBOBS ' . •' . .•
2202 2306 2405








PHOTOELECTBOBS * i .
PHOTOBUCLEAB BEACTIOBS '
VECTOB DOHIBABCE HODEL '
PHOTONIC PBOPDLSIOB
2202 2306 2308 2402 2405
BT LOU THBUST PBOPDLSIOB
tPBOPOLSIOB
SPACECBAFT PBOPULSIOB • i
BT ELECTBOHAGBETIC PROPOLSIOB "
PHOTOB BEAHS '
PBOTOHS • • : • • .















QUABTUH TBEOBY ' ' .
BADIATIOB
BOTOBS ':
PHOTOBUCLEAB BEACTIOBS' ' -
2202 2205 2405
BT tBUCLEAB BEACTIOHS










2306 2102 ! ' ' • . .







BT LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
PHOTOSEHSITIVITY •" • ' • - -
PBOTOPIEZOELECTBICITY. :











PAIR PRODUCTIOB " : '
BADIOACTIVE DECAY
VECTOB DOBIBABCE BODEL • "









1303 1401 1407 340V - '_ i ' ;-
BT IIBAGEBY .
BECOBHAISSABCE
BT AEBIAL BECOHHAISSABCE. ,
BLACK ABD RHITE PBOTOGBAPBY
EABTH BESODRCES SURVEY AIBCRAFT
GRODBD TRUTH •
HS-801 AIBCBAFT
PBOTOGBABHETBY- '• . •-
PHOTOGBAPHIC BEASUBEBEBT •
tPHOTOGBAPBY . . •
PHOTOIBTEBPRETATIOH : • •
SPECTRAL BECOBBAISSABCE
PHOTOBEDDCTIOB




PHOTOBESISTOBS • - * '
USE PBOTOCOBDOCTOBS .
PHOTOSEBSITIVITY
0605 0902 1413 2304 2306
BT LIGHT ADAPTATIOB • .
PHOTOTROPISH :
BT tSEBSITIVITY
BT LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
PHOTOGBAPHIC EHDLSIOHS
PHOTOPHILIC PLAHTS • ' . .
PHOTOBECEPTOHS















BT tSTBESSES ' - ., - ; , •
PHOTOSYBTHESIS
0404 0409 0507 2306 • '•












0905 0906 2306 2402 . ' *
BT tELECTROBIC EQOIPHENT
SEBICONDDCTOB DEVICES .• ' ,







PHOTOHETEBS • • • . -I










tPLABTS (BOTABY) . - • • : . -
PHOTOTUBES - - . ;•
0905 2306 . - ;
HT FREQUEBCY BODOLATIOB - . . - - . • . •_ .
PHOTOHDLTIPLIEBS . ' •'.
PHOTOBOLTIPLIEB TUBES





PHOTOVISCOBLASTICITI NASA THBSAOHUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




















0301 1U13 230^4 2306
BT tELECTBOKIC EQUIPMENT
SEBICOHD0CTOR DEVICES
















































PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING BEACTOB









































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHS IS





















(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS










































































































































































































































































2202 2203 2201 2105
(OSS OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



































































(COHVEBTIOBAL AIBCBAFT COBVEBTED FOB
BEHOTE COHTHOL)
HT DBOHE AIHCBAFT










(OSE OF A BOSE SPECIFIC TEBH IS







































BT BBAIH >' '
PIBHOLES







PINS • ' :
1503 1701 ' •'
BT «FASTEBERS . ' '
'BT COUPLINGS
HOLDERS .
LATCHES ' • ' '
BIVETS ' • •
SPIKES ' • •







1002 2401 2402 2403 2405
BT •BEABS (RADIATION)
PABTICLE BEAMS " '
BT NEDTHAL BEAI1S
NEUTBON BEAMS • • . i.
PIOBEEB 4 LUNAB PBOBE '
OSE PIONEEB 4 SPACE PBOBE
PIOBEEB PBOJECT






PIONEER 1 SPACE PBOBE





BT THOB ABLE SOCKET VEHICLE
PIONEEB '2 SPACE PBOBE
3108 3007
BT tlNTEBPLANETAHI SPACECBAFT
PIOBEEB SPACE PBOBES .
SPACE PBOBES
•DNBANBED SPACECBAFT






BT JOBO' 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
PIOBEEB 4 SPACE PBOBE
3007 3108 . ' •
UF PIONEEB 4 LUBAB'PBOBE




BT JONO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE '






BT 'THOH ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE






BT DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE •






HT . DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUBO 2.LAUNCH VEHICLE






BT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
PBOBES •• .
PIONEEB 9 SPACE PBOBE
3007 3108







BT PIONEER 1 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEEB 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEEB 7 SPACE PBOBE -
PIONEEB 8 SPACE PROBE '
PIONEEB 9 SPACE PROBE
BT tINTERPLANETARY SPACECBAFT
SPACE PBOBES • ' '
•UBHABNED SPACECBAFT




2401 2402 2403 2405 •
BT BOSONS • •: . .
ELEBEBTABY PABTICLES
BUCLEAB PABTICLES
• PABTICLES - • • . '



























































































































1805 1904 2102 3407
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

















































0202 1202 1203 1408














(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB'IS

































OSE TILT WING AIRCRAFT
PIVOTS




















0705 1002 2102 2103 2104

















































































1306 3003 3008 3009 - - . - • - .
BT • COBPOSITION. (PROPERTY).-,.
RT EARTB PLANETARY ^ STRUCTURE
PLANETARY EVOLUTION '.,--.;
PLANETARY HASS "
SATUBN BINGS . ... -
SPACE EXPLORATION!.
PLANETARY ENTRY .;,
DSE •ATHOSPHERIC ENTRY .";•••'•(
PLABETARY EHVIHONHEHTS ,',.-.,
1105 1301 1302 2001 3008 ,. ...-.,*•
(EXCLDDES EARTH) ,: . "..•'.
NT JOPITER ATHOSPHERE',,-; ' ...
BARS ATROSPBEBE • . , . - ',-.
HARS ENVIROHHENT ." " ...
PLANETABY ATBOSPHEBES, j





LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS , .' ' J.^
LDNAR ENVIRONHENT . ,, ',
PLANETARY TEHPEHATURE , .
PLANETS
THERHAL ENVIHOHBENTS '.'
PLABETAHY EVOLDTIOB . . ' .
1306 3001 3003 3008 : -... .•
DF PLANET ORIGINS - . • " '.' "
BT »EVOLDTION (DEVELOPBEBT)'
BT COSHOLOGY ' '
PLANETARY COBPOSITION
STELLAR EVOLOTION , . , ..
PLABETARY EXPLORATIOB . .• .
DSE SPACE EXPLOBATION. • ...
PLABETABY SRAVITATIOB
1105 1309 3002 3008 -
BT GRAVITATION.' .'. , .:
BT ESCAPE VELOCITY, : '•• . '., i -.- •-.,
LONAB GRAVITATION ' ' •
PLANETARY HASS . . .-
PLAHETARY LANDING
0203 3002 3006 3007 31-10.3201. .
(EXCLDDES LANDING ON THE PLANET EARTH)
BT tLAHDING • . ' • . . ' -:
SPACECRAFT LANDING .
RT CRASH LANDING, ....
GLIDE LANDINGS.. . • , . . . . •
HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT




SOFT LANDING . - . • • - . ...•'_• ;
WATER LANDING ' . '. ~
PLABETARY LONGITDDE . •
DSE PLANET EPHEHERIDES ,;
PLANETABY HAGNETIC FIELDS
2307 3008 . • .










































































































































(EXCLODES BOTIOB IBVOLVIBG DYBABIC
SOPPOBTIBG FOBCES)
BT COTTIBG
















































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





















































































































HASA IHESAUBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
PLASBA ACCELERATORS
0905 2501 2502











PLASHA SPBAYING • •.




















































































































































































NT TWO STAGE PLASBA ENGINES
BT (ENGINES
(PLASHA POKER SOURCES































1002 1203 1501 2501 2502 2702
(EXCLUDES BAGNETOHYDRODYNAHIC OR
THEBHONDCLEAB GENERATOBS OF ELECTBIC
POWEB)
UF PLASHA GENERATION-

























WIND TUNNEL DRIVES -
PLASHA GUNS
1002 1203 2501 2702
BT IPLASBA GENERATORS





































SYNTBESIS ' ' '
PLASBA JET ilBD TOHHELS
1110
DP HYDBODYNABIC TUNNELS '


















































































2307 2102 2501 2502
OF PLASBA THEOBY
BT tNUCLEAB PHYSICS






































PLASBA TBBPERATUBE -". •
POTENTIAL '
IPLASBA POIEB SODBCES







PLASHA PBOBES '• '
2102 2502






PLASBA LAYERS ' '
PLASHAGUIDES .
BADIO FBEQDENCY IHPEDANCE PBOBES
PLASHA PROPULSION
1203 2307 2501 - ' •' •





















































































































0705 0710 1002 2<I02 2103 2502
OF PLASBA SODBD RATES
HT ELECTBOSTATIC BATES
BT tELASTIC BATES .
BAGBBTOHYDBODYHARIC BATES























BATE PBOPAGATION . . • „ :
PLASHAPAOSE
:3001 1302 3003-3009 1307
BT COSHIC PLASBA
BAGBETOSPHEBE • t
PLASHA CLOUDS • . ' :•
PLASBA OSCILLATIOBS ' T:>
PLASHA PHYSICS
tPLASHAS (PHYSICS)
























































BADIATION BELTS . ,













•PLASBA GEHEBATORS - >




PLASHOIDS , . •
USE tPLASHAS (PHYSICS)








































































OSE POLYHEBIC FILBS - ...





RT CBEEP PROPERTIES • -:
FLOB. - - . _ ;. • .
IBTERBAL FRICTIOB




STEADY STATE CREEP • . . .
STBESS BELAZATION
TISCOELASTICITY " . • .
TISCOPLASTICITY - - •
PLASTIC HATEBIALS
OSE IPLASTICS
































INFLOENCE COEFFICIENT. .. -
HETHOD OF CHABACTERISTICS
PLASTIC DEFOBHATION















OSE PLASTIC PBOPEBTIES. .
PLASTICIZERS . .- . .




































































0202 0203 0701 0705 1101 2101.
































. 0903 0905 3203
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS










































0203 1403 3109 3203
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS











































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








0705 0803 1504 2103
UF PLOTTING INSTRUHENTS
NT X-Y PLOTTERS
BT AUXILIARY EQUIPHENT (COBPDTEBS)
COBPUTEB GBAPHICS
•BECOBDING IHSTRUBENTS









0705 0803 1504 2103



















































BT LIQUID COOLED BEACTOBS
•NUCLEAR REACTOfiS























. BT *CELESTIAL BODIES
PLANETS
PLUTO BEiCTOHS
0204 2202 2201 2805 3401
BT tNUCLEAR REACTORS
BT NUCLEAR BABJET ENGINES
NDCLEAB ROCKET ENGINES































BT «ACTINIDE SERIES COBPOUNDS

































RT CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS
PLOTONIUB RECYCLE TEST REACTOB
1108 2204
OF PRTH (REACTOR)
BT HEAVY WATEB BEACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
•NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
•SUCLEAH POWER REACTORS
tNUCLEAR REACTORS




































































































































































POGO ' • :
1308 3107




























































POINT BATCHING BETHOD (BATHEHATICS)


























(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS



























































































BARS (PLANET) . • .-
POLAR COOBDIRATES






0603 1507 1601 '1703 2404 3301
BT tG'ASES
BOLECDLAB GASES

























POLAB OBBIT GEOPHYSICAL OBSEBVATORY
OSE POGO ...
POLAR OBBITS












































1106 2306 2310 2102












11406 2306 2310 2U02
BT tOPTICAL BBASOREKENT






































SOBFACE TO SUBFACE BISSILES
POLABIS BISSILES
3101 3101








SURFACE TO SURFACE BISSILES
BT BULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PBOPELLAHT SOCKET ENGINES
IB-33 ENGINE
POLABIS SUBHABIBES
USE GOIDED BISSILE SUBBABINES
POLABISCOPES



















0603 0710 2301 2307 2310 2101 2404
(OSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEHH IS





































































































































































PLASBOBS ' ' •
POLABIZATIOH (BAVF.S) >'
POLES
0701 0901 0904 1102 1106 1902 2401
2404 2405
(DSE OF A HOEE SPECIFIC TEHH IS










































































































































































































































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
































































































































































































































































































POBODS BOUNDARY LAYER COHTBOL
1202 3303
























BT PLATES (STHUCTUBAL BERBERS)
•STRUCTURAL HEBBERS












































0102 0202 1101 1103 1104 1105 3110 3202
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




























SDBFACE TO SURFACE BISSILES




1902 2103 2311 3009 3406
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS











































































































































































































































































































































































(OSE OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS



































































0902 0905 1002 2301
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS



































































































0301 0303 1902 2311 2801 2805 2808
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































































0301 0302 1501 2203 2201 3101
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOHBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOW)
RT *ELECTRIC POKES PLANTS
•ENGINES
ENRICO FERBI ATOHIC POWER PLANT
HALLAB NDCLEAB POBEB FACILITY
BL-1 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
POBER BEACTORS
2201


















BASA THESAOB05 (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
LOUDNESS
POSES SUPPLIES
0701 0904 0905 0303
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TBRB IS
























0705 0710 0901 0902 1504 2306 3404
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
























DSE PLAN POSITION .INDICATORS
PPH (BODOLATIOB)
























































0701 0703 0705 0905
BT tABPLIFIEBS































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


































































































































PBEDICTIOB BECOBDIHG BASA THESAUBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
PBEDICTIOB BECOBDIHG





























































































































































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS



































































































































































0408 1201 1202 1203
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS































































































































































































0303 1201 1202 1203 1408 1504










































POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SISTEBS
SAFETY DEVICES
PBESSOBE SWITCHES





































































HI SPECTBAL SHIFT COBTBOL BEACTOB
BT LIQDID COOLED BEACTOBS
IBOCLEAB BEACTOBS
iiTEB COOLED BEACTOBS
BT HOCLEAB POHEB BEACTOBS
PBESSOBIZIBG
0303 1202 1203 3404
























































































PBIBABT COSBIC BATS '
2901
OF HEAVT COSBIC BAT PBIHABIES

















(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
































1504 1802 3302 3404
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB' IS












(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEB8 IS




I1S& TB.ESAUBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
PHIBTBD CIBCDITS
0902 0903 1002





















BT PBIBTEBS (DAfA PBOCESSIHG)
TELEPBIBTEBS

















































































































































1406 1409 1413 1504 3108
(DSE OF'A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




PIOBEEB 8 SPACE PBOBE







0802 ,1902 340ft 3406
OF BESOLVENTS
UNKNOWNS
NT ASYBPTOTIC HETHODS ' .
ITEBATIVE SOLUTION
THEOBEB PBOVIBG
BT tLEABKING . ,
BT APPROXIBATIOB ' .' . '
DECISION BAKING'
EIISTENCE THEOREBS .''.''
GHODP DYHABICS ' '








(OSB OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBEBDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOB) . .
RT BOLZA PROBLEBS , '
BOOBDABY ViLDE PBOBLEBS '

































(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS










(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOHHENDED—CONSDLT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOB)
BT BATCH PBOCISSIHG . .
*DATA PBOCESSIBG
HANDFACTOBIHG




































3101 3402 3404 3406














































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS









































































1107 1412 1902 3406
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM tS



































PBOGBAH TBEND LINE ANALYSIS
0802 3405 3406
















(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERBS IS
RECOBHENDED—CONSOLT THE TEHHS LISTED
BELOW)
NT QOADRATIC PBOGRAHBING






















































































































































































0702 0804 1303 1902 2311 3406
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS






























































































































































0710 1704 2311 2601 2603 3407
(USE OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS






















































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS































1808 2702 28014 2809

















2702 2801 2809 3301






































BT BASS RATIOS .
tRATIOS


















































1103 2702 2801 2809
HT EXPULSION BLADDERS


















2702 2801 2806 2808 2809
OF HOCKET FOEL TAHKS



















































































































































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS













































































2802 2803 2801 2809 3107
OF PBOPOLSION CALCOLATIOBS































































2702 2802 2808 3106 ' ."







































































BT METAL COMPOUNDS. . . . ,
PROTACTINIUM PLDOEIDE3 .
0603 1804 ' ''.''.....
BT FLDOBIDES












PBOTACTIHIOH 234 .'. • ...
OSE PROTACTINIUM ISOTOPES
PBOTEASE . , . .
0403 1808 . . ' • - , - , ' .
BT ENZYMES
•PROTECTION










































































ST EAB PSOTECTOKS i










































































PBOTOB BELTS . ,
1302 2403 2903


















































PBOTON IRRADIATION . . .
PROTON IRRADIATION














1601. 2306 2310 2403
BT MASERS






























































HT PBOTOH 1 SATELLITE
PBOTOF 2 SATELLITE
PBOTOB 3 SATELLITE
















































HT T TADBI STABS




















































1306 1703 1801 1806














































0103 1808 ' ,' '
BT ABIDES . '
tABIHES
tBITBOGEH COBPODHDS




BT tBEDICAL SCIEBCE' ' .' '
BT HILITABY PSYCHOLOGY





BT ACODSTICS ' '.' . ' . ;.
tPSYCHOLOGY .
PSYCHOPHYSICS . . .
BT AODITOBY PEBCEPTIOH : .'
AODITOBY SIGHALS
BELLS . . . • : > . • • •









































DSE PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS ' .
PSYCHOLOGICAL SETS
0108 0110
BT tPSYCHOLOGY ' '
BT PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS













TAYLOB BABIFEST ABXIETY SCALE
TESTS . . ' •
tPSYCBOLOGY
0108 0110 ' '
BT HILITABY PSYCHOLOGY' -
PSYCHOACOOSTICS











































































































OF DAIBLEB-BEHZ PTL-6 GAS TDHBINE
EBGIBE








































































































POLSE COBHOBICATIOB . '
0702 0708 0902 2402
OF DIGITAL COHHDBICATIOH























































BT POLSE POSITIOB HODDLATIOB
POLSE HIDTH AHPLITODE CONVEBTEBS
PDLSE FBEQDENCY HODDLATIOB










PDLSE FBBQOEHCY HODOLATIOB TELEHETBY

















































































0701 0702 0905 1002
OF CHROHOTROIS









0702 0710 1002 2102
OF PTS (HODOLATIOB)







OSE POLSE DDRATIOB ' '
POLSE BIDTH ABPLITDDE CONVERTERS






















































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS
BECOBBBNDED—COBSOLT THE TESBS LISTED










(POBPS . ' ,
POBGING ' ' • • ' ' . '
(POBPS
1501
(LIBITED TO PDBPS FOR BATERIALS—
EXCLODES BEAT POBPS)
OF HTDRAOLIC PDHPS '






ION POBPS ' ' ' ;'"' ,',














































































































































































































































RT KARL FISCHER REAGEBT
PYBIDOXIBE
0403 0105 1808



















































(TBANSFORBATION OF A CHEHICAL COBPOUBD
IBTO ONE OR BORE BEH COBPOUNDS SOLELY


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BT BOHB THEOBY ' '






































































SILICOB DIOXIDE• • • >
QOABTZ LiHPS
1411 2310 2601 '
BT tLIGHTING EQOIPBEBT ' ' ' "
LOHIBAIBES •






0702 0705 2402 2901 2902 2903



































1502 1701 2305 3303 '
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEES' IS
BECOBHEBDED—COBSOLT THE TEHBS LISTED
BELOW) ' '
BT EXTIBGOISHIBG







DIPPIBG '. . •
EXTIBGOISHIBG
IHABDEBIBG (BATEBIALS)
IHEAT TBEATBEBT ' |
BICBOSTBOCTOBE ' '




BASA THESADBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
QOEOEIBG THEOBY
0802 1902 1905 3404
BT BOBCHIHG "'
BATHEHATICAL HODELS .






















































0801 0904 0905 1103 1504
lOSK OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS








































BANGE ADD RANGE BATE TRACKING
SATELLITE-BORNE RADAR




TRACKING BADAB - .
TRSDEX RADAR SYSTEH . '. ,
BT »AIBCBAFT INSTRUMENTS. .', ..
CIRCDHLUNAB COMMUNICATION












BADAB ABSOBBEBS , . , , - . . - ,
0705 1409 2402 ' .
BT ABSOBBEBS (MATERIALS).',
RT ANTIBADAB COATINGS .
•COUNTEBBEASUBES '.
 :
ELECTROMAGNETIC ABSORPTION " .'
BADAB ABSORBING BATERIALS . , . ,
USE ANTIBADAB COATINGS
BADAB ALTIMETEBS . ; .
USE RADIO ALTIBETERS
BADAB ANTENNAS . . - . - '
0705 0901 1402. .. ;
NT BADANT ' . .
BT ANTENNAS " •. -, .
fCONDUCTORS • I "
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
•BADAR EQUIPBENT,
BT AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS ;
DIPLEXERS '. ,.
DIPOLE ANTENNAS
HIGH BESOLUTION COVERAGE ANTENNAS
HORN ANTENNAS
LENS ANTENNAS. . " ' ,
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS ' *
PARABOLIC ANTENNAS











BADAB APPROACH CONTROL. • ' , - , -
0705 1402 3110 ,
OF RAPCON (CONTBOL) ', .












SURVEILLANCE BADAB ' .'
RADAB ASTBONOBY













HAVE PROPAGATION , ,.
BADAB BACKSCATTEB
USE BACKSCATTEBING
BADAB SCATTERING ' ..
BADAB BEACONS
0705 0710 2402 ' .
UF BACON BEACONS
BT BEACONS .. . ^ , . ,,
• NAVIGATION .AIDS , '.-./'.' .''
tBADAR EQUIPBENT . ' '' . ' . I
RT AIB TBAFFIC CONTBOL ' . . |
A I R C R A F T C O M M U N I C A T I O N ' ' ' .
COBPASSES . ' • ' " .
POSITION. (LOCATION)
RADAR BEAMS '
-RADAR. RECEIVERS ,f ,.
'RADAR REFLECTORS'.
TRANSPONDERS. ' ' .
BADAB BEABS
0705 0710 2402 . , ..





BADAB CHAFF . . . .
USE CHAFF ' . .
BADAB CLOTTEB IAPS -
0704 0705 ' '..,.." , .
BT tBAPS .
BT BADAR ECHOES . '





BADAB CROSS SECTIONS. ,
0705 2402 " .;•(„' ' . , , - ,
RT ANGELS "'"'' ' ' " ' ''',''
CROSS SECTIONS . .
L0» OBSERVABLE' REENTRY VEHICLES
MOVING'TARGET INDICATORS
RADAR ANTENNAS
RADAR ECHOES . . V.
BADAR TRACKING
BADAB DATA ' .
0703 0705 1»09 ,• ' ,
BT DATS




RADAB TBACKING . '. .
VIDEO DATA '.. .
BADAB DETECTION " . .'
0705 0709 1H09 '
BT tDETECTION
MISSILE DETECTION
BT COHERENT RADAR, .' .. ,,
CONTINUOUS HAVE RADAR ,
DIGITAL RADAB SYSTEMS " . '
DOPPLEB RADAR .
ELECTRONIC CODNTERBEASURES
OPTICAL RADAB . . .
OVER-THE-HORIZON" RADAR ,
•RADAR ' -





USE RADIO DIRECTION FIHDEBS.
BADAB .DISPLAYS " . ' . .
USE BADARSCOPES
RADAB ECHOES



















•RADAR EQUIPMENT , '
0701 0705 0905











BT 4IBBOBBE EQOIPHENT •






























0705 0708 11109 2003
BT BADAB IHAGEBI
BT tHAPS



















































































































MULTIPLE BEAR INTEBVAL SCANNEBS




















BADAB DATA . '
SIGSATOBE ANALYSIS
TABGET RECOGNITION











NT BADAB'TABGET SCATTEB SITE PBOGBAH
BT ITABGETS






DF BADAB OBSEBVATION •
BT tTBACSING (POSITION)








ROVING TABGET INDICATORS .

































































0710 2311 3001 3009
BT IBATES (PEB TIRE)
VELOCITY
432








1106 2402 2902 2903

















SOLAS FIDX DBBSITY >>'
TBANSSISSOBETE8S ; '
VISIBILITY -.- . .
BABIABCI . -,
2902 2903





BT ELECTROS FLDX DENSITY
ILLOBINANCE
LOBINOqs IBTEBSITY














(DYNES/CB-SEC AS DtSTlNGDISHED FBOH
FBOB BADIATION PBESSOBE—DYBES/CB2)
DF BADIABT INTENSITY r> ,'
BADIATIOB INTEBSITY
BADIO EBEBGY












































OSE BADIABT FLDX DENSITY
BADIATIOB
0301 0111 0710 0901 2202 2311 2101
2102 2103 2903
(OSE OF A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS










































































DF GEOHAGBETICALLY TBAPPED PABTICLES
TBAPPED BADIATION
VAN ALLEN BADIATION BELTS
NT ABTIFICIAL BADIATION BELTS
INBEB BADIATION BELT
OOTEB BADIATIOB BELT
BADIATIOB DISTBIBDTIOB • ...
PBOTOB BELTS ; •
BT CHABGED PABTICLES T •. '.




BT AEBOSPACE ENVIRONMENTS ;
BELTS . ':•
 : .• ••










IONOSPBEBIC DBIFT • <-.
•B4GHETIC FIELDS
HAGNETOSPHEBE . , .
BIBBOB POINT






BADIATIOB CONTROL . .
OSE BADIATION PBOTECTIOH; ...

















BT BOBBLE CHABBEBS .
CLODD CHAHBEBS . .
COINCIDENCE CIHCDITS
DOSIBETEBS -. - .
ELECTBOSTATIC PBOBES
































1301 2102 2903 3301 ..;•
OF BADIATION FIELDS • •


















0101 0105 0408 0111.
OF OVEBEXPOSOBE
RADIATI08 EXPOSOBE: ' '
BT DOSAGE
BT BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS .
DOSIHETEBS




RADIATION PROTECTION . .













































































OSE RADIANT FLOX DENSITY
RADIATION LABS
0710 2402 2902 2903






























































RADIATIOB BETERS • . .





(DYBES PER CB SQOARED, AS













































USE BADIATIOB TOLERANCE •
BADIATION SHIELDING
0508 1802 3009 3110 3305 •
OF NUCLEAB SHIELDIBG
























TOWER SHIELDIBG REACTOR 2
BADIATION SICKNESS





























































































































HEAT TRANSFER ' '
HEAT TRABSBISSIOH
IBTEBSTELLAB BADIATIOB




BADIATION ' ' • •
RADIO BURSTS
RADIO' STABS ' ' '
SOLAB RADIATIOB
STELLAB ATBOSPHEBES
STELLAB BADIATION ' '
BADIATOBS
2102 2106 3303 ' • • : '
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TBBB IS
BECOBBEBDED—COBSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BBLOB)
RT ANTEBNAS













(GEOBETRY ' ' ''
BT CIRCLES (GEOBETRY)
CIBCOBFERENCES
DIABETERS '• ' ;




0705 1,101 1102 1107
OF RADAR ALTIBETERS


























1105 1111 1112 3001
BT ASTBOBOSICAL OBSERVATORIES
ASTBONOBICAL SPECTROSCOPY






RADAB ASTBONOBY • ' ' •
RADIO ANTENNAS ' -
RADIO'GALAZIES













VEBY BIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPBENT
BADIO ASTBONOBI EIPLOREB SATELLITE
3107 3110
BT ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES .'
EARTH SATELLITES'
EXPLORER SATELLITES ' '. •
JSATELLITES
RADIO ATTENUATION
0705 0707 0710 3105 . . ' '.





WAVE PROPAGATION ' .
RADIO ATTENUATION BBASUBBBE8T PROJECT
0705 3109
DF BAB PROJECT . .
BT 4PROGRABS . . ,
PBOJECTS '.
BADIO AURORAS .
1301 1302 2102 2903 ',. ... . .






BADIO BEACOSS ' .
 p "
0705 0710 2102 2103 . .. . "
DF BADIO BABGES





















USE BROADCASTING : ' .
RADIO BURSTS
1307 2902 '
BT SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
TYPE 2 BUBSTS ...
TYPE 3 BURSTS ' " .












NT PULSE FREQUENCY BODULATIOH
TELEBETRY
RADIO RELAY SYSTEHS '. . '
BADIO TELBGBAPHI
RADIO TELEBETRY ' "
TELEPHONY
TELEPHOTOBETBY









LONAR COHBOBICATIOH : ' '
POINT TO POINT COBBUNICATIONS
PULSE COBBUNICATION
•RADIO EQUIPHEBT ' '
BADIO HORIZONS
RADIO BETEOROLOGY

































































1302 2102 2901 2902 2903
OF THEBBAL BADIO EBISSIOB


































































0705 0710 1106 2309 2102
NT C BAND
EXTBEHELY HIGH FBEQDENCIES


































BADIO FBEQDENCY IHPEDANCE PBOBES









































































DSE RADIO FBEQOENCY INTEBFEBENCE
8ADIO IBTEBFE80BETEBS






BADIO HETBOSOLOGY ' '









































































































































































0705 2102 2901 2903










































0705 0709 2102 2901 3001
NT PULSARS


















0705 0708 1002 1409


















0705 1112 2402 3001




























OF RADIO PROPAGATION '
RADIO SIGNAL ABSORPTION
BADIO SIGNAL PROPAGATION





SHOBT WAVE BADIO TRANSMISSION
SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
TRBNSEQUATORIAL PROPAGATION
BT ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE THANSBISSION
•SIGNAL TRANSBISSION
•TRANSBISSION
































































































































USE BADIOACTITE AGE DETEBBINATIOB
BADIOACTITE DEBBIS
1301 1302 2205 2106
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



























































































































































0111 2202 2101 2103 2105 2106 3108
138












































































































































































































































0705 0901 0903 0905
BT DIELECTRICS


















































































































0101 0104 1202 2304
(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS






(BSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS











BT SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET ENGINES
TI-354 ENGIBE
RAH PROJECT





































1410 2102 3009 3110


















HETEOB 1 BOCKET VEBICLE
HAVABO HISSILE





OF SOPEBSONIC COHBOSTIOH BAHJET
HISSILE
HI HAVABO HISSILE
SLAM SUPERSONIC LOW. ALTITUDE
BISSILE
BT IHISSILES




SURFACE TO AIR HISSILES












(OSE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
RECOHRENDED—CONSULT TBE TEBHS LISTED
BELOW)







































































































































0201 1902 1901 2311 3006 3009 3106 .
(DSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEHH IS









































BARGE AND BANGS BATE TRACKING
0705 0709 1109 2102 3110
BT *RADAR
•TRACKING (POSITION)
RT GLOBAL TRACKING NETBORK
BISSILE TRACKING










0705 0709 1901 2102
(EXCLUDES ERRORS IN DISTANCE










NT LASEB BANGE FINDERS
OPTICAL BABGE FIBDEBS













































BANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEH
3001 3105 3108
. BT tCOBHONICATIOB EQUIPMENT
SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
RT RANGEB LONAB PROBES






































RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCB VEHICLE













































NT RABGER LDNAB LANDING VEHICLES
BANGEB 1 LONAR PBOBE
RANGER 2 LDNAR PROBE
BANGER 3 LDNAR PBOBE
BANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
BANGEB 5 LDNAR PROBE
BANGEB 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGEB 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LDBAR PROBE
RANGEB 9 LDNAB PBOBE





BT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE













BARGEE SATELLITES THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTISG)
LOHAB PBOBES
KISSES LDSAH LANDISG VEHICLES
BARGES LOHAB PBOBES
BARGEE SATELLITES

















































OSE RADAR APPBOACH CODTBOL
BAPID ADTOBATIC BALFDRCTIOR ISOLATION
OSE RABIS (SYSTEH)
























HT ERBIDH ALLOYS '
DEODYBIOB ALLOYS
BT tALLOYS





























































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
RECOBHEDDED—CORSOLT THE TERHS LISTED
BELOB)
BT . HELIOH COHPOOHDS
























































0603 1203 2101 3301








































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)

























































































LOB ASPECT BATIO :
BACH NDBBEB
BASS RATIOS
BILLS B1TIO • •
BODULAB RATIOS'
NDSSELT NDBBEB • . '
OPTICAL REFLECTION
PSYLOAD BASS RATIO








































































0710 1202 3301 •
BT DIBENSIONLESS NDBBEBS
tBATIOS : •
RT BENABD CELLS • • • • ..
BUOYANCY































0701 1601 1902 2102 2306 2103 2502
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
































USE RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS
























































0408 0506 0603 2405 3407
(OSE OP I HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








0603 2202 2807 2808
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BBCOBBEBDED—COBSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)































































2203 2204 2405 2406
BT COBES


















HIGH TEBPEBATOBE NUCLEAB BEACTOBS
•NOCLEAB BEACTOBS









BEACTOB IB FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
OSE BIFT (BEACTOB IB FLIGHT TEST)
BEACTOB BATESIALS
2203 2204 2405
OF BOCLEAB BEACTOB BiTEBIALS














2202 2203 2201 2405
HT BOCLEAB FDEL BOBHOP







2202 2203 2204 3404
BT SAFETY











TBABSIBNT HEACTOB TEST FACILITY
BEACTOB STABTOP TESTS









2202 2203 2204 3404
BT BOCLEAB FOEL BOBHDP
BT AHBDLAB COBE PULSE BEACTOBS
ENGINEERING
EBGIHEEBING TEST BEACTOBS
BASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIB6)
HABFOBD BEACTOBS
HIGH TE8PEBATOBE StJCLEAB KEACTOBS
tHOCLEAB BEACTOBS







0504 0904 0905 2203 2204
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBSEBDED—COHSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)




HIGH TEBPEBATOBE NOCLEAB BEACTOBS
IBOCLEAB BEACTOBS





































































INTEGBATED SISSIOB COBTBOL CEBTEB
BEAL 7ABIABLES
1902 1903






































































































0101 1201 1202 1203 3105
















CARBON DIOXIDE REHOVAL -
EXPIRED AIB
LIFE SDPPOBT SYSTEBS
SPACECBAFT CABIN ATBOSPHEBES ,
RECEIVERS
























(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















































0303 1202 1204 2805
BT tFLUID FLOB








































































































0207 1101 1102 3101
DF RECONNAISSANCE DBOBE AIBCBAFT
























































0202 0701 0802 1101 1102 2002
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
BECOHBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)


























































































1102 3102 3103 3110
BT tLADNCH VEHICLES
BT BOOSTER BECOVEBY .
LAUNCH VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
















































BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
BOOSTGLIDE VEHICLES
*HYPERSOBIC VEHICLES













0101 0201 1202 3105 3107
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






















RIB BOB PARACHUTES .;
SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
RECOVERY TEBPERATURE
USE SKIN TEBPERATURE (NON-BIOLOGICAL)























































































































































SDBFACE TO AIB BISSILES









0602 1902 3406 3407
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





















































































































































































































































JIB DANDY 2 BEENTBY BODY
LIBEBTY BELL 7
LIFTING BEENTBI VEHICLES
LOB OBSEBVABLE BEEHTBY VEHICLES
H-2 LIFTIHG BODY
HANEDVEBABLE BEEHTBY BODIES
HABK 1 BEEHTBY BODY
HAHK 2 BEEBTBY BODY
HABK 3 BEEBTRY BODY
HABK 4 BEEHTBY BODY
HABK 5 BEENTBY BODY
HABK 6 BEENTBY BODY
HABK 10 BEENTBY BODY
HABK 11 BEEBTBY BODY
BABK 12 BEENTBY BODY
HABK 17 BEENTBY BODY






TBAILBLAZEB 1 BEENTBY VEHICLE
















































(OSE OF A 80BE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














































































































HAVE HEFLECTIOH - •






















































































































































0602 2701 2702 2801 2805 2808 3203














1701 1704 1801 2310.



































H O N F L A H I I A B L E HATEBIALS
HOZZLE RALLS
•PYBOLYTIC BATERIALS
































BT BEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
BEFBACTORY PEBIOD


























1803 2303 3303 0501


































































0<t03 OH OH 0408
(DSE OF.A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


























































































(USE OP A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSDLT TBE TERBS LISTED
BELOK)










BT tCOBPOTEB STORAGE DEVICES





















































(EXTRACT ENERGY NEEDED FOR OPERATION
FBOB TBE VARIABLE, HATERIAL, OH
CONDITION BEING BEGOLATED) .






















SURFACE TO SURFACE BISSILES
RT SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
TURBOJET ENGINES
450












































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS

































































(DSE OF i BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





































































2308 2401 2404 3407
(DSE OF i BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





















































(OSE OF i BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS













































































































































DF PBESSOBE BELIEF VALVES



















KE10CATIOS . ' .




































































































































0707 2102 3104 3109
BT *GDIDABCB (BOTIOB)
BT COHBAHD GOIDABCE













































0202 1202 1110 2805 2806 2808 3109






































































































0404 0702 1107 3407
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERfl IS
































































3404 3106 3409 1106











SADDLE POINTS (GABE TBEOBY)
BT DESIGN
4EXPLOBATION







































































BESBABCB FACILITIES • . . • HASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTISG)
RT DESIGH '" ' (FOB SUBFACE BATES STOBAGE—BOT OIL OB *CBEBICAL PBOPEBTIES
tlBVESTIGATIOH GAS POOLS) COHSTBICTIOHS
HABAGEBENT PLANBIBG ' BT BASIBS (COBTAIBEBS) • COHTACT BESISTAHCE
OPEBATIOHS BESEABCH DABS ' CORBOSIOH BESISTAHCE *
(PBOGBABS ' EVAPORATIOH ' CRACK PBOPAGATIOH
PROJECT HAHAGEBEBT LAKES • ' CBBEP STBEBGTH ' -
BESEABCH PHOJECTS ' POHDS - .- t - ' ' DABPIHG
SYSTEHS EHGIBEEBIBG ' RIVERS • DIFFUSIVITY
TECBBOLOGY UTILIZATIOB STBEABS ' • ' DDBABILITY
HEAPOHS- DEVBLOPBEBT '- ' BESIDUAL GAS ' '' tELECTBICAL PBOPERTIES
BESEARCH FACILITIES :•" ' • 1203 1506 • ELECTRICAL BESISTASCE-
1106 1108 3404 • • - • • BT (GASES ELECTBICAL BBSISTIVITY
BT FACILITIES .
 RT GETTEBS . - FLABBABILITY
tLABORATORIES *'• BIGB VACUUB ' FLOS BESISTA8CE
BESEABCH PBOJECTS ' ' OUTGASSIHG • ' . • FBACTDBE STREBGTB
SPACE LABORATORIES ' PARTIAL PRESSURE ' FUSIBILITY
tTEST FACILITIES : DLTBAHIGH VACUDB ' • IBBDHITY
BESEABCH BAHAGEBEBT ' • ' IVACUUB APPABATUS " IBPACT STBEHGTB
3404 3405 3406 31)09 " ' VACUUM TUBES ' • (IBPEDAHCE
BT (BAHAGEBEHT • - - . - . . . BESIDDAL STBESS • KAPITZA RESISTAHCE
BT ALLOCATIOHS" ' '•' " 1504 3203 LIFE (DURABILITY) ' . " :
BUDGETS •' •'' ' ' UF IHTERHAL STRESS • • •' . BAGBETOBESISTIVITY
EHGIBEEBIHG BAHAGEBEBT BT tSTBESSBS •' OXIDATIOH HESISTAHCE . '
GOALS " ' ' •• BT CREEP PROPERTIES ' PEBBEABILITY • .'
IHDUSTBIAL BABAGEBEBT ' ' ' (BACBIHIHG ' ' PREVEHTIOH '
HAHPOHBB ' BELAXATIOH (BECHAHICS) • ' fPBOTECTIOH
OPEBATIOHS'SESEARCB '-• STBJIH HABDEHIHG ' • " OUALITY
(PBBSOHHEL '• . • STBESS BELAXATIOH RADIATIOH TOLERAHCE
PRIORITIES : - ' STBESS RELIEVING ' . ' ' BETiBDIHG
BESEABCB PBOJECTS ' TEBPEBATUBE IBVERSIOBS tSEHSITIVITY
1108 3404 3409 RESIDUES - ' SHOCK BESISTAHCE
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS 0505 0601 0603 ' - ' SKIH HESISTABCE
BECOBBEHDED—COBSULT THE TEBBS LISTED HT ASHES " ' (STABILITY •
BELOW) fHASTES ' THEHHAL BESISTAHCE
BT FBEHCH SPACE PBOGBABS • HESILIESCB ' '-•'' '''•' TOLESAHCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
(BAHAGEBEHT ' " 3203 ' ' "; VULHERABILITY' '" "
BASA PROGRABS BT (HECHAHICAL PBOPEBTIES ' ! BAVE RESISTABCE
(PBOGBABS ' BT COBPBESSIVE STBEBGTH ' ' BESISTAHCE COEFFICIEHTS
PBOJECT BABAGEBEBT' ELASTIC PBOPERTIES ' '." DSE (COEPFICIEHTS
PBOJECTS ' • SHEAR PROPERTIES ' • ' '• RESISTAHCE" "
(BESEARCB • SPBIBGS (ELASTIC) ' BESISTABCE HEATIHG
BESEABCH ABD DEVELOPBEBT TEBSILE STBEBGTH ' ' 0905 1002 3303
RESEARCH FACILITIES BESIB BOHDIHG " UF JOULE HEATIHG
SPACE PBOGBABS 0602 0603 1808 BT tHEATIHG
BESEABCH TOBPEDO COHFIGUBATIOBS BT (BOHDIBG '• RT ARC HEATIHG
USE TORPEDOES HT ADHESIVE BOHDIHG ' ELECTROSLAG BEFIBI8G :
BESEiBCB VEHICLES - . - • ' . ' BETAL BpBDIHG ' GAS HEATIHG
3004 3007 3110 3404 ' BETAL-HETAL-BOBDIBG '• • BESISTABCE THEBBOBETEBS
(VEHICLES DBSIGHED TO BE SUBJECTS''OF tBESIHS ' • : ' 1408 3303 '
BESEABCB HOT BESEABCH EQUIPBEBT 1809 1810 .' • • ' BT tBEASURIBG IBSTBUBEBTS
COBTAIBERS) HT ACBYLIC BESIHS • - TEBPEBATUBE BEASUBIHG IHSTBUHEHTS
BT BOATS ADDITIOH BESIHS : ' THERHOBETEBS
FLIGHT VEHICLES : ' ALKYD BESIHS' ' ' . BT BOLOBETEBS
LDBAB BOVIHG VEHICLES' EPOXY BESIHS '' • OHBBETEBS
HILITABY VEHICLES •• " ' FUBAH BESIBS '' " ' TEBPEBATUBE HEASDBEBEHT
SPACE LABOBATOBIES IOH EXCBAHGE BESIHS '-• TBEBBOCOUPLE PYBOBETEBS
SPACECRAFT ' BICARTA •' " '•' f RESISTIVITY
UBDEBHATEB VEHICLES ' HYLOH (TBADEHABK) "' "' ' USE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
VEHICLES ' ' PHEHOLIC BESIHS " BESISTOJET EHGIHES
IHATEB VEBICLES - POLYABIDE BESIHS ' •'" 0202 2803 2805 2808 3110
RESEBPIHE ' ' • • • • ' . - • ' POLYESTEB RESIHS ' OF BESISTOJETS .
0403 0405 0408 POLYETHER RESIBS , ' RT ARC JET EHGIHES
BT ALKALOIDS POLYIBIDE :RESIBS ' PLASBA EBGIBES
»DBUGS ' POLYBETHYL BETHACBYLATE" ' PULSED JET EBGIHES- •
tHETEBOCYCLIC COHPODHDS POLYDBETHAHE BESIBS BESISTOJETS
IBITBOGEH COBPOUHDS ""-' ' SILICOHE BESIHS • ; USE BESISTOJET EHGIHES
PEBTOBABBITAL SODIUH . . . • • SYHTHETIC BESIHS • " •• RESISTORS
HT AHTIHYPEBTEHSIVE AGEHTS ' THEBHOPLASTIC BESIBS ' 0902 0904 0905 1002
RESERVES THEBBOSETTIBG BESIHS UF TUHHEL BESISTOBS
1502 1703 1805 3402 3404 VIHIL COPOLYBEBS •' • HT POTEHTIOHBTERS (BESISTOBS)
BT ABU8DAHCE BT ACRYLATES •• ; PBIHTED BESISTORS
AVAILABILITY BAKELITE (TRADEBARK) ' ' THEBBISTOBS '
COHTIBGEHCY ' ' DELRIH (TBADEBABK) • BT 4ATTEHUATOBS
CBDDE OIL ' FILLEBS ' RT BALLASTS (IBPEDAHCES)
ECOHOBIC FACTORS LEXAH (TBADEBABK) ELECTBIC COBDUCTOBS
ESTIHATES ' :> BELABIHE • '•'• ''•"'• ' »ELECTBIC FILTERS ' "
ESTIHATIHG ~ PABAPLASTS ' ' ' ELECTBIC REACTORS
EVALUATIOH . . PATTERHS ' FILAHEBTS
EXPLOITATION ' PBLOBOGLUCIHOL PROTOCOHDUCTOBS '
OEXPLOBATIOH ' PLASTISOLS . - > ' • • . SBSICOHDUCTOBS (BATEBIALS)
tFOBECASTIBG TEFLOB (TBADEBABK)- SOLID STATE DEVICES
I11VBSTOBIES • - • " " BBSISTASCB '"• •'• VABISTOBS' '
HVEHTOHY COHTBOLS ' ' ' 0101 1001 1202 2304 2311'3303 (RESOLUTION -
HATEBIALS'' ' :' (USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC'TEBB'IS 1406 1407 1409 1412 1413 3406 3407
HIHEBAL DEPOSITS " BECOBBEBDED—CONSULT TBE TEBBS LISTED UF RESOLVIHG POWER '
HIHES (EICAVATIOBS) ' ' BBLOH) ' " HT ABGULAH RESOLUTIOH '
PBODUCTIOH '- '•'• UF COHDUCTAHCE ' • • • ' : ' • " HIGB'BESOLUTIOH . '
(BESOUBCES • "•'•• BESISTAHCE COEFFICIENTS' BADAB BESOLUTIOH ' •
STOCKPILIHG HT ABBASIpH RESISTABCE ' SPECIAL BESOLUTIOB
SIOBASE ' ACCELEBATIOH TOLESASCE' BT ACCURACY'
BESEBVOIRS ' (ACOUSTIC PBOPEBTIES . BLURRIHG
0505 ' ' AEBODYBAHIC DBAG CBARACTEB BECOGBITIOB

































0710 1003 2301 2306 2308 2311 21(03









































2311 2402 2103 2502




















































































































0404 0408 0501 0504 3407
UF APNEA . ...
IBBALATIOB
BT HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
LIQUID BBEATHIBG




EXPIRED AIR • •









































































0408 0802 1003 1409



































2807 2808 3106 ,
-' BT tEBGIBES
BOCKET EHGIBES




HTBBID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
IOB EBGIBES
LIQUID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EBGIBES
BDCLEAB BOCKET ENGINES
BETBOBOCKET EBGINES




















































0101 0201 1202 1504 2311
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEES IS






























(DSP, OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





































































































LIQOID PBOPELLANT BOCKET EHGIBES























BETDBB TO EABTB SPACE FLIGHT
• 3004 3007 3104 3105
BT tSPACE FLIGBT




















































































3402 3406 . "
BT REGENERATORS
REYNOLDS EQDATIOI
0101 1201 1202 1902 '
OF REYNOLDS LAW








0101 1201 1202 3408
OP CBITICAL BEYBOLDS BHHBEB
BT DIHEBSIONLESS BOHBEBS
IBATIOS





GBASHOF NDBBEB ' '
IHVISCID.FLOB
LARINAB PLOW










OF BBEIB BP-1 AIRCRAFT
: BT BONOPLANES
BHEIB AIBCRA7T




















































































BIBS (SOPPOBTS) • -. - •
BT OHITED STATES OF &HEBICA
BHODIOB - •
1703




BHOOIOB ALLOYS .. . -
1701
BT *ALIOYS , • ' • . •> , . > , - : •
BHODiDH COHPOUNDS:- .• • • ••
1804 " •'•" '?'. " '•• • '••'
BT GROUP 8 COBPOONDS ' :
RHODIUH ISOTOPES - '
1804 ' > • • : ' .
UP BHODIDfl 102 4 . • - '
BHODIOH 106 -•'
BT *CBEBICAL ELEHEBTS '
ISOTOPES
NOCLIDES . • ' . • '
BHODIUB ••• ' •• * ' ' .










RT ANTENNA DESIGN •- • • ' ' •








(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS










BT ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
ALTERNATIONS . ' '
*CYCLES







0202 0208 0508 0605 .1101. 1703 1805
BT CONVEYORS























































0102 0402 1305 1504
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






































BIFT (BEACTOB IN FLIGHT TEST)
2202 2201 3409 .
UF BEACTOB III FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
BT SATDBN PBOJECT
BIGGING
0202 1102 1103 1104 1504 3102



























































LOB ASPECT BATIO RINGS
BIGIDITY
3404 3408
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS


















































NASA THESAUBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BING RINGS
0104 1204 3202










(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














































































































LIQUID PEOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
BL-10 ENGINES . '
BOCKET ENGINES '' ''


















LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
















































RT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS -" '










ROCHE LIHIT " • "". • .







• ROTATING BODIES' ' '• '
TWO BODY PROBLEB ' '
ROCK BOLTS :' '
1504
BT BOLTS ' ' '
• FASTENERS ' '
BOCK SALT '' '
USE HALITES
ROCKET BOOSTERS ' '
USE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES'
ROCKET-BORNE INSTBOIESTS




































OF HISSILE ENGINE CASES•
ROCKET HOTOR CASES •
BT CASES (CONTAINERS)
RT HISSILE BODIES •
ORTHOTROPIC CYLINDERS
PERPORATED SHELLS " •'
•SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
THRUST CHABBERS
ROCKET ENGINE COBTBOL ' '
2807 2808
BT ENGINE COBTBOL ' '
RT *ATTITUDE CONTROL '"-••






BOCKET ENGINES •.•'-.' ' ' '
MISSILE CONTROL'
REMOTE CONTROL ' -
SERVOCONTROL ' -
•SPACECRAFT CONTROL .' •
THRUST CONTROL
ROCKET KHGISE DESIGN .' : ' ' ! .
2808 3404
RT COLD FLOB TESTS
DESIGN
ENGINE TESTS ' '• •': - .;''-,-
PREFIRING TESTS
HOVER PROJECT ' : '
ROCKET ENGINE 1KS-120 ' <•• '
2808 .' ' • • •.
BT tENGINES " " * :• • • . ' . - :
BOCKET ENGINES • ' :'
SOLID PROPEILANT. ROCKET ENGINES
BOCKET ENGINE 2KS-36250 • ' . •
2808 • : >
BT AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES' '•"




SOLID PROPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINE 9KS-11000
2808 ' •'- --• • • • • > •
BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES ' •
• ENGINES .' . '
ROCKET ENGINES ' • ' "•
ROCKET EBGI5E 15KS-25000
2808 * ;'
BT AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES ' ' •
•ENGINE'S ' ' -
JATO ENGINES •-
•LAUNCHERS
ROCKET ENGINES - '
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINE NOISE • '•
2808. 3301 ' '
BT *ELASTIC HAVES ' ' •'•'.'
ENGINE NOISE ' •
NOISE (SOUND) . . - . • . - ••.".-
SOUND W A V E S " • '
RT MUFFLERS ' • '• r
ROCKET EXHAUST
BOCKET ENGINE NOZZLE EJECTOB PBOGBAB
USE RENE PROG BAB




NT AJ-10 ENGINE ' •
ALGOL ENGINE '. •'
ASHOC ENGINE • •
BE-3 ENGINE ' :
BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES .






B-1 ENGINE ' '
HERCULES ENGINE
• BEDS ROCKET ENGINES'
HOT HATER ROCKET ENGINES




LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES
LB-59-AJ-13 ENGINE - . ...
LB-87-AJ-3 ENGINE "
LR-87-AJ-5 ENGINE




L8-62-BB-2 ENGINE' '•- - =
H-1 ENGINE : ; . .
H-46 ENGINE" .: k
B-55 ENGINE * . : - . . :
B-56 ENGINE
H-57 ENGINE
H-100 ENGINE' ' :
HA-2 ENGINE






BIKE BOOSTEB BOCKEf EHGIBES










































































































































































































































































HT ABLESTAR LAONCH VEHICLE
AEROBEE BOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA A BOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C BOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
AGEHA ROCKET VEHICLES






»BGO D~4 BOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO D-8 BOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO E-5 BOCKET VEHICLE
ABGO BOCKET VEHICLES
ASP BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 1500 BOCKET VESICLE
ASTBOBEE BOCKET VEHICLES
ATHENA BOCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAOBCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LADSCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CEHTAUB LAUBCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• BERENICE BOCKET VEHICLE
BLACK BBANT 1 SODHDING BOCKET
BLACK BBAHT 2 SOUBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBAHT 3 SOOBDIHG BOCKET
BLACK BBAST 4 SOUBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBANT 5 -SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BBANT SOUNDING SOCKETS
BLACK KNIGHT SOCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOOT JB BOCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOOT BOCKET VEHICLE







DQBBIEB PABAGLIDEB BOCKET VEHICLE
EL.DO LAUNCH VEHICLE
EMS SOOBDING BOCKET
FOLDING PIN AtBCRAFT BOCKET VEHICLE
GENIE BOCKET VEHICLE







JONO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAONCH VEHICLE
JONO 5 LAONCH VEHICLE
JIJPITEB C HOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 6 BOCKEI VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 BOCKET VEHICLE
K4PPA 9 BOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA BOCKET VEHICLES
LAMBDA BOCKET VEHICLES
LITTLE JOE 2 LAONCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN BOCKET VEHICLE
LOKI BOCKET VEHICLE











NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE




BAH B LAUBCH VEHICLE
BOCKET PLANES
BOBIS BOCKET VEHICLE
SATUBN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUSCH VEHICLE
SATUBB LAUBCH VEHICLES
SATUBB 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATBBN 2 LAOSCH VEHICLES
SATOBN 5 LAUBCH VEHICLES






SATUBB 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBB 1 SA-2 LAONCH VEHICLE
SATUBN SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUHB SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE




SIBGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SKUA BOCKET VEHICLES
SKYDABT 2 BOCKET VEHICLE
SKYLAHK BOCKET VEHICLE
SOUBDING BOCKETS
STABDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAONCH VEHICLE IB
STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE P 1
STANDARD LAONCH VEHICLE 1
STAHDABD LAUBCH VEHICLE 5
STANDABD LAOBCH VEHICLES
STBONGARB BOCKET VEHICLE
SOBFACE TO SOHFACE BOCKETS
THOB ABLE BOCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGEBA LAUNCH VEHICLE.
THOB DELTA LAONCH VEHICLE.
THOB LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOBAD LAONCH VEHICLES
TITAN 3 LAOBCH VEHICLE
TITAB LAUBCH VEHICLES
VABGUABD 2 LAUBCH VEHICLE
VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE ,
VENUS FLY TBAP BOCKET VEHICLE
VEBOBIQUE BOCKET VEHICLES
VEBONIQUE V-27 ROCKET VEHICLE















TBAILBLAZEB 1 BBENTBY VEHICLE











(USE OF A HOBS'SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOHHENDED—COHSULT THE TERHS LISTED
BELOH)
UF ROCKETBY



















SURFACE TO AIB BISSILES
SURFACE TO SUBFACE BISSILES






0205 2809 3106 3108




























































1501 1701 1806 2601






























0101 0201 1501 1704 1805 3203


















•BETAL WORKING ' • •
BOLLEB BEARINGS
1503 ;'1504 - • • •;
'•' BT • ' AHTIFBICTION BEABIHGS
•BEARINGS
BT BALL BEARINGS
BEEDLE BEARINGS • -
' THRUST BE1BINGS







PLATENS • • • • • •
POLLET3 ' , '
BOLL





(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDEB—COHSOLT THE TEHBS LISTED
BELOW)
BT ADSFOBIIIBG • "
FLATTENING
FOBGIBG







BT DIBASIC LOADS.' • . • -
tLOADS (FOBCES) = • • •
BT ASTIFBICTIOH BEABIBGS



































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBS IS

















0408 0410 : .
BT PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS





BT ANTENNA BADIATION PATTERNS














BOSS ICE SBELF • • • . •
1305 .












NT FLUID ROTOR GYBOSCOPES










































































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS





































































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB ;IS
































0104 0201 0206 2308

















































































(OSE OP A KOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS



















(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












































































BT BOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
IBOCKET VEHICLES






























































BT COBPUTEB PBOGBABBING . : '
COBPUTEBS
TIBE SHARING















(ALIGNBEBT HITH SUBWAYS—NOT ALIGNHENT
OF BDBBAYS)



























BT AIRFIELD SOBFACE BOVEBEBTS
AIBPORTS
•LANDIBG














































BT tALLOIS . . .
BDTBEBIOH COHPOIJHDS
0603 1703 . . . ' '





BOTHEHIDB ISOTOPES i. . - •
2406
OF BDTHEHION 106 , . ,



















0207 . • .
OF BIAS HIHTABI AIBCBAFT



































































































OSE EJPLOBER 12 SATELLITE
S-6 SATBJ.LITE
















OSE 6BIEL 1 SATELLITE
S-S2 SATELLITE




OSE BEACON EXPLORER A
S-74 SATELLITE
OSE EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
S BiVBS
































SAAB 401 AIR COSHIOB VEHICLE
0205














































































































































































OSE SAAB 91 AIBCBAFT


































SAINT VENANT FLEIUHE PBOBLEB
DSE SAINT VENANT PBINCIPLE
SAIBT TENANT PBINCIPLE
3203
OF SAINT VENANT FLEXDBE PBOBLEB





















































0603 1701 1804 1808
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEHB IS






























































































BT SCOOT LAUNCH VEHICLE





























































































USE SHALL ASTRONOBY SATELLITES
SAS-A
3001 3009 3107

























































































0707 1110 2102 3006 3107
































0709 1102 1109 3107



































































1308 2003 2001 .3101 3107
BT OBSEBVATION



















1901 2102 3006 3107






















1901 2102 3006 3107
SATELLITE PZBTOBBATIOB BASA TBESAUBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)




















































' GLOBAL TBACKING NETBOBK
BIBITRACK SYSTEM
OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PBOGBAB
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRACKING






STADAN (SATELLITE TRACKING NETBOBK)
TBANSPOBDEB COBTROL GBOUP
SATELLITE TBACKIBG AND DATA ACQ NETROBK
DSE STADA8 (SATELLITE TBACKIHG SETHOBK)
SATELLITE TBANSBISSION












1901 2004 3001 3006 3104 3107 3110
(EXCLUDES PLANETS)
UF BANEUVERABLE SATELLITES .



















































COSBOS 144 SATELLITE .
COSBOS 149 SATELLITE
COSBOS 166 SATELLITE




















































ESSA 8 SATELLITE . . .





EVASIVE SATELLITES ; <j
EIPLOBEB S-46 SATELLITE : .•
EXPLOBEB S-55 SATELLITE '.
EXPLOBEB S-46- , , .
EXPLOBEB S-55 !.•. . ..1
EXPLOBEB 1 SATELLITE j
EXPLOBER 2 SATELLITE •
EXPLORES 3 SATELLITE
EXPLOBEB 4 SATELLITE - -
EXPLOBER 5 SATELLITE




EXPLOBEB 10 SATELLITE •
EXPLOBEB 11 SATELLITE ., .















EXPLOBEB 27 SATELLITE •
EXPLOBEB 28 SATELLITE




EXPLOBEB 33 SATELLITE . .






































ISIS-X ; . • •










































































SAB HABCO SATELLITE .
SAB HABCO 1 SATELLITE












SOLAB BADIATIOB 1 SATELLITE





















































BT ASTBOBAUTICS . •
CYLIHDRICAL ANTENNAS













































0601 0603 2003 3107
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEBfl IS
SAT0RB 2 LAUNCH VESICLES












(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS
































NT SATORN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATORN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATHBB 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATDBB 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATORB 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUBCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAOBCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-U LAUBCH VEHICLE
SATDRB 1 SA-5 LAUBCH VEHICLE
SATURB 1 SA-6 LADBCH VEHICLE
SATURB 1 SA-7 LAUBCH VEHICLE
SATURB 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE









SATDBB 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
3103
BT SATOHB 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBB 1 SA-2 LADBCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LADNCH VEHICLE
SATDBN 1 SA-K LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATDBB 1 SA-5 LADBCH VEHICLE
SATOBN 1 SA-6 LADNCH VEHICLE
SATOHB 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATDBB 1 SA-8 LAONCH VEHICLE
SATDBB 1 SA-9 LADBCH VEHICLE













S1TDBB 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES ..
tROCKET VEHICLES
SATDBN L1DHCH VEHICLES






BT J-2 ENGIBE •
SATDRN S-1B STAGE
SATDBN S-llB STAGE ;
SATOBB S-2r.STAGE , • .
SiTOBB PROJECT
3001 3102 3103 3110 3109
BT • NASA PBOGBAHS
tPBOGBAHS ' .
PBOJECTS



























BT' LIQUID PROPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN S-4B STAGE
3103
BT tBOCKET VEHICLES •
SATDBB STAGES
BT LIQOID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES





BT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SATDBB S-1 STAGE
3103
BT tBOCKET VEHICLES i
SATURN STAGES
BT LIQOID PHOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SATUBN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATUBN 1 LAOBCH VEHICLES
SATDHN 1 SA-1 LAONCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUBB 1 SA-3 LADNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-1 LADNCH VEHICLE
SATURH 1 SA-5 LADNCB VEHICLE
SATDHN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH.VEHICLE
SATORN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATORB 1 SA-8 LAOBCH VEHICLE
SATORN 1 SA-9 LADNCH VEHICLE





BT LIQOID PBOPELLABT BOCKET ENGIBES





BT LIQOID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES











SATDBN 1 SA-6 LAOHCH VEHICLE
SATOBN 1 SA-7 LADNCH VEHICLE
SATDRN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATDBB 1 SA-9 LAUBCH VEHICLE
SATOBN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE






SATDBN 1 LADBCH VEHICLES
BT SATDBB S-1 STAGE
SATDBN S-1 STAGE






SATDBN 1 LAOBCH VEHICLES
HT SATOBB S-1 STAGE
SATDBN S-1 STAGE






SATUBN 1 LAONCH VEHICLES
HT SATDBN S-1 STAGE
SATOBN S-1 STAGE






SATURN 1 LAUNCB VEHICLES
RT SATOBB S-1 STAGE
SATOBB S-1 STAGE






SATURN 1 LAONCH VEHICLES
BT SATDBB S-1 STAGE
SATOBN S-0 STAGE






SATOBB 1 LADNCH VEHICLES
BT SATDBN S-1 STAGE
SATUBB S-1 STAGE






SATDBB 1 LAONCH VEHICLES
BT SATOBN S-1 STAGE :
SATDBN S-1 STAGE






SATUBN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
BT SATUBN S-1 STAGE
SATUBB S-1 STAGE






SATOBH 1 LAUBCH VEHICLES
RT SATUBB S-1 STAGE
SATUBB S-U STAGE






NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SATDRN 1 LAONCH VEHICLES '




NT SATORB S-1B STAGE ' ''
SATORB S-1B STAGE
SATDRN S-1C STAGE
SATORN S-1 STAGE i"
SATDRB S-2 STAGE -
SATOBN S-1 STAGE
BT tBOCKET VEHICLES
















3009 3101 3105 3109

























































SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
tTRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
RT PASSEBGEH AIRCBAFT
SCALAR HAGBETIC CHARGE ;








1406 1108 1702 1902
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





























BT (DIMENSIONS • . .
HEIGHT
BT (EARTH ATHOSPHBRE -
GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT




















(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS































BT tBABE EABTH COHPOUNDS




























0705 0801 0901 0905 1404 1409
DF SCANNING DEVICES













































USE SUPEBSONIC COBBERCIAL AIB TBANSPOBT
SCATTEB PBOPiGATION
0710 2309 2402
ST IONOSPHEBIC F-SCATTEB PBOPAGATION















0710 2301 2310 2311 3407
UF SCATTEBEBS







































































0710 2306 2309 2402

































































































































































































COMPLEX VARIABLES • .
*FUNCTIONS (MATHESATICS) : -
BT COBFORBAL BAPPIBG
SCHBABZSCBILD ANTENNAS




























(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERM IS











































































USE CLESViGE . ;
SCOOPS




•INTAKE SYSTEMS '. . . . .
HOSE ISLETS





















































SAD BABCO SATELLITE '
SCOOT PBOJECT




















(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
















OSE SOPEBSONIC COMBUSTION BABJET . .
ENGINES
SCBABJETS :
OSE SDPEBSONIC COBBOSTION BABJET
ENGINES
SCBAP ' : - ••
0505 0602 1502 1505 3U04
BT CHIPS
DEBBIS





















(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








0705 0905 1407 2306 2310
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








































SEA STATES - •
BT CONSTELLATIONS
SCYLLA
2205 • . . '











•DATA PBOCESSING EOUIPBENT '
DIGITAL COBPUTEBS






SDS 900 SEBIES COHPUTEBS
0801





USE EXPLOBEB 30 SATELLITE
SE-210 AIBCBAFT
0204
OF CARA7EI1E AIBCBAFT • '








UF ALOOETTE 3 HELICOPTEH




•SUD A V I A T I O N AIBCBAFT
•V/STOL AIBCBAFT
SEA ICE






































































SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES


























































































































































SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES
BT SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES





















































































































0202 0404 0405 1102 1106 3110 3203
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS







(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




































































































































(BEASUBEHEBT OF THE HIGH FBEQUEBCY









































































































































- LOBAB:cBDST ' •
















SELF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL SYSTEBS











BT ADAPTIVE COBTROL • ' '
LABDIBG GEAR
















2304 2307 2402 2502 2601' '
UF SCF







SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIOBS
OSE SELF EBECTING DEVICES
SPACE STATIONS '
SELF DIFFUSION
OSE (DIFFUSION • ;
SELF EBECTIBG ABTEHBAS :
OSE ANTEN&AS
. SELF 8BECTING DEVICES
SELF EBECTIBG DEVICES
.0203 0303-0701 2104 3004 3007 3110












1002 1003 1504 1601 2501
BT IEXCITATION
BT FOBCED VIBRATION










SELF IBDDCED VIBBATION '•'
1003 1504 2308
NT PANEL FLOTTEB ' '• <
SDBSONIC FLDTTER
SDPEHSOBIC FLOTTER
TRANSONIC FLOTTEB >" '
BT STBDCTOBAL VIBRATION







TORSIONAL VIBRATION " -' : '
SELF LDBRICATIBG HATEBIALS













1003 3001 3004 3110
OF PEBSOBNEL PROPOLSIOB SYSTEBS
BEACTIOB JET BACKPACKS
SBD (BABEUVEBING DNITS)
SPACE SELF BABEOVEBING OBITS
BT IBLSS
























0503 0801 0802 1003
BT ADTOHATIOB ' - : . . . '
DEVICES ' ' -
BAIBTEBANCE . ' '• " •"
SELF EBECTIBG DEVICES' -
SELF SEALIBG ' '-"
0202 0504 0602 3110
BT SEALIBG
RT FLIGHT SAFETY •
FUEL SYSTEBS , '








1002 1003 2306 2401 2406











































































PENTODES ' ' - ' •







































































































BT BOILIBG IATEB REACTOBS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS














































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOMMENDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOW)





































































































SDBFACE TO JIB BISSILES
SYSTEBS
SEPIBITED FLQ1
0101 1201 1202 1203
DF FLO» SEPABATIOB
NT BOONDABY LAYEB SEPABATION















(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

































































































































ION EXCHANGE HEBBBANE ELECTBOLYTES























































SUBFACE TO SOBFACE BISSILES
BT ABGO D-8 BOCKET VEHICLE
JOQBNEYBAB BOCKET VEHICLE
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITEB C BOCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE

















































































































0203 1003 1201 1409 2102
OF SEBVO LOOPS
SEBVOSTABILITT CONTBOL





























































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB. IS
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOB)
BT ADJUSTING . •
COAGULATION
CUBING












COALESCING . . .-
COHCENTBATING
CBISTALLIZATION





















BETABOLIC BASTES • •














































































































































































































































(USE OF A-BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS










1202 1501 2311 3203 3407
. (OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TBBH IS









































0101 0102 1202 1203







































0101 0102 1202 2601 3203









































OSE SBEAE STRESS ' • ' • '





































1501 1701 2301 3203
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS























































































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS



























DEFLECTORS '' " ' '
DIVERTERS • ' : ' ' - •


















(USE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS'








0801 0905 1002 1003 1201
BT JCOBPOTEB STOBAGE DEVICES
REGISTERS (COBPUTERS)
BT •COBPDTER COBPONENTS


























































(USE 0? A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS


















































































































VIBBATIONAL SPECTBA . •
SHOCK TESTS











OF ELECTBOMAGNETIC SHOCK TUBES
WAVE SDPERHEATEBS
NT MAGBETIC ABNDLAB SHOCK TUBES
SHOCK TUNNELS






















LOW DENSITY BIND TUBBELS
SUPERSOBIC BIND TUNNELS
SHOCK RAVE ATTENUATION













































































































































































SUNDEBLAND 5 FLYING BOAT
BT AIBCBAFT
SHORT BELFAST C RK-1 AIECEAFT
OSE SC-5 AIBCBAFT
SHOBT CIRCUITS




















SORTACE TO SDBFACE HISSILES














BT BBEGOET 910 AIRCBAFT
BBEGDET 911 AIBCBAFT







































SHORT WAVE RADIO TBANSHISSION
SHORT WAVE BADIO TBABSBISSION
0703 0710 2102











(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS











































(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOBHENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)























BT AIR TO SORFACE BISSILES














































(OSE OF 1 BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS









DSE IBTEBHATIONAL SYSTEH OF OBITS
SI-201 AIBCBAFT
0201 0207
OF SIEBEL SI-201 AIBCBAFT




SI1T 1IBCB4FT . . . -
0201 0201 . - • .
NT SIAT 311 IlBCBAFT ' "_ .
BT AIBCBAFT • - •
StAT 311 AIBCBAFT ' . ' ' ,.
0201 0201 0209
OF SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIBCBAFT . '
BT *JET AIBCBAFT
BONOPLAHES ,.
,PASSEBGEH AIBCBAFT '. . ' - • • ~
SBOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT "
SIAT AIBCBAFT" '.''.'. • "
•TBABSPOHT AIBCBAFT , ',
IV/STOL AIBCBAFT ' . '
SIBEBIA
1305 -










OSE SUDDEN IOBOSPBEBIC DISTOBBABCES
SIDE ISLETS
0101 0201 1202 1203
BT tINTAKE SISTEHS
BT AIB INTAKES








































fIBON COBPOOBDS '. ' .
tBIBEBALS
SIDES ' . :
































SIEBEL SI-201 D AIBCBAFT
OSE SI-201 AIBCBAFT
SIEBEL SIAT 311 AIBCBAFT
OSE SIAT 311 AIBCBAFT





























BT BEBCUBY BA-8 FLIGHT
SIGNAL ANALYSIS


















SIGNAL DETECTOBS . .
SIGBAL PBOCESSING
SIGHAL DETECTION








































0702 0703 0705 0802
BT CODING


























BT tBATES (PEB TIHE)
BT SELECTIVE FADIBG
SIGNAL TO BOISE BATIOS
SOUND INTENSITY
SIGBAL FLOS GBAPHS



















0702 0705 0708 0710 1106
UP . ELECTBOBIC SIGBAL BEASDBEBEBT






NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LI5IIH6)
SIGNAL niXIHG








USE SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SIGNAL PBOCESSIHG























































0702 0708 0710 1002







































0702 0703 1001 1002 2102
(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS









































































0201 0201 0206 0207










SH-31 HELICOPTER ' . ' .' .
SIKORSKY HHIRLWIND HELICOPTER




SIKORSKY MILITARY HELICOPTERS •
USE SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT .
SIKORSKY S-58 HELICOPTER ,'
DSE S-58 HELICOPTER


























































































































































































































































































































































































SUVEB OXIDE ZIHC BATTERIES









OF SILVEB OXIDE ZIHC BiTTEBIES
ZIHC SILVEB BATTEBIES
















1902 2311 3304 3404































































0502 0804 1902 1107




HIGH VACDUH OBBITAL SIBULATOB
LONAB GRAVITY SIHOLATOB













































































SINGLE SIDEBAND DEMODULATION .
OSE SINGLE SIDEBAND TBANSHISSIOH
SINGLE SIDEBAND BODULATION
USE SINGLE SIDEBAND TBANSHISSIOH >
SIBGLE SIDEBAND BECEIVEBS
DSE SIHGLE SIDEBAHD TBANSHISSIOH
SINGLE SIDEBAND TRANSMISSION
0701 0702 0710
DF SIHGLE SIDEBAND DEHODOLATION
SINGLE SIDEBAND BODULATION
SIHGLE SIDEBAND BECEIVEBS
BT ELECTROBAGNETIC SAVE TRANSMISSION









SINGLE STAGE SOCKET VEHICLES
2808 3106
NT AGENA A SOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B SOCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C BOCKET VEHICLE




BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BBAHT 2 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BEAST 3 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BBAHT 4 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BBANT 5 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BBAHT SOUNDING SOCKETS
BLACK KNIGHT BOCKET VEHICLE
DOSNIEB PARAGLIDER ROCKET•VEHICLE
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
HOHEST JOHH BOCKET VEHICLE
HYLA-STAR BOCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHH BOCKET VEHICLE
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
NOMAD LAOSCH VEHICLE
SKYDABT 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
VEBOHIQUE BOCKET VEHICLES
VEHOHIQUE V-27 ROCKET VEHICLE



























































































0708 0801 0802 1101 1102 1101 1106
































NT PBECIPITATIOB PAETICLE BEASOBEBENT



























(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RBCOBBENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOB) ' '
BT BODY BEASOREBEBT (BIOLOGY)
SIZE DETEKHIBATIOB














(EXCLUDES BECHANICAL SHAPIBG OB


































tBOBEBTS • . \ • '


























































0102 1503 3105 3303































































, BT *BOCKET VEHICLES"
SODNDIHG BOCKETS


























































0703 0710 1302 , .
BT tELECTBOBAGHETIC BADIATIOH
BADIO RAVES







BT SOLID PBOPELLAHT SOCKET EHGIHBS'
SKYCBAHE HELICOPTEB
DSE CH-54 BELICOPTEB
SKYDABT 2 SOCKET VEHICLE'
3106
BT fBOCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES '
BT AIB TO AIB BISSILES














































BT HDLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES
SOUNDING SOCKETS






































SLAB SDPERSONIC LOR ALTITDDE BISSILE
2204 3101 3401
BT IBISSILES . . ' ' .
BAHJET HISSILES " ; ,
SOBFACE TO SDBFACE HISSILES
BT NDCLEAR BABJET ENGINES . '
PLDTO REACTOBS
BAHJET EHGINES '









BT ORBIT ALS .' " .
BT ORBITAL ELEBENTS
SLATS
DSE LEADING EDGE SLATS
SLEDS
1107 1108




TOHED BODIES ' .
TBACTORS






























AIISYBBEIHIC BODIES ' ,
BODIES







0101 0102 0104 3110 3203








0101 0102 0104 0202 3203
OF HIGH ASPECT BATIO RINGS "
HT IHFINITE SPAH RINGS
BT *AIRFOILS
RINGS
BT ' FIXED SIHGS































0902 0901 0905 1002 1501
(USE OF A 90RE SPECIFIC TEHB IS
















0101 0201 1103 1106 1202 1305 1501 3107
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TE8B IS














(BABEFIED GAS FLOB IN THE REGION
BETBEEB KNUDSEN NUBBEBS 0.01 AND 0.1
ONLY, EXCLUDES TRANSITION FLOB, FREE






























































































































USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
SLV (SOFT LANDING VEHICLES)
BSE *SOFT LAHDING SPSCECBAFT
SH-68B HISSILE
USE TITAN 2 ICBB
SB-65 HISSILE
USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SB-68 HISSILE




BT BIPLOBEB 12 SATELLITE
SBALL PERTURBATION FLOB























































































































OF STSTEBS FOB HDCLEAB ADXILIABT POHEB





















SPACE POIEB ONIT BEACTOBS
BT tAOXILIABT POBEB SOUBCES
NUCLEAB AOXILIABT POHBB ONITS














BT tAUXILIART POUER SOOBCES
DIBECT POVEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTSIC GENEBATOBS
HOCLEAB AOIILIABI POBEB ONITS





2201 2204 2802 3106




BOCLEAB iOIILUBT POHEB UNITS










BT tAOXILIABT POIEB SOUBCES
NOC1EAB 10XILIABT POIEB ONUS






BT tAOXILIABT POIEB SOUBCES
FISSION ELECTBIC CELLS
NOCLEAB AOXILIABT POIEB DNITS









BT tAOXILIABT POIEB SOUBCES
DIBECT POIEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
NUCLEAB AOXILIABT POIEB ONITS





BT tAUXILIABT POIEB SOUBCES
FISSIOB ELECTBIC CELLS
NUCLEAB AOXILIABT POIEB UNITS




SPACE POIEB ONIT BEACTOBS
SBAP 7
2201 2802
BT tAOXILIABI POIEB SOUBCES ,
DIRECT POHEB GENERATORS
tELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
NUCLEAR AOXILIABT POIEB UNITS






BT tAOXILIABI POIEB SOUBCES
FISSION ELECTBIC CELLS
NDCLEAB AOXILIABI POBEB ONITS









BT tAUXILIABI POIEB SOUBCES
DIBECT POIEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GEBEBATOBS
NDCLEAB ADXILIABI POIEB DNITS






BT tADXILIABI POIER SOORCES
DIRECT'POIEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GEBEBATOBS
NUCLEAR AUXILIABT POIEB DNITS
tNDCLEAR ELECTRIC POVER GENEBATION
RADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES
SNAP
SHAPTBAH BEACTOB • .
THEBHIONIC CONVEBTEBS
BT THEBBIONIC POHEB GEBEBATIOB
SHAP 15
2201 2802
BT tADXILIABI POHBB SOUBCES
DIBECT POIEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GENBBATOBS
NDCLEAB ADIILIABI POIEB OBITS






BT tAOXILIABI POHEB SODBCES
DIBECT POIEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
NDCLEAB AOXILIABI POHEB ONITS






BT tAUXILIART POHEB SOOBCES
DIRECT POHEB GENERATORS
tELECTHIC GEBEBATOBS
NUCLEAB AUXILIABT POIEB UNITS






BT tAOXILIART POIER SODBCES
DIRECT POBER GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS
NUCLEAB AOXILIABT POBEB DNITS






BT tAOXILIARt POIEB SOUBCES
DIBECT POHEB GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
NOCLEAR ADIILIABT POIEB ONITS






BT tAOXILIART POIEB SODECES
DIBECT POBER GEHEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GENEBATORS
NUCLEAB AUXILIABT POIEB DNITS






BT tAOXILIART POBER SOOBCES
DIBECT POIER GENEBATOBS
tELECTBIC GEBEBATOBS
BOCLEAB AOXILIABT POIEB OHITS






BT tAOXILIABI POIEB SOOBCES
NDCLEAB AOXILIABT POHEB ONITS




BT tAUXILIABI POIEB SODBCES
NOCLEAB AUXILIABT POHEB OBITS






















































0602 1701 1704 3303
(OSE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS









BT . DETEBGENTS .



























0405 0408 0410 3402 '





































































































NASA THESAOROS (ALPHABETICAL LISTISG)















































OF SGB (BOCLEAB REACTORS)
BT LIQOID COOLED BEACTOBS
LIQOID HETAL COOLED BEACTOBS
tNOCLEAR BEACTOBS






























































BT LI8DID COOLED REACTOBS
LIQOID BETAL COOLED REACTOBS
•HOCLEAB BEACTOBS
HOCLEAB BESEABCH ADD TEST BEACTOBS
SODIU'B GBAPHITE BEACTOBS
SODIOB SALICILATBS
0603 180U ' '
BT tESTEBS
SALICYLATES




















































































SDBVEYOB 1 HJBAR PHOBE
SOBVEYOR 2 LDHAB PBOBE
SUBVEYOH 3 LOHAB PBOBE'
SUBVEYOR 4 LOHAR PBOBE,
SDBVEYOB 5 LDHAB PBOBE' '









































1303 1305 1306 1308
BT BAPPIHG













































VADOSE BATES ' '
SOL-GEL PBOCESSES
2202 2203 2405 ' '. ' .




2902 3001 ' " .- , '







ADBOBAS - ' •
DISTOBBABCES




BADIO AOBORAS ... .
SOLAS ACTIVITY EFFECTS
SOLAS AT80SPHERE






































SOLAR ADIILIARY PORER OBITS
0301 2201 2802 2902'
HT ASTEC SOLAS TOBBOELECTBIC GESEBATOR
SUHFLOWEB POIER SYSTEH
SOHFL08EB 1










OF SILICOS SOLiB CELLS
































































































































































(ENEBGY OB PABTICLES EBITTED PBOH THE
SON PEB ONIT TIBE—DO NOT COIFOSE WITH
SOLAB PLOX DENSITY THE ENEBGY OB
PABTICLE EBISSION OB DETECTION BATE
PEB ONIT ABEA)












BT ELECTBON FLOI DENSITY
ILLOBINANCE
IBBADIANCE
























NT ASTEC SOLAB TOBBOELECTBIC GENEBATOB

































































































































3001 3009 3108 3<109
HT SUNBLAZBB SPACE PBOBE
BT SPACE P80BES
tUNBANBED SPACECBAFT
BT PIOBEEB SPACE PBOBES
SOLAB PBOHIBEBCES

































OF SOLAB BADIATIOB OBSEBVATIOB
























































































































OSE SOLAS BADIO EHISSIOB
SOLAB BEFLECTOBS












































































































USE- SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
SOLAR SYSTEM
























2502 2902 3001 3002









































































































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SOLIDOS
SOLID PROPELLAHT IGHITIOB












SOLID PHOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
SOLID PBOPELLANTS
SQUIBS


































RT ANTAHES ROCKET VEHICLE
ARCAS SOCKET VEHICLES
ABCHER SOUNDING ROCKET
AHGO D-t ROCKET VEHICLE
AHGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ABGO SOCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE





BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BBANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOONDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 1 SOONDING BOCKET
BLACK BBANT 5 SOUNDING BOCKET
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLOE GOOSE MISSILE
BLUE SCOUT JH ROCKET VEHICLE












FOLDING FIN AIBCRAFT BOCKET VEHICLE
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
HARK MISSILE
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE









JUNO 1 LAONCH VEHICLE
JUDO 2 LADNCH VEHICLE
JDBO LADBCa VEHICLES
JUPITEB C BOCKET VEHICLE
' KAPPA 6 SOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 BOCKET VEHICLE




LIQUID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
LITTLE JOE'2 LAONCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHH BOCKET VEHICLE
LOKI BOCKET VEHICLE.
BACE BISSILES
BATBA MISSILE • ' '
HAULER BISSIL2




































STANDABD LADNCH VEHICLE 1B






THOB ABLE BOCKET VEHICLE




TBAILBLAZEB 1 BEEHTBT VEHICLE
TBAILBLAZEB 2 BEEHTBY VEHICLE
OLLAGE BOCKET EBGIBES







NT CASE BONDED PBOPELLAHTS
COHPOSITE P80PELL1BTS















PBOPELLABT BIBDEBS ' •
PBOPELLANT GBAINS'




















BT AHHOBIOH PEBCHLOBATES '













SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGIBES
SOLID BOCKET BINDEBS
SOLID BOTATION '


























































































IDSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS















0603 2601 2603 3203


































































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

























































1310 2101 2301 3401
NT SOBOBUOYS




























































































































































































































































































































































3009 310B 3109 •
OF BETP.OROLOGICAL SOCKETS
BOCKET SONDES
NT AEBOBEE BOCKET VEHICLE
ABTABES BOCKET VEBICLE
APACHE BOCKET VEHICLE
ABCAS ROCKET VEHICLES •
ABCHEB SODNDIBG BOCKET
ASP BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 200 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE 1500 BOCKET VEHICLE
ASTBOBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
BLACK BBABT 1 SOOBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BEAHT 2 SOOBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBABT 3 SOONDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBABT 1 SOOBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBANT 5 SOOBDIBG BOCKET
BLACK BBABT SOOBDIBG ROCKETS
CAJOB ROCKET VEHICLE
DEACOS-ABROH BOCKET VEHICLE






KAPPA 6 BOCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 BOCKET VEHICLE










VEBOS FLY TBAP ROCKET VEHICLE
VE80BIQOE EOCKET VEHICLES
VEROBIQOE V-27 BOCKET VEHICLE
VERONIQOE V-37 BOCKET VEHICLE
HASP SOOBDIBG BOCKET
BT (ROCKET VEHICLES


















(USE OP 1 HOSE SPECIFIC TEEM IS


























BT OBITED STATES OF AHEBICA
SOOTH DAKOTA
1305























BT D.S.S.B. SPACE PBOGRAH
SPACE
3009 3109
(USE OF A S08E SPECIFIC TEBH IS



















































































































SPACE DETECTION AND TBACKIBG SYSTEB
0708 0709 1109 3009










POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEB
SPACECBAFT TRACKING
STADAN (SATELLITE TRACKING NETfOBK)
SYSTEBS
SPACE ELECTBIC BOCKET TESTS'
2803 3106 3109
OF SEBT (BOCKET TESTS)
BT ENGINE TESTS








































3001 3007 3009 3109 .
OF PLANETABY EXPLORATION'
NT VIKING BARS PROGRAB
BT ((EXPLORATION



























































































































0401 0408 0410 0503 0506



























3104 3107 3109 3409



























































































0401 0408 0501 0502 0506
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS

























SPACE POBEB UNIT REACTOBS
0302 2201 2204
OP SPUR (REACTOBS)





BT (AOXILIARY POBEB SOURCES
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POBER UNITS








NT EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
JUPITER PBOBES
LUNAR PBOBES
LDNIK 1 LUNAR PROBE
LONIK 2 LUNAR PBOBE
LUNIK 3 LDNAB PROBE
LONIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LONIK 10 LUNAR PBOBE
LONIK 11 LUNAB PBOBE
LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 13 LUNAB PBOBE




BARINER R 1 SPACE PBOBE
HABINER B 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 1 SPACE PBOBE
- MARINER 2 SPACE PBOBE
MABINER 3 SPACE PBOBE
MABINER 4 SPACE PBOBE
HARINEB 5 SPACE PROBE
BARINEB 11 SPACE PBOBE
SPICE PEOGBiBS NASA TBESAOBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISIIJ
HABIBEB SPICE PHOBES '
BABIHEE SPACECRAFT
BABINER VEHDS-BEBCUHY 1973
BABINEB VENDS 67 SPACECBAFT
HABS PBOBES
HA'BS 1 SPACECBAFT
PIOBEEB 1 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 2 'SPACE PROBE
PIOBEEB 3 SPACE PROBE
PIOHEEB "4 SPACE PBOBE
PIOBEEB 5 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIOBEEB 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
PIONEEB 9 SPACE PROBE"
PIOBEER SPACE PBOBES
BADGER LUNAR LABDIBG VEHICLES
RABGZB 1 LDBAR PROBE
BABGEE 2 LUNAR PBOBE
RABGEB 3 LUNAR PBOBE
RANGES U LUNAR PROBE .
RANGER 5 LUBAR :PBOBE
RABGEB 6 LDBAEt PBOBE
BANGER 7 LOBAR 'PROBE
RANGER 8 LDBAR PROBE
BANGER 9 LDNAR PROBE




SOBVEYOB 1 LDBAB PROBE
SOBVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SOBVEYOR 3 LDNAB PBOBE
SOBVEYOB 1 LDBAR PBOBE
SDRVEYOB 5 LUNAB PBOBE










ZOND 1 SPACE PBOBE
ZOBD 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE'PROBE
- ZOBD It SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PBOBE
BT »DBBABNED SPACECBAFT



















FBENCH SPACE PROC,H£ BS






RT BABNED SPACE FLIGHT
NASA PBOGBABS
















OP SPACE RENDEZVOOS BANEDVERS
SPACECRAFT BEBDEZVODS











SPACE SELF HABEOVEBIBG OBITS
OSE SELF BANEDVEBIBG OBITS
SPACE SHUTTLES
























OF SELF DEPLOYIBG SPACE STATIONS
BT HALO ORBIT SPACE STATION
ORBITAL SPACE STATIOBS
OBBITAL WORKSHOPS




































0705 0707 3006 3107
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TBBH IS
BECOBBEHDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOR)
RT SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
SPACE SUBVEILLANCE (SPACEBOBBE)
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)







0705 0707 1109 3107 3101
RT AIR DEFENSE
ABTIBISSILE DEFENSE















































SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PBOGBAB
1102 1101 1108 3110

































NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL IIStlHG)
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY



















(USE OF A MOBE SPECIFIC TEEM IS


























































0501 0505 0507 1107 310*
BT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
(CONTBOLLED ATHOSPHEBES

































0705 0706 0707 3110
(COMMUNICATION OF SPACECBAFT BITH




























































0707 2102 3006 3110
. UF SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL

























































































































1 3001 3007 3009 3110 3201





































UP SPACE BBVIBOBHEBTAL LOBBICATIOB
BT LOBBICATIOB
BT SELF LDBBICATING SATEBIALS
SPACECBAFT BABEOVEBS
0707 2102 3006 3110
DP SATELLITE BANEOVEBS
SPACE BENDEZVOOS BABEOVEBS






















































1901 2102 3006 3110





































2201 2806 2808 3110 3303









OSE SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PBOGBAH
SPACECBAFT PBOPOLSIOB












RASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BOCLEAB ELECTBIC PBOPOLSIOB '•
BOCLEAB PBOPOLSIOB










































































0101 2102 3006 3009























































0702 0707 1110 3110
NT DIGITAL SPACECBiFT TELEVISION









0709 1109 3006 3110
NT SATELLITE TBACKtHG
BT (TRACKING (POSITION)





POLYSTATION DOPPLEB TBACKIBG SYSTEB
BADAB TBACKING
BADIO TBACKING
SPACE DETECTION AND TBACKING SYSTEB















































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS

















































































BT AIB TO AIB BISSILES
IBISSILES
SPABBOR BISSILES
BT SOLID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
SPABBOR 3 BISSILE
3101 3401
BT AIB TO AIB MISSILES
MISSILES
SPABBOH MISSILES
BT LIQUID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
SPABBOR BISSILES
3101 3106 3401
NT SPABBOR 2 BISSILE
SPABBOR 3 MISSILE
BT AIB TO AIB MISSILES
•MISSILES




















































































































































































0601 1411 2306 2309 2310 2402
BT SPECTHAL BECONNAISSANCE
SPECTBAL EBISSIOB


































































SPECTHAL LINE WIDTH .
SPECTHOB ANALYSIS
SPECTBAL SHIFT CONTBOL BEACTOB
2203 2204










































































































































































































TIBE OF FLIGHT SPECTBOBETEBS
ZEEBAB EFFECT
SPECTBOB ABALYSIS


































































































































BT BOILIBG RATEB BEACTOBS
LIQOID COOLED BEACTORS
tBOCLEAR BEACTOBS


































1501 3202 3203 3305
















BT (SHELLS (STB0CTDBAL FOBBS)





























































































0101 0409 0901 1001 1002 1202 1308
1507 3404
(OSS'OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TBBB IS







































MSA THESAOBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
SPIN DECOUPLING



















































2307 2401 2403 2404 2405
BT (RESONANCE

















































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




































































































































1601 2310 2402 2502
BT EBISSION

























(METEOROIDS ROT ASSOCIATED HITH A



































































































































































SUBFACE TO AIB MISSILES
BT NIKE-ZEUS MISSILE
SENTINEL STSTEH
SOLID PBOPELLAHT SOCKET ENGINES
SPUB (BEACTOBS)






























































































































































SB-N2 GBODHD EFFECT BACHIBE
OSE WBSTLAND 6BODBD EFFECT MACHINES
SR-H3 GBODHD EFFECT BACBIIB
DSE WESTLAND GBOOHD EFFECT HACBIHES
SB-B5 GROUND EFFECT BACBIBE
DSE WESTLAND GBOOBD EFFECT HACHIBES
SBE BBACTOB




BT HOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PEOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
SSGS (STANDABDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE)
DSE STANDABDIZED SPACE GUIDANCE
ST VEHABT FLEIOBE PBOBLEB
DSE SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE
•STABILITY












































































NT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS


































0101 0202 1102 1103 1110
(USE OF A MOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS

























































USE CRYSTAL DEFECTS '
STACKS ....
2101 2601 - •
BT CHIMNEYS
CBYSTAL DEFECTS • • '
HATEBIALS HANDLING
STADAB (SATELLITE TBACKING NETWOBK)
0709 . ...
UF SATELLITE TRACKING .AND DATA ACQ
NETWORK . . • i- .
BT GROUND STATIONS
•STATIONS • -
TRACKING STATIONS , . .




RANGE AND BAHGE RATE TRACKING
SATELLITE TRACKING '
SPACE DETECTION AND 'TRACKING SYSTEM
STADIHETEBS . • • • . . -
1106





2802 2806 3009 3106
UF MISSILE STAGING
STAGING (ROCKETS)
HI BOOSTER BOCKET ENGINES




















RT BOUNDARY LAYEB FLOW •
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
COMPRESSIBLE FLOW










1202 1203 1108 2502
BT fPRESSURE





OSE STAGNATION POINT •;•
STAGNATION TEHPEBATUBE . , .









































USE BOUNDABY LAYEH SEPABATIOH
STALLING
0102 0101 1202 1203
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS













































RT SOLID PHOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES










STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE








NT ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STAHDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
STANDABD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
BT (LAUNCH VEHICLES
(ROCKET VEHICLES
RT ATLAS D ICBB


















































































1202 1203 3303 3301
BT DIBENSIONLESS RUBBERS
(BATIOS
































1110 1112 2102 2104
DF STAB TRACKING
BT (TBACKIBG (POSITIOB)












































































































USE EQUATIOBS OF STATE
STATE ESTIBATIOH


















































































































1108 2808 3009 3106





















RESONANCE TESTING • •







































1103 1106 1108 1109 1406 1409 3109




HALO DEBIT SPACE STATION
IBTEGRATED HISSIOB COBTBOL CEBTER
ORBITAL SPACE STATIOBS
OBBITAL BOBKSHOPS
POLYSTATION DOPPLEB TRACKING SYSTEB
SPACE DETECTION AND TBACKIBG SYSTEM
SPACE STATIONS

















































































































































































































(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS


















































































































































































OSE STEEPEST DESCENT BETHOD
STEEPEST DESCENT HETHOD
0802 1902 1905 2308
OF STEEPEST ASCENT HETHOD








0701 0705 0709 0901
(ANTENNAS DESIGNED OB ARRANGED TO
PERBIT CHANGES IN THE DIRECTION OF AIR
BY ALTERATIONS OF PHASE RELATIONS)








































































































































































































BT tPLAHTS (BOTANI)' ' '
STBICIL PROCESSES ' • • '












0202 1102 1305 1902 3203'3106
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC IEBB IS



































































































BIBS (SOPPOBTS) . . ,





















BT tSEPABATOBS ' .
BT CONCENTBATOBS
DISTILLATION EQOIPBENT
STIHOLANT . . .
0405 0408 . .
NT ATBOPINE ' . . .
C1FPEIIIE
CENTRAL NEBVOOS STSTEB STIBOLASTS
NOBADBENALINE
NOBEPINEPBBINE ..




1601 2403 2105,2106 , . ..








GALLIOA ABSENIDE LASEBS . . ^ ,.



























































(OSE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS




















































































0605 1202 1902 2102
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS




STOKES LAW (FLUID BECHANICS)
STOKES THEOBEfl (VECTOB CALCULUS)










































PBIBBAB BETEOBITE ' '
TEKTITES ' .
TONK BETEOBITE .
TDNGDSK HETEOBITE . . ' '
YDBTUK BETEOBITE. ,. " '
BT 1CELESTIAL BODIES '
HETEORITES







SCHBEIBERSITE " , ,
TEKTITES • ' ' .. :.
STOPCOCKS . . . .
USE COCKS ' '
STOPPING ' • ' . ' '
1504 3406 ,
DF TERHIBATIHG' ' ' •'•"'. '.,
NT THBUST TERHINATION
BT BLOCKING
CANCELLATION : :". ' ' :
CLOSING .
COHSTBICTIONS'








PLUGS , . ' ' ' • - . '
PBEVENTION ' '




2202 2403 2405 ' . " - - .
BT ABSOBBEBS (HATEBIALS)




























0801 0802 1103 1502 3405
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
BECOHHENDED—CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOW)















LOGISTICS ' ' ' : . ,
LOGISTICS BANAGEBENT . ".
BAGSETIC STOBAGE.-:. , ,. - -, -
HATERIALS HANDLING ".''.-
HISSILE SILOS •-•",'.
 ;. ;- .,
HISSILE STOBAG_E '. • ' , .'
. PACKAGING ... "... ... '.'.'.. -. - '••
PIPELINES . i j . : .-.'„ •. ;
PBESERVI'NG' ' - . , . . " '••' .;..•-
PBOPELLANT STOBAGE ..,.,/. , ..}
RACKS (FBA8ES) • •
RECORDING . , . .....,
BESEBVES '.





 v ;-, - . - . . . • i' <
OBBEHGROUND STORAGE;..,. • , •/ - ', ,
WASTE DISPOSAL " "
WING-FUSELAGE STORES •.
STORAGE BATTERIES " " ', ..,',,
0302 0602
(RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES) . , .- •
NT NICKEL CADHIUH BATTEBIES , .
NICKEL ZIBC BATTERIES ' ,
SILVER CADBIUH BATTERIES',,
SILVEB ZIBC BATTERIES. ' „
BT ELECTRIC BATTERIES '. • ,
*ELECTROCHEHICAL CELLS
RT ALKALINE BATTEBIES
BATTERY CHARGERS • . : ',
DBY CELLS • , . .




STOBAGE RINGS (PARTICLE ACCELEBATOBS)
2202 2401 2405 . • . ' . . - ..-
UF ELECTRON RING..ACCELERATORS ;"..'.
BT *PARTICLE ACCELERATORS •• ,-•
SYNCHROTRONS . ••
RT ACCELERATORS
STOBAGE STABILITY " ' , ••
0603 1103 2702 , . . - " . . "
BT LIFE (DURABILITY)' ,..-.'" ..,-•'.•.




STATIC STABILITY . . .
SURFACE STABILITY , , . , •
THERBAL STABILITY. . - . ' . •
STOBAGE TANKS
1103 2702 3305 : •
BT fTANKS (CONTAINERS)
RT CBYOGENIC FLUID STORAGE
CYLINDRICAL ,TASKS ',•". • -.
EXPULSION BLADDERS. •. ,;.
FUEL TAHKS








WING-FUSELAGE STORES . •
fSTOBHS
1308 2003 3009 . . • " . .
NT ANNA HUBBICANE
CYCLONES .•• •. .
HDBRICABES
IONOSPHERIC STORHS














































































OF ELECTBIC STBAIB GAGES
BT *HEASOBINC INSTBOBEBTS


























































































































NASA TBBSADBUS (ALPBABETICAL LISTIHG)
STBATOS CLOODS
STBATOFOBTBBSS AIBCBAFT
OSE B-52 AIBCBAFT '::

























































































NASA THBSAOBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
STBBBIS










(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TERH IS .
























(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS


































































































































































































RESIDUAL STRESS : '
STABILIZATION










































BT (ELASTIC BATES '
BT SBOCK LAYEBS
521
SIBBSSED-SKIH SIBDCTOBES B1S1 TBEStDBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
SHOCK RAVES
STBESS PBOPAGATIOB.












































X RAY STBESS ANALYSIS
YIELD STRENGTH
STRETCH FOBBING

































0102 0104 2806 3202 3203









1101 1102 1104 1507 1704
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS














(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBENDED--CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOH) . , , .


















0404 0408 0602 1504 3406
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TESB IS
BECOBSENDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOR)
RT CEBEBBAL VASCULAB ACCIDENTS
THERBODYNABIC CYCLES
STBOKING TESTS
1106 1108 1504 1505












BT BULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES ' '
RT HONEST 'JOHN BOCKET VEHICLE
BIKE-AJAI HISSILE
SERGEANT BISSILES




















































































































































































































































































































tSTBESSES . •" .'
STBOCTOHAL FAILOBE ;
•STRUCTURAL HEHBEBS . . .
STBOCTOBAL BELIABILITY
STHOCTOBAL STABILITY
STROCTOBAL VIBBATION . ...
SYSTEH FAILORES ' .
TBISTING ' '
VOLOHETBIC STBAIN .' '
IABPAGE
STBOCTOBAL VIBBATION . ' '
2301 2312 3203 • . •;






SELF INDOCED VIBBATION ;.








BESONANT VIBBATION : . .
SHAKING
SHOCK SPECTRA
STROCTOBAL STABILITY . "
STBOCTOBAL STBAIN








2311 2401 2104 2601 3202 3203
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS










































HOODEN STBOCTOBES , . ; .
STBOTS ' ' .





















































































































































































































0506 1104 1204 2103 3401
OF BUCLEAR SUBBABIBES












































































FIELD ABHY BALLISTIC HISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC HISSILES
•HISSILES

























(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS






















WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT
SUBSONIC FLOW

















0101 1202 2301 2308







BT LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
• TEST FACILITIES
WIND TUNNELS






















































































SDD AVIATION GI-80 AIRCRAFT
OSE GY-80 AIRCRAFT , .
SOD AVIATION SA-330 HELICOPTER
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER • •
SUD AVIATION SA-3210 HELICOPTER
USE SA-3210 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SE-210 AIRCRAFT
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT




USE VJ-101 AIRCRAFT '
S0DDB8 ENHANCEMENT OF ATBOSPBBBICS






RT SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
SUDDEN lONOSPHEBIc' DISTURBANCES

























































































TBOILITE • ' -







0603 1804 ' •
HI' HYDROSOLFITES
SODIOH SDLFITBS •










BT JCBEBIC4L ELEMENTS *
SOLPOB CHLOBIDES . ' '
0603 1801 '




























































































BT HOT REATBEB '
SOLSTICES
SOBPS


































SON SENSOBS ' • . .•






BT BOLTISTAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EHGISES





SHOBT AND HABLAND AIBCBAFT
HATEB TAKEOFF AND LANDING AIBCBAFT
BT ANTISOBBABINE WABFABE AIBCBAFT
SOBFLOBEB POBBB SYSTEH
0301 0303 2201 2902 3107 3108
NT SONFLOBEB 1
BT IAOXILIABY POBEB SOOBCES
IELECTBIC GEHEBATOBS '




NASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TOBBOGENEBATOBS
SOHFLOBEB 1 . '
2201 3004 3007 3108
BT tAOXILIABY POBEB SOOBCES
IBLECTBIC GENEBATOBS































































OSE HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
SOPEBCAVITATING FLOB




















































































































BT COBPBESSIBLE FLUIDS .
FLUIDS ' . ,
INCOHPBESSIBLE FLUIDS
LIQUID HELIUB
BABY BODY PBOBLEB .
QDANTOB STATISTICS





BT *CELESTIAL BODIES ,
STARS
BT GIABT STABS " '
SUPEBHABBOBICS • . , ,





BACH HDBBEB ..'-," ." '.
SUPEHSOBIC HIBD,TONNELS
SUPEBSONICS
SDPERBEiTING . , •= '•














(3 TO 30 GHZ)
OF KB BABD
S BAND ) .-'
X BAND








USE HIGH FIELD HAGBETS ,
SOPEBBOVAE . '..
3001 3003 ' '. . .





























(AIBCBAFT DESIGNED TO FLY AT SPEEDS
ABOVE BACH 1 AND BELOH BACH 5)
DF SUPERSONIC STRIKE AIBCBAFT
TBANSONIC AIBCBAFT
NT A-5 AIBCBAFT








 t ; '
F-100 AIBCBAFT ,
F-101 AIBCRAFT ' .,.;
F-102 AIBCBAFT . '•
F-104 AIBCBAFT
F-ioe AIHCBAFT' • .
F-111 AIBCBAFT .
FIREBEE 2 TARGET.DRONE AIBCRAFT
G-95/4 AIRCRAFT" ' • •
JAGUAR AIBCBAFT. . .. • •.
HIRAGE 3 AIRCB'AFT ,
NORD 1500 AIRCRAFT
P-1154 AIRCRAFT ' '...,.
SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT . . .'
SUPERSONIC COBBERCIAL AIR TBABSPOBT
SUPERSONIC TBABSPORTSI'
TSR-2 AIRCBAFT
TU-144 AIBCRAFT . • .
VJ-101 AIRCRAFT : .'
X-1 AIRCRAFT -,,,
X-2 AIRCRAFT '" , .
X-3 AIRCRAFT - . ....•»' i "
X-15 AIRCBAFT . . .
BT AIBCRAFT ' ' ' ,-'.' •
ATTACK AIRCBAFT
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT • -
HYPERSONIC AIBCBAFT '. . .
MET AIBCBAFT . • '. j
PASSENGER AIBCRAFT ',
RECOBBAISSANCE AIRCBAFT . ' •
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
SUBSONIC AIRCBAFT
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT , .
SDPERSOBICS . •
SHEPTBACK HIBGS , . ' ,. . . . .
«TEABSPOBT AIRCRAFT
TRAPEZOIDAL TAIL SURFACES .
SUPERSONIC AIBFOILS ... : .
0101 0102 0104 0201
BT JAIBFOILS
BT SHEEPBACK • '. . . •
SWEPTBACK TAIL .SURFACES ..
SHEPTBACK KINGS
SUPEBSONIC BODNDABY LAYERS .
0101 1202
 :,
BT BOUBDABY LAYEBS ". • . ,
BT fFLUID FLOH , . - <.




TOBBULEBT BOUNDARY LAYEB .
SUPEBSOBIC COBBUSTION






ENGINES ' • • • • .






BT AIR BBEATHIBG ENGINES














SDPEBSONIC COBBEBCIAL AIR TBANSPOBT
0204 , '
OF SCAT - .. , .:..




SOPEBSOBIC TBABSPOBT'S . .
SDPEBSONIC COBPBESSOBS
1203 2801 2805 • :
BT COBPBESSOBS
BT OBLIQUE SHOCK HAVES
SOPBBSOHIC DIFPOSEBS
S02EBSOBIC FLOS.








































0101 020* 1110 1202












































OF SOPEBSOHIC FLOW IHLETS
TBAHSOHIC INLETS

































0101 1202 1203 2311
BF OLTBASOHIC SPEEDS •













BT HTPEBSOHIC TEST APPABATOS r






HI BOEING 2707 AIBCBAFT
CL-823 AIBCBAFT
COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT





0202 1203 1504 2805 :-'
BF TBABSOBIC TBBBIBES ':'
BT TOBBIHES ""
ITOBBOBACHIHEBY








SOPEBSOHIC BIHD TOHHELS '•'.
0101 0102 1108 1110 1202 "'
(HACB 1.5 TO 5.0) '"•
BT fTEST FACILITIES • "'
BIHD TOHHELS
BT BLOHDOHN HIHD TOHHELS '
BYPEBVELOCITY HIHD TDHNELS




























































0507 1101 1102 1109 3409
HT GBOOHD OPEBATIOBAL SOPPOBT SYSTEB
GBOOHD SOPPOBT SYSTEBS
POBTABLE LIFE SOPPOBT SYSTEHS












































































































































(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


























SOBFACE LATEBS ' .

















































































SOLID SORFACESM•— : .
tSOBPTION
SOBFACE COOLING : . •































































1408 2001 2003 3008 3303











SOBF1CE TO AIB HISSILES
3101 3101
OF GBOUND-TO-AIB flISSILES
NT BLUE GOOSE BISSILE.
BOHARC A BISSILE









REDEYE BISSILE . .
SEACAT BISSILE . . I
SEASLOG HISSILE
SPBINT BISSILE ' , .
TALOS HISSILE
TABTAB.BISSILE '
TERBIER HISSILE . '
THUNDERBIRD BISSILE . '
BT tBTSSILES ' . .
BT AIB TO AIB HISSILES







SPACE HEAPONS ' . .
SURFACE TO SURFACE .HISSILES




ATLAS E ICBH " . .
ATLAS F. ICBH
ATLAS G'lCBH















PEESHING HISSILE . . ;
POLABIS il HISSILE
POLARIS A2 HISSILE







SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC HISSILES












SURFACE TO AIB HISSILES
SOEFACE TO SURFACE BOCKETS
3106
NT HOHEST JOHN SOCKET VEBICLE
LITTLE JOBS ROCKET VEHICLE
BT «BOCKET VEHICLES
HI ROCKETS
SURFACE TREATBEHT •''.'"'. ".
USE SURFACE FINISHING
•SURFACE VEHICLES
3001 3007 3009 3110
HI AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
BOATS- •






LUNAB ROVING VEHICLES .
LUNAB SURFACE VEHICLES























1202 1203 2301 2312 3203









LIQUID -SURFACES . ' . ,'•












0101 0101 1202 .1701 1902 2311 2601
(USE OP A HOBE SPECIFIC TERH IS
RECOHHENDED--CONSULT THE TEBHS LISTED
BELOH)
UP • CUBVED SURFACES
LIFTING SURFACES








HOT SURFACES • j '
•INTERFACES


































0101 1202 1203 1501 .
OF TRANSIENTS (SURGES)
BT CIRCUIT PROTECTION











0502 0506 0705 0709 1109 3101
BT COHHAND AND CONTROL
CONICAL SCANNING
•DETECTION














0705 0709 1109 3101
BT tRADAB
BT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL























RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEBICLE








RT ATLAS CENTADS LAUNCH VEHICLE





SPACE PROBES - •
SURVEYOE LUNAB PROBES
•UBHANNED SPACECRAFT
RT ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA THBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LI3TIBG)








BT ATLAS CENTAOB LiUBCB VEHICLE








BT ATLAS CENTAOB L40HCH VEHICLE





SPACE PBOBES ' •
SDBVEIOB LOBAB PBOBES
tONBABNED SPACECBAFT
BT ATLAS CENTAOB LADNCH VEHICLE
SOBVEIOB 7 LDNAB PBOBE
3004 3108
BT SDBVEIOB LUNAB PBOBES .
BT ATLAS CENTAOB•LADNCH VEBICLE
SOBVEIOB LDHAH PBOBES
3004 3108
NT SDBVEIOB 1 LDNAB PBOBE
SOBVEIOB 2 LDNAB PBOBE
SDBVEIOB 3 LOBAB PBOBE
SDBVEIOB 4 LDNAB PBOBE
SOBVEIOB 5 LONAB PBOBE
SOBVEIOB 6 LONAB PBOBE




















































0404 0507 0508 3104


































SPBINGS (ELASTIC) ' '









0404 0603 1202 1504 2603
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS












BT BOOSTEB BOCKET EHGIHES
DOCTED BOCKET ENGINES
ELECTBIC BOCKET ENGINES
• • ELECTBOSTATIC ENGINES
ELECTBOTHEBBAL ENGINES




LIQUID AIB CICLE ENGINES
LIQUID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES











(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS'
BECOBBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBHS LISTED
BBLOH)





























BT tBODI FLOIDS . .
tSECBBTIONS ' f.. .
BT PEBSPIBATIOB .
SREAT COOLING ' '
1504 1803 3303
OF TBANSPIBATION COOLING










NATIONS . - •
SREEP ABGLE
0101 0102 0103 1902 . '





























NT LEADIDG EDGE SREEP
BT SWEEP ANGLE
BT ANGLES (GEOBETBI)




































































































































0801 0902 1001 1002
OF ELECTBONIC SBITCHES
SBITCHlNG ELEBEHTS







































































BASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
BT CODING



























ONUS OF BEASDBEHENT '
VISIBILITY :
tSIHHEIBICAL BODIES





























































































SYBCBBOBOOS COHBDBICATIOBS SATELLITE PBOJ
0706 3107 3109








































































1501 2301 2307 2103


















0706 2806 2808 3006
BT tEBGIBES
BOCKET ENGIBES
















































BT SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES








OSE SIGSS ABD SYBPTOBS
SYBTHETIC ROBBERS
SYBOPTIC BEASOBBBBHT





























0601 1902 .3106 3107
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBH IS



























































1808 1809 1810 3101
533




















































(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
RECOBBENDED—COHS01T THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOH)





































































































•CRITICAL PATH BETHOD .
CYBERNETICS .
•DATA PROCESSING








































































DF - BUCKEYE AI3CBAFT
T2J AIBCBAFT










TBAINING AIBCBAFT . .
T-33 AIBCBAFT
0207 0502
OF F-80 AIBCBAFT ,•
SHOOTING STAR AIBCRAFr .

































































































1203 1504 2801 2805








































































































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS













OF TACTICAL AIB NAVIGATION
BT tNAVIGATIOB
BADIO NAVIGATION




































TACTICS BASA TBESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
TiCTICS
3101














0902 1001 1002 2304.







































USE BOBIZOBTAL TAIL SURFACES-
TAIL SURFACES
0101 0102 0104 0202












OF FLYIBG BIBG AIRCRAFT






























































SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES
BT BOHBLEBEE PBOJECT
LIQOID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
BOLTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
































RT CHORDS (GEOBETBI) - •
TANGLING






































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS










































































0702 0905 2301 3405
OF BAGNETIC TAPE BECOBDEBS
BT DATA BECOBDEES
















0801 0802 0803 1502 1501 1507
(USE OP A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




















0709 1110 2102 3101 3101
BT ACQUISITION
BT tDETECTION











































BT PABTICLE ACCELBBATOB TARGETS
•TARGETS
•TABGETS







BT COBBAND AND CONTBOL
•DETECTION




BADAB TARGET SCATTER SITE PBOGBAH
SANDPIPEB TARGET BISSILE














SURFACE TO AIR BISSILES
BT AJ-10 ENGINE
BDBBLEBEE PROJECT






































































































SOLID PBOPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES'





























































































































































































































POINT TO POINT COHBUBICATIOHS
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
SIGNAL DETECTION




































































































































































0701 0702 1110 1112














































BT ELECTBOBAGNETIC BAVE TRANSBISSION
•SIGNAL TBANSHISSIOB
•TRANSBISSION
























































































































0702 0706 3107 3109























1408 2003 2311 2101 3301 3408






















































































































































































OSE INDICATING INSTBOBEBTS '
TEBPERATORE BEASOBIBG INSTRDHENTS
IEBPEBATDBE IBSTROBEHTS
OSE TEHPBRATOBE BEASDRING IBSTBOHENTS
TEHPEBATOBE INVERSIONS










































































































8134 THESADBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISIIHG)
TEHPEBATORE PROFILES
1408 3303 3304

















































































































BT CABLE FORCE BECOBDEBS
tBECHANICAL BEASUBEBENT
TENSION
0408 1505 1704 2311 3203
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS
















































































































0202 0303 0404 0507 0904 1504 2311
(OSE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEHB IS





















































































































SOBFACE TO AIB BISSILES
BT BOBBLEBEE PBOJECT
BDLTISTAGE SOCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PBOPELLAHT ROCKET EHGIHES .
TBSSEBAL BiBHOHICS




























1106 1108 1110 1504 3001
(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBS IS.














ELECTROHIC EQUIPMENT TESTS .
FATIGUE TESTIHG BACHIBES




























HYPEBVELOCITY HIBD TUBBELS , ,
LOB DEBSITY HIBD TOHKBLS
LOH SPEED HIBD TDBBELS
HISSILE RAHGES
PLASBA JET HIBD TUBHELS
RECTABGDLAB HIHD TDBHELS
BOCKET TEST FACILITIES
. SHOCK TDBBELS . .
SLOTTED BIBD TDBBELS
SUBSONIC BIBD TOHHELS . •
SDPEBSOBIC HIHD TUBBELS
TEST BABGES . •
TEST STABDS









































































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






NASA THESAURUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TEST PBOGBABS
TESTING
BT SALT SPRAY TESTS
STROKING TESTS
TBBBBAL VACUUH TESTS








































































































































































































































































































































(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS











































































































0101 1202 1203 3304
BT BODNDABY LAYEBS













0504 0507 0508 3303
BT TBEBHAL ENVIBONHENTS
THEBB1L CONDUCTIVITY











SPECIFIC HEAT • . -• .-
(TEBPEBATUBE ;





1406 1408 2302 3303
(GAGES FOB HEASUBING THEBBAL
CONDUCTIVITY—EXCLUDES GAGES USING










































































































































1701 17014 3204 3303
BT FATIGDE (HATEHIALS)




0603 1202 3203 3303
BT ITHERBODIBAHIC PROPERTIES





























































































































































































TBEBHAL CYCLING TESTS ,
VACDDH CHAHBERS .
THERHALIZATION (EHEBGY ABSOBPTION)























DSE TBEBBIOBIC P09EB GEBEBATION
TBEBBIOHIC CONVERTERS
0301 0903 0905 21402 3303
NT SNAP 13












































0903 0905 1002 2402 2403 3303




















































































































































































































TBEBHAL BADIATIOB , ..





























IBBEVEBSIBLE PBOCESSES • •"
ISOTBEBBS
JODLE-TBOBSOB'EFFECT

































USE TBEBHOELECTBIC POSER GEBEBATIOB
TBBBBOELECTBIC COOLIBG



























BT DIBECT POBEB GEBEBATOBS
•ELECTRIC GEBEBATOBS
BT ASTEC SOLAB TOBBOELECTBIC GENERATOB
F0BL CELLS
HAGBETOBYDBODYBAHIC GEBEBATOBS





















OF TBERBOELECTRIC COBVBBSIOB SYSTBBS














































































OSE THERHOBOCLEAR POKER GEBERATIOB
THEBHOBOCLEAB EXPLOSIONS
2205 2405 3302 3303
BT »EXPLOSIOBS •















































































































0005 0408 3303 3300































1201 1501 3303 3300
BT REGEBEHATOHS '













































































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS













































0101 0102 0101 3203







0101 0102 010D 3203
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS








1503 1506 nOO 1802
(SOLID STATE PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS)





































































0102 0100 0202 3203
BT IBFIHITE SPAS BINGS








































































TBOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE






RT EXPLORER 6 SATELLITE ,
LIQUID PBOPELLANT SOCKET ENGINES
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEEB 5 SPACE PBOBE
SOLID PROPELLANT SOCKET ENGIBES







BT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE













THOB DELTA LADBCB VEHICLE
3103 3106









LIQUID PHOPELLABT ROCKET ENGIBES
OSO
BELAY SATELLITES





BT THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOB AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE




HI LIQUID PROPELLABT BOCKET EBGINES




BT TBOR ABLE BOCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUBCH VEHICLE '
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
BT IL10NCH VEHICLES
tBOCKET VEHICLES






















BT fACTINIDE SERIES COBPOUNDS
























































THREE DIHENSIONAL BOUBDARY LAYER





























NT THREE DIBENSIONAL FLOW
BT ITRANSLATIONAL HOTIOB
HT DEGREES OF FHEEDOB
THBESHOLD CUBEEBTS





































1106 1109 2311 0108 OHIO
(OSE Of I BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS








*SENSITIVITY- • ' ' "
























1202 1501 2501 2806
(EXCLUDES PHARYBI)


































































































0401 0501 0502 0504 0506 2808
BT *PRESSDBE
BT THRUST CHAHBEHS ' ''•
THBOST CHA8BEHS '
2805 2806 2808 3301


































HASA TBESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)









0802 0803 1904 2805 2808












2805 2808 " ' ,'
BT AIRCRAFT BRAKES














VABIABLE TBROST ' '
TBRDST VECTOB CONTBOL






















0101 1406 2805 2808
BT IRATIOS




























BASA THBSADHBS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
tBISSILES
SURFACE TO AIR BISSILBS










































2202 2403 2405 0905
BT fBECTIFIEES


















































OSE GAS TUNGSTEN ABC WELDING










OF PIVOTED WIBG AIRCRAFT
BT CL-8U AIBCRAFT . -
VZ-2 AIRCRAFT
XC-142 AIBCRAFT










































































0603 1001 1406 2311
NT PERCEPTOAL TIDE CONSTANT
BT tCOHSTABTS
RT 'ACCESS TIBE




tIBPEDABCE . , . . .
LC CIRCUITS•





TIBE L A G • . . .
TIRE RESPOBSE
TEABSFER FUNCTIONS
TRANSIENT BESPOBSB • :.
TIBE DELAY
OSE TIHE LAG . . . . . • • • . .














































































BT TIBE BBSSOREBENT •











(USE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS













































































BT GBOOP 4A COHPOOBDS
BETAL COHPOOBDS
TIB ISOTOPES



























0101 0102 0104 0201
OF TIP VOBTICES


























OSE TIBOS 4 SATELLITE
TIBOS E SATELLITE
OSE TIBOS 5 SATELLITE
TIBOS F SATELLITE
OSE TIBOS 6 SATELLITE
TIBOS G SATELLITE
OSE TIBOS 7 SATELLITE
TIBOS H SATELLITE








TIBOS OPEBATIOBAL SATELLITE SYSTEH
TIBOS OPEBATIOHAL SATELLITE SISTBB








2003 2004 3107 3409





























BT DELTA LAONCH VEHICLE
TIBOS 4 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LSONCH VEHICLE
TIBOS 5 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LAONCB VEHICLE
TIBOS 6 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LAOBCB VEHICLE
TIBOS 7 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LAONCH VEHICLE
TIROS 8 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LAOHCH VEHICLE
TIBOS 9 SATELLITE
2003 2004 3107






BT DELTA LADBCB VEHICLE








RT DELTA LAONCH VEHICLE
552
HASA THBSAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISII1G)
IIBOS SATELLITES





















TIBOS OPERATIOHAL SATELLITE SISTER
TIBOS BHEEL SATELLITE



























SOBFACE TO SURFACE HISSILES





















SOBFACE TO SUBFACE HISSILES
TITAH ICBH
BT HILA-STAB BOCKET VEHICLE






BT BAHHED OBBITAl LABORATOBIES
TITAH LAUHCH VEHICLES
3101 3103











LIQOID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EHGIBES
SOLID PBOPELLABT BOCKET EHGIHES
TITAN PBOJECT
TITAB PBOJECT


























































































OXIDES ' • ,. . ;i«
tTITAHIOH COHPOOBDS






























































































































































































































































































































































0701 0801 0901 1201
BT tTRABSDDCERS
BT DEGREES OF FREEDOH
*GYBOSCOPES
TOBSIOB
1505 1704 2308 2311 3203•












































2203 2201 2101 2105
BT tNOCLEAB ELECTBIC POBBB GENEBATION
NUCLEAR POWER BEACTORS
•NUCLEAR HE4CTOBS
NUCLEAR BESEABCH AND TEST REACTORS
TOBI 2-C BEACTOB
2105 • . -
BT »NUCLEAH ELECTBIC POWER GENERATION
NOCLEAR POWEB BEACTORS
•NDCLEAB BEACTOBS
NDCLEAB BESEARCH AND TEST BEACTOBS
TOBY 2 BEACTOB
2203 2201 2101 2105
BT *»OCLEAB ELECTBIC POWER GENEBATION
NOCLEAB POWER REACTOBS
*NOCLEAB BEACTOHS
N0CLEAB BESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
TOS-A

































































TOWED TARGETS : '
USE *TAHGETS
TOWED BODIES ' •
TOWEB SHIELDING BEACTOB 2
2203 2201
BT •NUCLEAR REACTORS i
NUCLEAB RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
RT RADIATION SHIELDING •
TOWEBS
1101 1102 1101 3102 . •
NT AIRPORT TOBEBS
DHBILICAL TOWEBS















1203 2301 2101 2502
0? TOWNSEND SURFACES
BT AVALANCHES




































.TOXICITY • ' -
TOIICITY
0112 3108
NT CARBON BOHOIIDE POISONING ' •
LEAD POISONING
RT tCBEBICUL PBOPEBTIES






VIRULENCE • - . • • :
TOXICITY AND SAFETY BAZABD • '











RT BENZENE POISONING '
BEBYLLIUB POISONING
CABBON TETBACHLORIDE POISONING



































0105 0501 0601 0603
(USE OF A HORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS


















0101 0601 0602 2106
(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS





















RANGE AHD BAHGE BATE TBACKIHG
SATELLITE TBACKIHG
SPILCE DETECTIOH AHD TBACKING SYSTEM
SPACECRAFT .TBACKIHG
ST»B TBACKEBS.




























HT DEEP SPACE NETBOBK -
GLOBAL TBACKIHG HETBORK
'BANNED SPACE FLIGHT HETiOBK
HATTS (SYSTEBS)
POLYSTATIOH DOPPLEB TBACKIHG SYSTEB
SPACE DETECTIOH AHD TBACKIHG SYSTEB

























HT DEEP SPACE INSTBUBEHTATION FACILITY
GLOBAL TBACKIHG HETBOBK
POLYSTATION DOPPLER TBACKING SYSTEH
' SPACE DETECTIOH AND TBACKIHG SYSTEB
















(DSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS































































TRAILBLAZEB 1 BEEHTBY VEHICLE
3105
OF TBAILBLAZER 1 SOCKET VEHICLE
TBAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET
BT tREEHTHY VEBICLES





SOLID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET EHGIHES
TRAILBLAZEB 2 REEHTBY VEHICLE
3105
UP TRAILBLAZEB 2 BOCKET VESICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 ROCKET
BT tBEEHTBY VEHICLES
BT BULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•SOCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET EBGIRES
TI-351 EBGIHE
HASA THESADBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIBG)
TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
DSE TBAILBLAZER 1 REEBTgY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 BOCKET VEHICLE
USE TRAILBLAZEB 2 BEEBT8Y VEHICLE
TBAILBLAZEB 1 BOCKET
USE TEAILBLAZEB 1 REEHTBY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZEB 2 ROCKET
OSE TBAILBLAZER 2 REEHTRY VEHICLE
TBAILEBS










0101 0102 0101 0201





















































0201 0202 0203 0502















UP BISSILE SIBOLATOBS (TRAINING)
SIBULATOB TRAINING
HT COCKPIT SIHULATORS

































































































































































































































1901 3001 3006 3007
OF HOHBANN TBAJECTOBIES -
BQBHANN TBANSFEB ORBITS •
IMPULSE TRANSFER OBBITS,
OBBITAL TBANSFEB



















































0404 1704 1902 2311 3407
(USE OF A BOHE SPECIFIC TEBH IS




















0302 0901 • ' - •




























BT BLOOD ' •
TBABSIEBT HEATING '
3303 3305 >."••••




































TBABSIEBT BEACTOB TEST FACILITY
1106 1108 2203 2204 3404
OP TBEAT (TEST FACILITY)
BT *TEST FACILITIES


















































BT BOOLEAN ALGEBBA ' '
LOGIC CIRCOITS



















1412 1901 3001 3003
(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBH IS








































































BT TBABSIT ATTITODE COBTBOL SATELLITE
TRANSIT SATELLITES
2103 2104 3107 3409






















(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS
RECOBBEBDED—CONSOLT THE TERHS LISTED
BELOW) i


















(OSE OF A HOPE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOHHEBDED—COHSOLT THE TERBS LISTED
BEIOB)























































































(EXCLUDES PARTIAL OR TOTAL OCCOLTATIOH



















1901 1901 3001 3006 3009







(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS


























0702 1501 2311 3107
UF COAXIAL TRABSBISSION




























SHORT BAVE BADIO TBABSSISSION




























































































TBAHSBISSIOB LOSS HiSS THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTIHG)
HIEING
TBARSHISSIOH LOSS





IHSEBTIOB LOSS • • '






HAVE DISPEBSIOH ' " •
TBAHSHISSI7ITY





































































































































TBABSOHIC PLOTTER ' ; •





















0101 0201 1202 1203








































































0701 0702 0710 0905
OF BESPOHDEES
BT »BADIO EQOIPBEHT
















































































LOCKHEED BODEL 18 AIBCBAFT
















































DSE BOLTZHANN TBABSPOBT EQUATION
tTBANSPOBT PBOPEBTIES




































0603 1203 2(03 3301
BT CHAPHAB-EBSKOG TBEOBY
EYBIHG THEOBY
SUING LENGTB PLOD TBEOBY
BT *KIHETIC THEOBY









(BSE OF I HOSE SPECIFIC TEBB IS






















































































0710 2301 2309 2102
NT fl RAVES
BT tOSCILLATIONS , ... ,
RT GABBA BAYS ' .,..; -. .






































0102 0101 0201' 0202
BT (AIRFOILS





















1307 2102 2103 2502
UF TBAPPED BADIATION































•VALVES ' ' '
T8AVEL
0201 0108 0702 2102 3009 3107
(DSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS






































RT TRAVELING SAVE TUBES
TBAVELIBG BAVE BASERS



















































OSE TBANSIENT BEACTOR TEST FACILITY
TREATBENT
0101 0105 3101 3107
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS










(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS















DEFOLIANTS . • '
FORESTS


























































































OSE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
TRIENES
1808










































































































TETBODES - : .
















DSE ATOHIC EHEBGY LEVELS
TBIPLET STATE
OSE ATOBIC EHEBGI LEVELS
TBIPODS















































































BT tSTORBS • . :•
STORHS (BETEOBOLOGY) .. . •
ET ATBOSPHEEIC CIBCOLATIOH ' :













1302 • . •



















































































































































































SOLID PEOPELLABT ROCKET EBGIHES
TD-122 EBGIHE
2808
BT BOOSTER ROCKET EHGIHES
*EBGI»ES
ROCKET EBGIBES













































0801 0903 0905 1501 3203
(OSE OP A BORE SPECIFIC TESB IS


















































































































TOBGSTEN INERT GiS BBLDING






















0702 0705 0710 2301
BT SCHHLER TUNING
































1002 2309 2101 2602
(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TE8B IS

















(OSF. OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS

















































NT BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE























































TUBBIFE EIHAOST NOZZLES .
TURBIBE 8XHAOST NOZZLES
















1501 1501 2801 2805 2808
OF TORBOPUflPS

























0301 1501 2801 2805


























































































1504 2801 2805 2806
























































SPACE POWEB UNIT REACTORS
STEAH TURBINES

















BT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 ENGINE

































































1202 1203 1501 :























0101 0201 2801 2805
NT AN-22 AIRCRAFT
AN-2» AIRCBAFT







































































BT BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
HYDRAZINE ENGINES
HTDBOGEN OXYGEN ENGINES


























































0101 1202 1203 1106







0101 1201 1202 1203
BT BOUBDABY LAYERS










































































































































0201 1501 1701 3107
DF BABKIBG FLIGHT
NT MINOR CIRCLE TOBNING FLIGHT





























(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS



















TVC (CONTBOL) NASA TBESiOEOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
TVC (COHTBOL)







































































DSE TBO BODY PBOBLEB
TBO BODY PBOBLEB
1309 1901 1902 1904 3001 3006
OF THO BODY 'OBBITS





































































































BT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
(ENGINES
BOCKET ENGINES




OP CASTOR 2 ENGINE
BT (ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET ENGINES
BT BOOSTEB BOCKET ENGINES
JOOBNEYBAN ROCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BAB B LAUNCH VEHICLE -..'-..
SCOOT LAOBCH VEHICLE
SUSTAINEB BOCKET ENGINES
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE






















































































































































































































1202 1106 2702 2806












RT SOLID PEOPELLABT ROCKET ENGINES
OLLAGE
<3LH (LIGHT BODBLATIOH)








OLTRA SHORT WAVE RADIO EQOIPBEBT
OSE VERY HIGH FHEQOEBCY RADIO EQUIPBENT'
OLTRAHIGH FBEOOENCIES










































1601 2301 2306 2312





1501 1701 2301 2312




0710 2301 2309 2312 2102
OF ULTRASONIC WAVES
BT tELASTIC WAVES






















1106 1108 2301 2312
OF ULTRASONIC.INSPECTION
BT ACOUSTIC REASDREHESTS









































































































































































































































1106 1108 3302 3401





























































































































NT BALLISTIC HISSILE SOBHABIBES
GOIDED BISSILE SDBHARINES
SUBBABINES



































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBHENDED—CONSULT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)




































UNITED STATES OF ABEBICA
1305


















































































































































































































LBNIK 1 LUNAB PBOBE
LONIK 2 LONAB PROBE '
LONIK 3 LONAB PROBE
LONIK 4 LONAB PBOBE
LONIK 9 LONAB PROBE
LDNIK 10 LONAB PROBE
LONIK 11 LDNAR PROBE
LONIK 12 LDNAB PROBE
LUNIK 13 LONAR PROBE




BARINEB H 1 SPACE PROBE
BARINEB R 2 SPACE PROBE
BARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
BARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
BABIBEB 3 SPACE PBOBE
BARIBEB 1 SPACE PBOBE'
BABINEB 5 SPACE PBOBE
' BABINER 11 SPACE PBOBE ,
BARINEB SPACE PBOBES '
BARINEB SPACECBAFT
BARINER VENOS-BEBCOBI 1973


















PIONEER 1 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PBOBE-
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER'4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB 9 SPACE PBOBE
PIONEEB SPACE PROBES
POLYOT SATELLITES '
RANGES LONAB LANDING VESICLES
BANGER 1 LDNAB PROBE
BANGER 2 LONAB PBOBE
BANGER 3 LONAR PROBE
BADGER 1 LONAR PROBE
BANGEB 5 LONAB PBOBE
RANGER 6 LDNAR PBOBE
BANGER 7 LONAR PROBE
BANGEB 8 LONAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LONAB PROBE






SORVEYOS 1 LDNAB PBOBE
SDRVEYOR 2 LONAB PROBE
SOHVEYOR 3 LDNAR PROBE
SOBVEYOR 1 LDNAB PROBE
SOBVEYOR S LDNAR PBOBE''







TRANSIT ATTITODE CONTROL SATELLITE
TRANSIT 1B SATELLITE
TRANSIT 3B SATELLITE










ZOND 1 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 4 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PBOBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PBOBE



















































































OSE PARABETRIC FHEQOENCY CONVEBTEBS
OPDRAFTS ' :






















































































BT tACTINIDE SERIES COHPOONDS























































































































































































































OSE OHITED STATES OF AHEBICA
OSHS KINGSPOBT
DSE SATELLITE COHHOHICATIONS SHIPS
OTAB
1305


























































































SURFACE TO SDBF1CE BISSILES





























































































































VA-3 GBOUHD EFFECT BACHINE
0205




































BT tPRESSORB • • •
RT AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS '
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL '
• EVACOATING'-(VACDOB)
GETTERS
HIGH PRESSURE ' '
K N U D S E N FLOW
LOB PRESSORE





VACOUB EFFECTS ' '
tVACUOH APPARATUS ' " '; ''•'•
























1106 1108 1203 1506






































K N U D S E N GAGES
BCLEOD GAGES
P E N N I N G GAGES
PHILIPS IONIZATION GAGES



































































































































































0202 1501 1504 2806
OF HYDRAOLIC VALVES























BASA THESAOBOS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
VABPIBE AIRCRAFT
OSE DB 115 AIBCBAFT
VABPIBE HK 35 AIBCBAFT
0207




VAN JLLBB BADIATIOB BELTS










VAB DER BAAL FORCES
0603 1203 2404 3304
BT DIPOLE HOBENTS






























































































BT LIQOID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES


























































































































OSE HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
VAPOBIZERS












































VOLATILITY • • '
•VAPOBS . - • • •










• GASES • • - . - •
BYDHOGEB CLOODS
LIQOID-VAPOR EQOILIBRIOB


















































(OSE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECOBBEBDED—COBSOLT THE TERBS LISTED






























OF CONSTANT .SPEED PBOPELLEBS
BT PROPELLERS























































(OSE OF A BOBE SPECIFIC TEBB IS
BECORBENDED—CONSOLT THE TEBBS LISTED
BELOW)

























OSE CALCOLDS OF VABIATIOBS
VABIATIONAL PBIBCIPLES
0603 1202 1902 2308 2311


























































































































































































BT ATLAS D ICBM
LIQDID PROPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
VEGA BOCKET VEHICLE



































0201 1106 2102 2103 3103 3105 3110 1504
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































































































THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
VELOCITY ERRORS









0101 1402 1406 1410 2308
DP ABEBOBETBY















































































































DSE DH 112 AIBCBAFT
VBBTILiTIOH , . .
0500 OS07 0508
BT AIB COBDITIOHIHG•
AIB COOLIHG • • '
AIB FILTEBS
AIB FLOB




































































































7EBOS FLr tBAP BOCKET VEHICLE
3106 3108






HT BABIKEB 1 SPACE PROBE
HABIHEB 2 SPACE PBOBE




ZOHD 1 SPACE PBOBE
ZOBD 3 SPACE PBOBE
ZOHD 4 SPACE PBOBE
ZOHD 5 SPACE PBOBE
ZOHD 6 SPACE PBOBE


































BICA ' ' '
*BISEBALS

















BASA THESiOBOS (ALPBABETICA1 LISTIB6)
BT fEHGIHES
TOBPEDO EHGIHES
BT ELECTBIC SOCKET EHGIHES
ELECTBOSTATIC EHGIHES
BYBBID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET EHGIHES
IHT3BHAL COBBUSTIOB EHGIHES
tLAUHCB VEBICLES










BT VEBOHIQOE V-27 BOCKET VEHICLE
VEBOHIQUE V-37 BOCKET VEHICLE
BT tBOCKET VEHICLES
SISGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOOHDIHG BOCKETS
BT LIQUID PBOPELLAHT BOCKET EHGIHES
VEBOHIQUE V-27 BOCKET VEBICLB
3106
BT IBOCKET VEHICLES
SIHGLE STAGE BOCKET VEHICLES
SOUHDIHG BOCKETS
VEBOHIQUE BOCKET VEHICLES
VEBOHIQOE V-37 SOCKET VEHICLE
3106
BT tBOCKET VEHICLES






























































































































































USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DINABICS)
VERTICAL TAILS












UF VTO FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
VTOL AIRCRAFT














































0702 0710 2309 2312 2102







VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPBEBT
VEBY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
0701 0705 0710 2102













1103 1106 1108 1502 15011
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERH IS
BECOBBBNDED—CONSULT THE TERBS LISTED
BELOB)





BT ASTEROIDS ' . . . .
(CELESTIAL BODIES
RT BETEOROIDS
SOLAR SYSTEB • • • . • ; • • '
SPACE DEBRIS ., , .
VESTIBOtAB TESTS
0101 0501 0502 . •
BT PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS' •
BT BODY SBAY TEST
COHIOLIS EFFECT
BAB PRESSURE TEST .- • . •
VERTICAL PERCEPTION . ;
VEHTIGO , ; , •;
VESTIBULES
0101 0108
BT tANATOHY • - • .. '. .










USE VISUAL FLIGHT RULES •
VBF OBNIRANGE NAVIGATION







RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS •
SOLAR COHPASSES
VIABILITY

























































































































































1106 1108 3203 1505
HT DiHPIHG TESTS
STBOKIBG TESTS



















































































0104 0702 0709 2306 2310 .
BT tTELECOBHOHICATIOR
BT TELEVISION SYSTEBS • • . . ;.
VIDEO DATA
VIDEO EQOIPHEHT - .
VIDEO DATA




























0701 0702 0905 1109













0108 1407 2102 3303
(EFFECTS OF CHARGE IR AHGOLAB SIZE OF
FIELD OF VIE» OPOH BECEPTOHS OF
BADIATIOH)






























VIKIHG HABS PBOGBAH .' : •
VIKIHG OBBITEB SPACECBAFT









HI VIKIBG LABDEB SPACECBAFT '
• VIKIBG OBBITEB SPACECBAFT
7IKIBG OBBITEH SPACECBiFI
3007 3108 3110











lONHAFBED SPACECBAFT • •
VIKIBG LANDEB SPACECBAFT
VIKING BARS PBOGBAB' •.
VIKING OBBITEB 1975
3007 3108 3110






SIBGLE STAGE SOCKET VEHICLES
HT LIQUID PROPELLABT SOCKET EBGIBES
SOOBDIBG ROCKETS











































VIHGIBIi . . ,•
1305



























































































1202 1203 1406 3203





















VISCOPUBPS . . - . . -
1202 1501 1504 . ' ' ' • '
BT f PUBPS : -•
RT VISCOUS FLOS














STOKES LAS (FLUID BECHABICS)







VISCOUS FLOS ' -"
VISCODBT AIRCRAFT
0204 .
BT »BAC AIHCBAFT •
*JET AIRCBAFT
BOBOPLABES
PASSEHGEB AIBCRAFT !- •
•TBABSPOET AIBCRAFT























1201 1202 1203 .
BT BODHDABY'LAYER FLOS
BOUNDARY LAYEB SEPABATIOB




STOKES FLOS :• '






























NEBTONIAN FLUIDS.. , - ..
BOBREBTOBIAH FLUIDS
OSEEB APPROXIMATION.
SEHISOLIDS . ' , . .
VISCOUS PLOW •• , .
BEIGHTLESS FLUIDS ' -
VISIBILITY • ;
0108 0502 2103: •.'•.. , • - .
UF IHVISIBILITT


































USE LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)
VISIBLE SPECTBOB
USE LIGHT (VISIBLE EADIATIOH)
tSPECTBA i /
VISION

































































0405 0408 0508 0502









































VISUAL FLIGHT ' t
0201 0408 0502









VISOAL FLIGHT HOLES - '
0203 0502 1101 1402









NASA TBESAOBUS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
VISOAL PEBCEPTION
VISUAL TASKS


























LUHINAIRES ' : '
OPTICAL COHHUNICATIOB • .





























































































0701 0705 0710 0905 2002












0701 0702 0703 0802
BT BANDPASS PILTEBS
COHPDTEBS












































0702 0705 3403 3405
BT BBOkDCASTIHG
BADIO TBABSRISSION












BEACTOB COBES ' \-
(SDBPACE PBOPEBTIES ' '
VOIDS
VOIDS



















BT •THEBBODYNABIC PBOPEBTIES '
THEBBOPHYSICAL PBOPEBTIES

































OSE ELECTBIC POTENTIAL ''
VOLTAGE &BPLIFIEBS
0902 0904 2304
BT •ABPLIFIEBS . .









BT PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS. .













• C08TBOLLEBS - • •
COBBEBT BEGDLATOBS • ' ' '
BLECTBIC SWITCHES • '






USB VOLTBETEBS " .
VOLTEBBA EQUATIONS ' '
1202 1902
. BT ^ANALYSIS (HATHEBATICS) ' .





0904 0905 1002 1406
UP VOLTAGE VABIATION INDICATOBS
NT BILLIVOLTHETEBS
BT HIESSOBING IBSTBUBENTS •• "'
BT ABHETEBS
COULOBETEBS
ELECTBOBETEBS ',•:•' • -
POTEBTIOBETEBS (INSTBDBENTS)
VOLUBE
1902 3406 3408 • '
NT BODY VOLOBE (BIOLOGY)





ISOCBOBIC PBOCESSES ' • • : r





























0101 1202 1203 3203
BT PLOW EQUATIONS « '


































































































































































































































































USE VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VOLCA5 AIBCBJPT
0207






































































Page Intentionally Left Blank
w
W BINES
USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
BA-116 AOTOGIBO
0209


























































BT ASTBOHAOT MANEUVERING EQOIPHENT
LONAB SURFACE VEHICLES
HSCHIUEBY
MANNED LOSAB SOBFACE VEHICLES
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
BALL FLOB
1201 1202 1203 2502 3203
BT *FLUID FLOB










































































































. NT NUCLEAR WARHEADS
.•••' BT: tBEAPpHS • . • • . . .
RT AMMUNITION . ' ' :''• ' • • . , '





























































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
ilSHBBS (CLBABBBS) • ":•.







CONCENTRATORS! • •' ' •
EITRiCTIOH ' • ' -
•SEPARATORS
BASHERS : : • - . - • •



































OF HIGH ALTITUDE SOUNDING PROJECTILE
BINDOB ATBOSPHERE SOUNDING
PROJECTILE
BT BULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•ROCKET VEHICLES
SOOBDING ROCKETS
HI LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE •












































































0505 1201 1308 1801 2003
BT COLD BATER













































01101 0108 2003 -"
BT COBSUBPTION '
RT IBRIGATIOB




BATER LOSS . •




' 2203 2201 3303
UP PHYSICAL CONSTANTS TESTING REACTOR
NT BOILING BATER REACTORS .
BORAX 5 BEACTOB
EXPEBIBENTAL BOILING BATER BEACTOBS
BALDEN BOILIBG BATER> REACTOR
HEAVY BATER COHPONENTS TEST
REACTORS
HEAVY BATER REACTORS




PLUTONIDB RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
PRESSURIZED BATER BEACTORS
SEBN REACTOB
SPECTRAL SBIFT CONTROL REACTOR
SPERT REACTORS • ' '
SBIBBIBG POOL BEACTORS
ZEBO POBEB REACTOB 2 • •
ZEBO POBEB REACTOR 3
ZERO POBER BEACTOB 6 '
ZEBO POBEB REACTOR 7
ZERO POBER REACTOB 9
ZEBO POBBB REACTOBS
BT LIQUID COOLED REACTORS •
•BUCLEAR REACTOBS ' •
RT CHEBICAL REACTOBS

















FLOODS ' ' . . - >
FLOB BEASUREBENT '• •

























(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS




BABIFOLDS ' • '





BATER JETS • :



























0505 3404 • .
BT IB1B1GEHEHT •.
BT COHSEBVATIOH ... .
FLOODS 1






BT BOBAX 5 BEACTOH
EIPEBIBEBTAL BOILIBG WITEB BEICTOES
BEiVI BATEB COBPOHEHTS TEST
BEICTOBS





































WATEB TAKEOFF ABD LAHDIBG AIBCBAFT
0201
BT SEAPLABES






BOVEBCBAFT GBOflBD EFFECT BACBIHES






































































































WAVE FBOBT DEFOBHATIOB . . '
WAVE-ATTEHOATIOH






BT 1THOSPHEBIC ATTEH01TIOB -
ELBCTBOHIGHETIC iBSOBPTIOH
BIDiB TBAHSHISSIOH .
BADIO TBAHSHISSIOH • '
SBOCK WAVE PBOPAGATIOH







SHOCK HAVE IBTEBACTIOB :






CBOSSTiLK •, • •










8T HCOOSTIC PBOPEBTIES •
iTHOSPHEBIC BEFBICTIOH
8ATTENDATION
COBEBENCE • ' > ••
COLOB
DEFLECTIOH . ' . • '.
DIFFBACTIOB













WiVE DIFFB1CTIOB . .






tDYBlBIC CBiBiCTBRISTICS '' .
PRESSURE DBiG
BT FBICTIOH DBiG .;•. :
SOPERSOBIC DBAG' '.';.
WAVE EQOiTIOHS •
0710 1202 2301 2306 2309' 2312 '2402
• 2502 3203
(HOT EQOITI08S OF HOTIOH)
HT DIR1C EQUATIOB
EIKOHAL EQOATIOH -. -
KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION •
LABE WAVE EQUATIONS --
SCHBOBDIBGEB EQDATIOB '



















HAVE DIFFRACTION .• . .
BAVE IHTEBACTION . ' '•
BAVE PROPAGATION
BATE BEFLECTION. . ' 7:
BATE SCATTEBIHG
BATE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION .
0710 1202 1203-2310 3203'
NT KIHOPOBB ;"....'
BT JBECONSTBUCTION • : • •
BT DIFFBiCTOnETEHS ,
HOLOGBAPHY
•PHOTOGRAPHY - , . ' . '
BAVE FBONTS . . • •
1202 1203 12014 2306- 2310
NT SHOCK FBONTS
BT • EIKONAL'EQUATION .
. FBONTS . . ' •
- . HUYGENS PRINCIPLE " . \
PHASE COHEBENCE; ' ':
PHASE VELOCITY ,
SHOCK DISCONTIHOITY
BAVE PBOPAGATION . .
BSVES
BAVE FUNCTIONS : ' :'.







TIBE FUNCTIONS . -
. BAVE EQUATIONS - .
BATE GENERATION




HABBONIC GENEBATIONS ' .
tSBOCK BATE GENERATOBS
BAVE INTERACTION •• :
BAVE PBOPAGATION








2301 2306 2309 2402 2502
NT SHOCK BATE INTERACTION
RT COUPLING
DABPING . - • •
ELECTBOACODSTIC BATES'
ELECTBOBAGNETIC INTERACTIONS
























































































































SHOCK FBONTS ' '- •
BAVE ATTENUATION








USE HYPEBTELOCITY BIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUBES
BATEFOBBS









































0701 0710 0904 0905































0101 0203 0710 1202 2402
(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERB IS







































tCOATINGS . , ' , • '
CBODE OIL '- . . - ' . .
FINISHES














BT tBEAPON SYSTEMS. ...



















BEAPON STSTEH 324A .
BEAPON STSTEB 133B
RT AIR TO SURFACE BISSILES
FIRE CONTROL

























































tDABAGE .- . .













SLIDING FRICTION . .
SPALLING
SURFACE FINISHING -•









RT CUBULATITE DABAGE •
DESTRUCTITE TESTS










































BEATHEB CONTROL - , . . ' . .
USE BEATBER MODIFICATION
BEATHEB DATA BECOBDEBS
0802 2001 2003 3405 ' '
BT tBEASURING INSTBDBENTS
BETEOBOLOGICAL INSTBUBENTS
tBECORDING INSTBUBENTS ' ' '
BT TELEBETRT '. ••
BEATHEB FORECASTING
1301 2001 2003




tHETEOROLOGI . • - -


















REATHER FRONTS '• •
USE FRONTS (BETEOBOLOGI)
REATHEB BAPS
USE BETEOHOLOGICAL CHARTS -
REATHER nODIFICATION . :
1301 1302 2001 2003 2311 .' .
UF BEATBER CONTROL
NT CLOUD SEEDING
HT ARTIFICIAL CLOUDS .



























DEGRADATION : . ' '







0602 1802-2001 ' .



























(USE OF A HOBE SPECIFIC TERB IS




































































(USE OF A BORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
































1108 1110 1406 3203



















































































































































1902 2306 2308 2402
UF BKB APPROXIBATIOB




HISA THESADBDS (ALPHABETICAL LISTING)
BBSEH AIHCBAFT
0201 0206
NT BF S-64 HELICOPTEB
BT AIRCBAFT
BESER BF S-64 HELICOPTEB-
USE BF S-64 BELICOPTEB
WEST FOBD PBOJECT

















BESTLAHD GROOND EFFECT HACHINES
BBSTLAHD GROUND EFFECT HACHINES
0205
DF SR-N2 GBOOND EFFECT HACHIHE
SB-B3 GROUHD EFFECT BACBIHE
SR-H5 GROOND EFFECT BACBIHE
BESTLAHD SB-H2 GBOBHD EFFECT
BACHINE
BESTLAHD SB-N2 BOVEBCBAFT
BESTLAHD SB-B3 GBODHD EFFECT
HACHIHE
BESTLAHD SB-H3 HOVERCRAFT
BESTLAHD SB-H5 GROUND EFFECT
BACHIHE
BT GRODHD EFFECT BACBISES
RT BESTLAHD AIBCBAFT
BESTLAHD HK-10 BELICOPTBB
OSE BESTLAHD HHIBLBIND BELICOPTEB
BESTLAHD P-531 BELICOPTEB
DSE P-531 HELICOPTER
BESTLAHD SB-H2 GBODHD EFFECT HACHIHE
OSE HESTLAHD GBOOHD EFFECT HACHIHES
BESTLAHD SB-H2 HOVEBCBAFT
DSE BESTLAHD GBODHD EFFECT BACHIHES
BESTLAHD SB-H3 GRODHD EFFECT HACBIHE
OSE BESTLAHD GBODHD EFFECT HACHINES
BESTLAHD SB-H3 HOVEBCBAFT
OSE BESTLAHD GRODHD EFFECT BACHIHES
BESTLAHD SB-H5 GRODHD EFFECT HACHIHB
OSE BESTLAHD GRODND EFFECT HACHIHES
BESTLAHD BHIRLBIHD HELICOPTEB
0206






































































































































































RT LIQOID PROPELLAHT BOCKET EHGINES
BHITE NOISE











SIGNAL TO HOISE RATIOS
SPECTRAL BAHDS
HBITEODT
0506 0605 2003 2310
RT VISIBILITY
BHITBAH ROLE










BHITHOBTH GLOSTEB AB-650 AIHCBAFT
DSE AB 650 AIBCEAFT
BICKS
1504
" RT FDSES (ORDHAHCE)
BIDE AHGLE LEHSES
1407 1412 2306 2310
BT LEHSES
• OPTICAL EO.OIPBEHT





















































































































1301 1302 11408 2003






































1203 1301 1302 2003 '








1106 1108 1110 1203
UF BIBD TUNNEL BALANCES

















1110 1202 1203 2501























BIHD TUBBEL NOZZLES . i
1110 1202 1203 15014
BT BIND TUNNEL APPARATUS








BIHD TUNHEl STABILITY TESTS .




MISSILE TESTS • . - .
SPACECRAFT STABILITY
HIND TUNNEL 'MODELS .
BIND TUNNELS.









NT BLOHDOBN BIND TUNNELS
C A S C A D E : B I B D T U N N E L S
COMBUSTION BIND TUNNELS
HOTSHOT HIBD TUBBELS
HYPEHVELOCITY HIBD TUNNELS .
LOB DENSITY BIND TUNNELS
LOB SPEED HIBD TUNNELS





















.BIND TUHNEL NOZZLES '
HIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
HIND TONNEL HALLS
HIND VANES
0101 1203 15014 2002 2003





















1203 1301 1302 2003




























BT FILABEBT BINDING '
HELICAL WIBDIBGS
WIRE WIBDIBG
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LEVELING
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WINDOW ATBOSPHERE SODBDIIG PROJECTILE
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SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
RT ANTABES BOCKET VEHICLE
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BT SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
1-405 ENGINE
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EOCKET EHGIHBS
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INOCLEAB BEACTOBS
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